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PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY THE

a

| amount object. To its conductors-it was as
an only child. To the Establishment it has

_

been a secondary consideration.

Baptist Printing ‘Establishment,

The Star

and other objects havenecessarily been of
the first' importance and received first and
3
At No. 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H
principal attention. It hus really been noLUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Agent.
body’s child—a stray waif, accepting what‘All letters on business, remittances of money, &c,
ever good pffices chanced to come to its aid.
should be addressed to the Agent, and all communica | 2. I believe, too, that the dropping of
dons designed for publication should be addressed to its individuality, in publishing the names
the Editor,
TrRMS.,

of the writersof
For ope year, $3,00; or-if paid striatty n

the same

advance, $2,50.

its articles,

direction.

has

tended in

It is now

conceded

that, had we at first so published them—had’

Subscribers in Canada and the other British Prov:
will be charged 20 cents & year in additionto
416 price of the paper, to prepay the postage to the

we told the public that what was published
were simply individual utterances, instead

of the collective and individualized voice of

£008

taming
An Ministers ( ordained and licensed iH in
the Freewill Baptist Connexion are
in
requested to act as Agents in obtaining
Lg
and in oollecting and forwarding moneys.
Agents are allowed 10 per cent. on all moneys coltected and remitted by
them,

“The Quarterly”
—we

should have failed at

the outset. I cannot see that the case is
sufficiently altered yet to prevent a similar

whom they make remi
ok &oc. Remember, it is
not the names of the towns where they reside that we
want, but the names of the Post Office at which they
receive their papers,

to exist.

was the action of the.

Of stalwart men falls fierce and fast;

Genera

‘¢ Stand like an anvil,” when
Fly far and wide, a fiery
Virtue and truth must still
Where malice proves its

the sparks
shower;
be marks,
want of power:

* Btand like an anvil,” when
Lies red and glowing on
Duty shall be life’s leading
And conscious innocence

the bar
its breast:
star,
its rest.

* 8tand like an anvil, ” when the sound
Of ponderous hammers pains the ear:

Thine, but the still and stern rebound
Of the great heart that cannot fear,
“ Stand like an anvil,” noise and heat
Are-born of earth and die with time 3The soul, like God, its source and seat,
1s solemn, still, serene, sublime.

Doane.

its patrons.

A Quarterly Review is not,and

horses and falling between them—of trying
to be two things at once and of being neither. Thinkers and scholars found little

» Nearly sixteen years since the first number of the Freewill Baptist Quarterly appeared. For several years before,and at two
or three General Conferences, the question
of commencing such a publication had been
agitated. Two or three prospectuses had
‘been issued, and at last two selections of
editors had been made—one of them the occasion of a number of ballotings and of not
a little interest, to provide a Sponsor for a
child that never was born.
At length, in 1852, the project of starting
such a periodical by the Printing Establishment in Dover and under the auspices of
definitely and

that was peculiar in the Quarterly, and they
found essays and mere fine writing enough
elsewhere, and so dropped the Quarterly.
And the masses found what suited them
better in the newspapers, lectures, and in
their Sabbath school libraries, and so they

did not patronize it.
4..

Another thing

that

has

har wad

the

Quarterly more than those who’are responsible for it imagine, is the admission of articles containing questionable or undenominational sentiments. It is truethat in most
instances the editor has entered a caveat.
But this is not unlike a physican defending
the giving out of poison to his patients upon

decidedly abandoned, and it was said in
influential and official quacters that the agitation of the question, for a considerable

the ground that he gives gn antidote at the
same time. Most patients prefer to omit both.

number of years to come at least, was at an

ture?

end. Every possible effort had been made,
and failed.
Thereupon an individual one day walked
into the study of the late Dr. Noyes, at

die? Chronic diseases are not easily cured,
and are often fatal. Sometimes there is a

Providence, and declared that theh, for the
"first time, the way was open, and the time
had come for the establishment of a Freewil! Baptist Quarterly Review. The Dr.,
with some surprise, asked an explaination.
He was told that the plans hitherto proposed were inherently ineflicient,and had necessarily resulted in failure; but that while

So much for the past.

What of the

Can the Quarterly live,

or

must

fuit

remedy.
Ifthe Quarterly is to continue an efficient
life, it wonld seem that its character should

be elevated. Sermons and essays and
lectures are good and all right in their
place; but their place is hardly in, ‘a Quarterly Review.
Who expects to read or
would tolerate them in the North American
Review, the Edinburgh, the Westminster,
the Bibliothea
Sacera? A Review should

they were under trial, nothing really effect-

be something more

ive could be inaugurated.
Now that they
were abandoned and out of the way, there
was a clear field for what woyld succeed—
and that, in reality, whit seemed the utter
prostration of all hoye
was actually the
promise and pledge of success. The plan

even the average ability, culture and schol-

outlined,

ward adopted,

approval,

and

substantially

received

as

after-

the listener's

Others were consulted; and in

a short time after, Eli Noyes, Elias Hutchins, Geo, T. Day, D. M. Graham, M. J.
Steere, and A. D, Williams, were associat-

ed in the “Quarterly Company,” and

“The

Freewill Baptist Quarterly” made its appearance.

The company carried on the Quarterly
for three years, and then turned its publication over to the Printing

Establishment.

Daring those three years it paid its way,

than

the

arship of the denomination.

exponent

of

It needs to b

the out-speaking of the very highest elements,leading rather than accompanying or
indicating the average body. To it we look
for guidance, not companionship.
Then we must make up our minds to pay

fo¥'what we get.

In other words, having a

Review, we must pay the price of a Review,

and this for our Quartéfly cannot be less
than two dollars and a half per single copy.
There is no use in trying to keep it up at the
recent price. The single alternative is—
pay the price or let the Quarterly die.
And lastly, it must have a ‘responsible

editor, one who will
it—willing to let his
with.it. +And about
ofits publishers. It

will flourish in the hands of the Establishment,
A.D. WV,

quired a momentum that it was believed in.
sured its perpetuity, ' but which, it is hardly

Freedmen’s

too much to say, has not since heen greatly
* exceeded, until to-day we haveagain beforo
us the question of its existence, with the

ohances against it,

Schools,—A Letter,
dy

Wd

The encoutaging condition of the schools
for frevdmen at the present timeis worthy
of the attention of your readers, The ear-

During this time the denomination has in- nest and fuithful eff rts of the ‘thi-sionaries

creased somewhat in numbers and much
more in caltare—in the ability buth to appreciute and to produce tuch a. publication.

suc-

cess is ponclusively indicative of a failure

properly

and correct
thoughts. These pupils are
good in grammar and mathematics, as
well as geography and the natural sciences.
They are self-sufficient and seem capable
of ahigh degree of culture. Some have
already proved themselvesto be competent
teachers and leaders of their race. They
are discarding tobacco and ardent spirits.
They are aiming at a higher morality and
a holier religious life. Sabbath schools,

fortable places

of

worship,

other

instead

of the

“bush” as formerly.
:
In the "courts in this vicinity, the colored men now receive justice, and conservatives declare they will not refer their cases to such a tribunal. Half of the landd
in this state will be offered for sale-at cheap
rates during the next six months; on account of the expected repeal or modification
of the stay laws.
A. B. Corus,
Almance Co.,

N. C.

Congregationalism.
STATISTICS

FOR

NEW

The minutes of the 59th annual meeting
of the General Association of Congregational and Presbyterian churches in N. H.
is before me,

and as fraternal Christian de-

to command the new; or even to

retain the old, conditions of success,

“1. 1d my judgment, the transfer ‘of its

publication to the Establishment has ‘work-

churches.

Four new

churches

have

been

organized during the year, and one Presbyterian church dissolved, or at least 3 has
disappeared from the list.
The changes in membership during the
year have been as follows: admission by
profession, 495; deaths, 408; thus showing
that 87 more converts have been made than

sectarian,

faith.

affinities

for other

All Christians may

then work to-

this cause in its

darkest hour, wh n

he visits the field where his gifis hve heén
scattered, does not feel like he coming wen.

This

has been

grateful, and

We think,

in the main,

that this

Association

The

Sabbath

schools

these churches embrace

connected
23,650

with

attendants,

to some

and abundant

surprise;

is‘the

more

regret

amusement, in looking-over
by the

to the

Women of America.
Utterly unable to describe the document, we copy it entire as
the only way of doing justice to-go remarkable a. manifesto. As the client said to
his lawyer at the end of his pleain court,
that he never had an idea before that he
was such a splendid fellow, or that

he had

and the benevolent contributions, reported
only in part, amount to $35,171.
The total number of ministers, .inclading
the infirm, the aged, ministerial professors
in college, and others not in ministerial

been so terribly abused; so we think our
mothers and sisters and wives will open
their eyes for the first time to their great
opportunities and their terrible wrongs,
when they look over this fearfully vivid

work is 191 ; of whom 74 are settled pastors,

pen-picture.

7) are statedly supplying churches, leaving
42 without pastoral charge, biit/ many of

and may safely challenge.
We trust the author escaped
and that the readers miay not
sal inducing apoplexy.
Here

them have teaching or other business for
their occupation. There are 38 churches
destitute of stated ministers, some being
very weak, and others among the strongest
in the state, Eight Conferences of church-

ment:

Iu its own line it is unrivaled,
competition,
’brain-fever,
find its peruis the docu.

:

~

WOMEN OF THE UNITED STATES :
You sleep surrounded

by sufferings,

you

es have annual meetings in different counties,

dream amid dangers!

anll the ministers unite in 12 district Asso-

You are called the weaker sex—and your
weakness is forced to bear the heaviest bur-

ciations, according to their locatioms, for
matual improvement, usually meeting four
times a year.

,

The narrative of the, state of religion
reports some revivals and religious interest

in many places, but the year has not been
marked by these much desired occasions;
yet there has been harmony, and progress

of

several

ministers

are

mentioned,

and

the pastoral letter-urges members to faithfulness, particularly to the local churches
where they reside. A veview of these min-

utes suggests the wide reach of influence
trom the churches of New Eogland. Members are

continually

going orth

te other

portions of the land. We train up the young
und they leave us.

But

itis

important to

live are

aided

and promise.

Universal Franchise

Viewed

to perceive that theie * labor has not heen in
vain in the Lord
The philanthropist Who

forcible

speech, and the movement has been developing the elements of dignity, power

as an address

keep the religious ordinances in constant
opersion, for the education of those whose

it ix easy

and

the following, issued

and teichers, for the past few years, have
been crowned with remwkable success.

from this stand-poing,

to -much ‘deliberate

many of these have been occasioned by a
revision of the lists of members, and dropping those whose residence is unknown.

to 1,140.

to bless others.

exist not only for their own

that ot

others,

Neither

Many
good,

is the

churches
but

for

result of

these ‘churches uf N. E. to be measured

by

the members in the Congregationnl ehurche
es Of the country, tor by their union with

No; it needs time and toil from you all.
Gather, then, mothers, wives, sisters, and
daughters of the Nation, at the Capital of
the Republie, in January next, and demand

one denominationto do all, situated as we
are, therefore each needs
to know the
condition of the others.
R. M. SARGENT.

tions

dens.

!

fnlw

Taxation without representation, and despotic government without the consent of
the governed—wrongs against which your
fathers trinmphed

on many a blood-soaked

field—are still in force against
their victory.

you, despite

means

Can this good work be done in a day?

gether faithfully tomake our state fully a
Christian community.
It is impossible for

we confess

have amounted

state of marriage be to none a mere
of bread!

forms of

that these members help churches in other
States. The exclusions have been 174, but

other states and exclusions

a.

[7

Snot
§ fs

case, and rejoice in the assurance ‘that a
right principle is not to suffer as it has done
from the distrust awakened by its headlong
advocates. But the spurts of extravagance
are not all things of the past. Most of the
Conventions have now and .then volcanie
episodes. They are to be expected. But

to
to

y effort

9

received by letter, and 558 have been dismissed by letter, thus showing that N. H.
churches have sent to other states 147 more
members than they have received from
their churches in return. It is consolatory
to the benevolent to see that they are doing
good, and hence, though emigration may
diminish some of our churches,we rejoice

Thus, though 905 have been admitted
the churches, yet deaths, dismissions

dent Hamlin has Bosh
Ee

was made to settle it in ca
nj
n, Thursactory
husbands, without redress from the laws ‘day evening, but not ‘with very 8
which you must obey. If other men wrong results. Mr, Hamlin haying 70 votes 1074.

for Mr. Morrill and one blank, the caucus
you, you are far from certain of redress,
If public officers are unjust to you, you adjourned sine die without decharing in far
Such a close vote may prove
vor of either.
of the Congregationalists of N. E. For cannot remove nor punish them.
many years, the Presbyterians took all their ~Laws are enacted; public measures are quite as unfortunate for the successful as
emigrants to the West,’ and they have re- ordained, of the gravest importance to you; the - unsuccessful candidate, though the
dl a general, suppor of a
joiced to aid the Freewill Baptists and and you ate allowed no voice in their con-- latest 4
Mr. Hamlin.
others in many places, loving Christ above sideration or their passage.
‘Nor are you even allowed to decide
all names.
whether you will take such part.
GENERAL VIEW.
ndence.
Hence your wishes and interests are not * "Washington Correspo
‘This review has both encouragements and
WASHINGTON, D. Gon Jan. 6, 1869.
discouragements. There is growth in some important to the politicians who. make and.
administer
the
laws.
They
neither
know
New
¥epar’s day was spent here much as usual.
places, a manifest gain in the power of
The President and other high of icials
held the
Christianity, but not so much advance as is nor respect those interests and. wishes; nor customary receptjons, at ‘which the great body of
do
they
fear
to
disregard
them.
to be desired and sought. All our denomi-arfay, navy and civil officials presented: thems
In a word, your safety depends wholly selves and performed the usual ‘hand-sbakings
nations in N. H. feel the draw of families
and greetings,
The public servants who are
and members to thé West, ard the influx in on the good will of your rulers!
Arouse, then, women of America !
” condemned annually to endure this. infliction in
their places of foreigners, or of those destiSleep no more while your sisters suffer; order to certify that this is 8, government of the
tute of religious habits.
The excitements
dream-not
yourselves secure while dangers people, by and for the people,may well envy ev
following the war, and attendant on politithe town pump for this’ day at least. They
cal changes, have also kept the minds of lie in wait! .
somewhat favored, however, this’ year, by the
Though
weak
be
wise!
While
fortunate
many from giving due attention to religion.
| drenching rain which prevailed and somewhat
reduced the number of visitors, Among the
Butto maintain the gospel is worth much, arm yourselves against misfortune!
Demand that society cease to ake your callers upon the President was Gen. Butler. The
and is occasion for thankfulsess. "And so
General has a reputation for doing odd and audaweakness woe.
many souls hopefully converted is encqurcious things, and this is his Jatest performance in,
Claim’
the
freedom
which
is
atc
once
your
agement for prayer, faith and labor.
this line, Just imagine the scene, The ‘great
These facts also show that there. is. room right and your education. Insist that the impeacher, who but just now was 80 fiercely deenough anda call for various denominations. ballot box be open to you,to use if you will. manding ‘the political decapitation of Andrew
Quite a number of towns & 1s the eastern Command thus the respect of the poliiicians; 3 Johnson for crimes and misdemeanor against the
and northern portions of the state have oblige them to open the professions to you; péople of the United States, now enters, hat in
‘hand, and, advancing to the President, grasps
not and never had Congregational churches ; raise by this means thé remuneration of him by the hand and expresses his anxious solicyour
toil
;
reform
the
laws,
and
let
the
holy
and many persons in other towns have pref-

There have been 411

professors have died.

dren, your property, yourselves, may be
foully wronged by changed or false-hearted

S.,with their 278,708 members,embrace only

has led us to hope that the era of vehement
harangue, rhetorical hyperbole and furious
accusation ‘was giving place to the stage of
wiser methods, and sober argument and rational pleas.

rv in well-doing, tut like one who returns | Presny terians, the larger portion of those
ed fo its injury. In individoal ‘hands, its in the evening, rejoicing, benring his sheaves ging West have joimerly thrown them.
a tirvteand par- with him. Wu can mention only a few of selves into the work of buildingup shurchand success wer
‘charaoctér
4

being

a part of the fruits of the Christian labors

'| erences and

HAMPSHIRE:

give hand and heart to
repu‘ation live or die in many things, particularly in improved
the same may be said meeting houses, in vestries, parsonages and
‘is very doubtful if it similar conveniences for the suciety. Deaths

giving however very little compensation to
its writers, and achieved a success and ac-

Its lack of a proportionately increased

ournormal classes often contain many deep

Or, not

nominations are benefited by a knowledge
from its inherent character cannot be madé,
of each other's condition, I send a brief
a “popular” work, to go into the hands or
resume of the matter contained init, There
the appreciation of the masses.
It is as inneed be no jealousy or unpleasant rivalry
herently and necessarily for the few as isa
between our sister denominations, but it is Female Suffrage. — White Heat.
university. Who would think of remodeling
desirable to know each other's numbers and
‘The movementin favor of female suffrage
Harvard or Oxford university. so as to ihprogress to incite one another to - effort. hus been often disfigured and rendered riduce the “intelligent” common school boys
There are 192 churches reported, of which diculous by the extravagant style of speech
of Massachusetts and of England to attend
6 are Presbyterian and the remainder Con- ‘employed by many of its advocates. Conthem?
gregational, embracing 19,053 members;
siderate elsewhere, they have seemed to beThe reductiog of the price of the Quarter- of whom, however, 3,673 dre “¢ ghsent,”
come
monomaniacal as soon as they
4 ly made its death only a question of time;
this
phosphorescent topic.
i. e. not residingin the places where they approached
while the redaction, ot popularizing, of the
have their church membership.
Some of While Margaret Fuller, and Caroline Dall,
character of its contents only made it less these are doubtless lost to their churches, and Julia Ward
Howe,
and even Gail
valuable to the few for whom alone a Reby distance, but others are away only for a Hamilton and Lucy Stone, have used good
view is designed, without popularizing it limited period, or reside in places where no
sense and real argument, the lesser lights
enough to make it attractive to the many. church is found, or have gone West and have been chiefly noted for their intensity.
It is the old story of trying to ride two have not yet taken their letters to other Lately we have been treated in the Conven-

The ‘Quarterly.

was then

bad elocution and

ready to improve the giftof oratory which
God has given them.’ The compositions of

Conference,

duce “intelligent laymen,” &e., to become

‘Whose brawny arms embrace the blast.

EA)

names

real attempt to popularize
the work, and in-

Storms but mere deeply root the oak,

the General Conference,
was

no

in 1856, reducing its subscrfption price,and
by implication, and iin fact, lowering its intellectual and
scholarly stihdard. The
move, whether so intended or not, was a

“ Stand likean anvil,” when the stroke

—Bishop

When

ticles, and, when read, they will be judged
not alone by their merits, but by the prepossessions or prejudices otherwise attached to
the writers.
~~
.
3. A still more
unfortunate
influence

S—

discern

and all the

The Worning Star,

Sl

are quick to

attended, in cbm-

writer,ssome readers will not:read their ar-

THE MESSAGE OF IGNATIUS TO POLYCARP,

inations in places where they settled. The
2,819 Congregational churches in the U.

weekly prayer meetings,

there was,

were given every article was read by every
reader. Now, in the case of any and every

|

ern districts in our pupils is fast disappearing. They read and+declaim with correct
articulation, inflection
and emphasis. They

means of grace are well

iis, angdf

almost ceases

Stand like an Anvil.

they have helped other evangelical dénom-

a

There

ar All obifuaries, accounts of revivals, and other
matter invol
facts, Hust be accompanied with the
proper names of

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13, 1869.

es of that order.

“The faults of pronunciation in the south-

clamor for the authors’ mgfmes. But the
very curiosity that prompfed that clamor
whetted an appetite
the Quarterly’s
utterances, that, wherfthe names are given,

influence now.

aa Agents
Aceh
and, others Should be ay
to give
the
Post Offices
( Coun
tate) of subscribers for

the cheering signsof progress in our work.

Ww

from Congress and the country freedom to
exercise your rights !

|

of the

Week.

General Randall

Se

:

-

CONGRESS,
is
as was expected, reassembled on Taesdhd
of last week. The work of the session has
now, doubtless, commenced in good earnest,

but

thus

far the

time

has

been

con-

sumed largely in debate, no action of spec-

ial significance

having been ‘taken.

The

more important questions discussed are
ticed in our Congressional summary.
the day that Congress reassembled, thé
port of
COMMISSIONER WELLS
on the Internal Revenue was read. He

noOn
re-

from one hundred to oie hundred and twenty-five millions. The latter estimate he bases
as follows: —ten millions from increasé of
population

and wealth and twenty-five mil-

lions from the fact of settlement of all bounties in that sum last year, and seventy-five
millions

from

a thorough

reform

in the

revenue service under the passage of the
civil service bill. With sucha surplus at
command the Commissioner believes that
the return to specie payment at an early
all others which will be a yelief fom taxation.
The Revenue, he thinks, needs but

slight amendment, but its administration
needs thorough reform ; and he proceeds to
specify some of the changes which should
be made.

The

report is long,

and derives

importance from the considerations that it
is the work of one of the ablest financial
minds in the country, and that it shadows
forth the great financial issues upon which

parties are soon to divide. The week has
been specially noted for the assembling of
STATE LEGISLATURES.
In fact the states, in which the annual sessions of the legislatures do not commence
on the first week in January, are the excep
‘tions. In connection with the proceedings
of these bodies but few thirgs of special
sigaificance have occurred. In New York a
Republican Governor is succeeded by a
Democratic one.
In Pennsylvania Gov.
Geary in his message estimates that 75,000
children in’the state are without school fi-

cilities, and he very properly urges anim.
provemement; and in Massachusetts a license legislature is followed by one strongly favoring
ibition, In this state the
election sermon was delivered by the noted
license law preacher, Rev. B. F. Clark, who
|.
took the advantage of his opportunity to
present his views on his favorite theme.
He would doubtless have had a more friendv

ly hearing could he have delivered his ser-

denied to you—their daughters.
Cruel laws cramp and crush you; powerful prejudices prevent your growth, and

sey, Michigan,

~The" liberty which

they thus won, and
to their sons, is yet

shut you in with walls of iron.
Few professions are open to you; and into most of these social degradation attends

be a matter

in relation thereto, promises to

of considerable interest,

In June

last, a contract was made with Carlton Spaids, of
| Chicago, to carry the Overland mail for $335,000
per annum, with a pro rata reduction as the Pa-

cific Railroad was completed

and opened for car-

rying the mail.
Service was to commence Oct.
1, 1868. Bad faith on the part of the government
annulled this contract. Qn the 1st of October,

therefore, the mails came to a halt,

The

Post

master General thereupon requested Wells,
go & Co. to take charge of transporting
mails. Among the documents in the case
proposal of Wells, Fargo & Co. to-carry

mails_for

$1,750,000

per

annum,

Farthe
is a
the

sabjéct to

a

proper reduction as the Pacific railroad progress| es. This proposal is dated Qet. 1. On the 21st
es- of October, Randall, by the advice, as he says, of
timates the surplus revenue for the fiscal Horace Greeley, Senator, Morgan, and others,
year ending June 30,1869, at from twenty to closed the contract with Wells, Fargo & Co., at
their proposals, and putting the commencement
thirty millions, and forthe next fiscal year at of service at Oct. 1. But the most interesting

mon to the audience that elected him.
SENATORIAL ELECTIONS
:
will soon take place in Maine, Massachu-

which they transmitted

only unable to resume specie payment at any assignable period, but that it is not desirable to resume it at any future period ;—that, in fact, the present paper currency, based upon the credit of
the government, is superior in all respects tos

specie currency.
The transportation of the Overland mail to
California, and the recent doings of Postmaster-

F4

-

Events

itude for the present state of his health, and doncludes by wishing him a Happy New Year!
Shall we not ‘ have peace” verily ?, The General
is reported as. being full charged with a speech
on Finance, in which he argues that we are not

seit, New
oonsin,

York,

Pennsylvania, New

Minnesota,

Nebraska,

Jer-

Missouri, Wis-

Nevada,

and

Wes:

Virginia. In some of the states the nominations haye been made already, while in

part of the story remains to be told. Wells, Fargo & Co are in the habit of carrying letters as an
express company, for 12 1-2 cents each.
Their
interest lies in having the mail as “unsafe and uncertain as may he. To commit to them the car-

rying of the mail isto commit the lamb to the
keeping of the wolf. And it appears | that since
they have carried the mail it arrives at Salt Lake
city drenched with water, having lain on the
ground for days without any protection, exposed
to all storms, and on many, occasions having
been dragged through creeks tied to the poles or
reaches of the carriages. And not gnly this, but
large ‘quantities fail to arrive at all.
Letter
pouches are ripped open and the letters strewn

along the route.

Bags of newspapers and pam-

phlets are thrown or dropped oft by the way and
left to be picked up or destroyed as the case may
be. Yet in a letter addressed to the House of
Representatives, and accompanied by the official
reports of Post Office agents shewing the above

facts, Randall has the metal to say, ** The contract made has turned out a good. one for the de-

partment,

It will probahly . cost the Com.

pany from £100,000 to $200,000 more than they
will receive.
I understand that an application
will be made£6 Congress for their relief!”
I am
inclinedto think that Gen. Butler will have to
yield the palm of audacity to Randall.
He asks
for a committee of investigation, “50 that in case
an application is made for relief, Congress can
act understandingly on the subject.”
There's

richness for you!

Meanwhile, some members of

Congress don't seem disposed to wait * for an
application for relief” before they move in the

matter.

Yesterday, Mr. Washburne, of Ili., of-

fered a resolution directing ‘the suspension of
further payments to Wells, Fargo & Co., and

Mr. Ela a resolution for a committee

of investi-

gation which were laid over under the rules.
Senator Ferry proposes to inquire .into the
power of the President to grant amnesty to rebels, Inthe debate in the Senate a distinction
was taken between the pardoning power and the
power to grant amnesty,
The power to pardon
any particular rebel designated by name, was

conceded on

all hands to belongto the Execu-

tive, but it was claim@d that the granting of amnesty to all offenders, without any designation
by name, was an exercise of soyereign power,
and did not pertain to the Executive,
In a mon.

archy it was

done by the King, because

he pos-

sessed the sovereignty ; but here the people are
the sovereigys, and therefore their representation must pdrticipate in a proclamation of amnesty.
In short it must be done by law, and not
by mere Executive proclamation,

Another subject of great practical importance
is now before the Senate, that is, the payment of
claims for property used, or destroyed in the’
rebel states during the war, and belonging to
loyal

people there

resident. 'Sepators

Freling-

huysen, Howard and Conkling yesterday addressed the Senate in opposition to. the pay ment

your entrance,

oth:rs they will be made in a few, days.

When you enter them, youl crowd diem; $
and must: toil for less than your labor
is worth.
To those of you who lack wealth and

From Massachusetts Mr. Sumoér will be re- of such claims, and the attentjon given to the
turned , without opposition.
In Michigan debate attested the importance of the subject,

friends—a

misfortune

which may at any

time fall npon any—there is no ercape from

this condition but by ' marriage, death, or a
life worse than death,

To. her, therefore, who must earn her own
‘htead, and whase affections do not prompt
her to married 1M, there ate bit these al-

ternatives:
Scanty Earnings, Unloving
Wedlock, Death or Nameless Shame:
If you enter the married state, your chil-

and Nevada, senators Chandler and Stewart
have been nominated a8 their own ‘succes
sors.

In New York the

Millions upon millions will he drawn from the
treasury if such claims are adniitted.
The report of special commisrioper Wella was

contest is between

8cnator Morgan and ex-Governor

Fenton.

lid before the Senate. yesterday, and is a docu.

does not abandon ull hope that he may be
chosen himself, In Maine the contest bes

ment which attracts much attention, Mr. Wells
has given his Whole attention to matters of internnl: revenue and customs for several years,
and his views, if not conceded to BA _eorrect. are
received vith u lurgs degree of respect, ay com:
ing from an unusually well faformed sourve.
Ten thousand extra copies have heen ordered by
the Senate and will ba seat out to the country.
Weare cheered again by the.
sunt

tween

after an eleven days absence thereof,

There are multitudes of candidates for the
succession 10 Senators Doolittle of Wisconsin and Hendricks of Indiana. Carl Schurz
and General Loan are the can lidatesto suc-

ceed Senator Hende son of Missouri,
who
Senator
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THE MORNING
———

Our cold season has at length

Se

There is a religious thrift which redeems
-the time knowing

preaching

fairly set

in, and is thus announced in the Friend of
India of the 22nd inst: ‘ The cold season
fairly set in on the 15th. The fall of rain

‘Religious Thrift. that the duys are evil;

f..and
there jo a religious thrift which seeks

up to that date this year has been 911.2
inches, against 65 in the” cortesponding period, on an average of 14 years.”

the

and Yearly

word,

to attend

Meetings,

Quarterly

and preach

a few

|

times. From the time of his first attack,

Dec. 30th, 1868.

Bright sunshine floods

‘ Old Mt. Blue”
he félt as though the gates were standing
rests high up against the southern sky,
ajar for him, and was accustomed to say,
while the ancient forests, dark and vast,
«I want to go over the river, and see how
repose dreamily and suggestively on the

it looks on the other side.”
last shock Oct. 28th,

the earth this morning,

He received his

was

of creative power and

24 hours,during which time he said, ¢ I am

life.

clothe the farmers, yield them fpod and fill
their coffers with gain,
Ai

appears

in the religious

I will,

if possible,

unlike David, be content to offer unto the
Lord my God of that which doth cost me

* nothing.

desireto get to heaven at last,

and to enjoy

the ineffable

splendors and

rapturous bléssedness of the Celestial City ;
butit shall be, if God

minimom

permit, at the very

of personal” costy, I will travel

to this grand and
a pace and at as
shall cost me only
necessary. ' I will

glorioug
gal at as steady
low arate as I can. It
just what is absolutely
do it as cheaply as I can,

his whereabouts in the year by his feelings

preach, that gospel to others which saved

at this season, eventhough he should suddenly awake from a six months sleep."
It is cause for deveut gratitude that all
the members of ‘our mission have been pre-’
servedto see this season in a good degree

spend as little time as possible in prayer, as of health and vigor, and active preparations
‘little time as possible in meditation. I will are being made for our cold season excur-

him. His field was mostly with feeble
churches, aad he did not seek ease nor
wealth. As a preacher he was warm-hearted, emotional, threw his whole soul into his
sermons, and sought fo convert men’s hearts
as well as their heads. If the conversion of
souls constitutes a man a great preacher,

as rarely
as I find practicable attend a pray-

sions among the people, ‘to testify the gospel of the grace of God.” And oh! that

our brother ranked

and with as much economy of zeal and effort and substance as I may be able..

I will

er meeting or a week night service. I will
withhold from God whatever I may be able
of affection,

of faith.

of love,

of self-devotion

and

than a mere decent and passable piety demands
to keep myself in the love of God,
in the practios’'of righteousness, in the ser-

in serviceto God's staff of workers, and in
wealth to ‘God's sacred treasury. I will
merit no reproach of fanaticism, and bear
no cross of shame er scorn. No one shall

for water from our baudh, or dam ; and our

fields having been

how

much, how long, and who next, &:.

The baudh has now

I

of

apd

pro-

of humiliation

to

neighbors;

‘and

when on every hand the

effeminate

endeavor is made

to avoid inconvenience and

and

age,

discomfort, and

indulgence

which

wealth and enterprise bring to our command, there is need to beware lest our religious profession become a softly cushioned service, and our Christianlife of self-

and

unmeaning name.

sense

and tho clearest

Scripture to back us, we repudiate all ideas
of penance and voluntary infliction of pain
as a moral discipline and a means of spirit-

ual grace; but better a hair shirt and spiked
shoes than downy beds of ease and pillow¢ ed slumber and indulgence; better a religjon that costs a little if it is only physical

that

costs us nothing

in holy service and sacrifice.
In this time of wide-spread universal busi-

ness engagements, when the common habit of mind and thought is formed and foster
ed by aself-regarding; if commercially sound
and ethically unobjectionable economy,
there is need to be careful how we allow the
principles of trade to dominate in the relig0

ru

and,

as

for the

Padre

Saheb,

why, he is ““ the preserver of the people, the
salvation of the country.” Language fails

to tell his ‘f qualities!” No farther any
doubt.
He does good and only good! ¢ He
is

our

God,

we

wart

no other,”

&e.,

&ec.

What greater proof of the depravity and
s'olid blindness of the human heart? Aecknowledge a temporal
faver
with
eclat, and then turn a deaf ear to the

such
mes-

sages

same

of

then

oF

hundred

own village in an agricultural point. From
being the very tail, our people now take
the lead and are become the envy of their

our sin?

pain, thun a religion.

strain

injuted and needs to be repaired

source !

empty

the

pees. The hope is that our neighbors, having
now seen the benefit of it, will be glad to
inVest and secure a rightful share of the
water.
It has. been the making of our

Who will not at once

great good

stood

two rainy seasons and done excellent service.
It has however become somewhat

be nailed to the cruel cross and His own
large heart to be crushed and broken for

sacrifice an

ex-

the

half, who gave His body

With

be

aspire to wave
when

divine

mercy

from

the

:

Still, «“ The Lord reigns,” and
shall become

after change

the hea-

his inheritance.

follows

Change

religion.
more

A piety which gives

than

can

be

possibly

is bad in

to God
helped,

ro
and

keeps to itself all that can possibly he
kept,—a piety of bargain and compact,—is
of a very questionable and very doubtful
character indeed.
To desire to render
cheap service, and to offer cheap sacrifice,
and 10 gain the richest and largest results,
is to cherish a religious thrift contrary to
. the epifle of religion, and is sure in the end
to def at
itself. That which costs nothing
in religious experience and duty is commonly worth nothing.
That which comes without labor and sacrifice goes without blessing
and reward, He who sows sparingly reaps

sparingly.
lose it,

He who will suviPhis life shall

God loves a cheerful giver of: pac-

rifice and offering,

not

one “who

ives

grudgingly or of necessity and. aonstraint.

Largely and freely has God-blessed

us,

bountifully has he bestowed ‘his gifts and
liberally
has he lavished his love upon us.
Shall we be niggardly and parsimonious in

our return to him P Or shall we not rather
Show
the work of the Lord, and give
our best, service, our best affection, our best
toil, our ripest thought, our highest effort,

our most glowing zeal to him to whom wg
owe our life,
our joy, our salvation, our
all? Shall ve not rather say, “I will not

© puffer unto the Lord my God of that which
doth cost me nothing ?"
v.48

NT

"we

SA

IG:

It is

a necessary condition to a long and successful life in your calling. Nor, on the contrary, be too fearful! of exertion. Care is

the essential condition of continuous good
health. From my own experience, permit
me, for your encouragement to say. that,

pure gold; but one thing is certain that,
wherever the gospel in its purity is pro-

in the Scriptures for the purpose of clinging
we may recognize as amiable and in possession Of many elements

claimed, some real good

in quick

succession,

The old orderof things is bein

broken up.

Therefore let no ore’s heart

him.

fail

We

shall reap in due time if we faint not.
Santipore, Oct. 20.
J. PoiLLips.

Rev. Wm.

C. Byer.

His early edu-

cation was such as was afforded by the viltage school a few months in the year. The

remainder of the time he wrought at the
ina
didts.

father’s

commenced

di-

It demands simp'y that Chri-tian love recognize the true and the beautiful, and
rate with

iz as farasit

co-ope-

is practicable.

out this love

there are mary things and
involved.
Christ was the
Jove.

He could

teach

shop.

among

His

religious

the

Metho-

At the age of 18, his parents

settled

to

nor

Christs.or

to
of

ence comes

ment

or

the declared

encourage
others,

from

practical

whether

ignoranee,

wickedness
both

the

will

the

of heirt.

in the world,

in

awakening to a meeting held in Clinton, by
Rev. Mr. Burchard. He was converted un-

When the varied influences that combined to
lead our brother to Christ are known,among

them—and not the

bly—will

least inflaential

proba-

be found hers who, while young,

had consented to share with him the fortunes of life. He always acknowledged
himself greatly indebted to her deep piety
and ardent zeal for his conversion,
* Previous to his conversion, he indulged
the idea, that, if converted, he would firid

the path of duty in the ministry.
His interest, for souls soon made it manifest that God
designed him as a chosen vessel, to testify
the gospel of grace fd sinners. Tle was
licensed by the Methodists to preach in 1839.
On a careful examination of the Scriptures,

he became convinced that the immersion
of bélievers is the true thode of baptism,
and this;together with the position the Meth-

odists then took upon the question of American slavery, led him to ask a dismission
from them and he wnited with the Free Baptists. He was ordained by the Free Raptists in 1842. He labored much in protracted meetings, and often with marked success. In some instances from 50 to 70 were
hopefully converted. Among the fruits of
his labors

are several

whom are now

ministers,

preaching.

He

some

of

baptized,

during his ministry, about five hundred.
May the 20th, 1866, he received his first
shock of paralysis, which rendered him un-

conscious
for several weeks,

He gradually

recovered and was-enabled to visit some

of

here awhile

in

of

3ay

If language expresses nothing
if Christ meant anything.

or the Scriptures mesn anything, there must
be something specific uttered.

Mr. Beecher’s Font and Baptistry side by
side, is a confession on his part

that

either

the language of the Bible fails to convey
the truth clearly on the suhject of baptism,

or he fails thlcdimprehend the

truth.

quite
when
dan.
ience,

clear that they stood not thus
Christ was baptized of John
It may suit his fancy or his
but it is certain one or the

was

not

Tt is

together
in Jor
convenother is

sprinkled.

If we

cannot

ander-

stand the language of the Bible on this subject, we may despair of understanding it
on many otheri. Of what avail is the commission, ¢ Go ye therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them

in the name

Christians, including Papists,

Ghost,” if we do not khow whether bap-tizing them, means sprinkling or immersing
them in these names? ¢ Teaching them
to observe all things whatsoever I have
you.”

But

how

can

distant.

we. do

Inthe

the

8.

He

were

now

their

than formerly, and he felt like singing, “The

&c., than there used to be; such things don’

. While,

therefore,

trouble society as they formerly did;—the
world is progressing, and the good time is
coming when such trifles will not be counted worthy of notice, but all will be allowed
todo as they pleass, withnone to molest or
make them afraid.

became enlarged, and

many

noble. traits of Christian character which
they represent, we must learn to love

and

his

ways

more,

Indeed: the

the- truth, teach the truth and practice

trath, while
those whom

we

the

act generously towards

we believe to be

in

error.

It

fs our Christian duty to cling to. Jesus in
all things and abide the result, and in the

end trith-will trinmph,

UNION.

|

the

Guebres,

Persians by

and

who

|

ydurselves,”

and

simple

Death,

and

problems

that

trips

upon

them—let

him

slip,

it

he

walk our screner Lights without

Lim,
“The letters of the sacred book
Glitter and swim beneath the look”

of the best and wisest of us
stants.

God

knows,

in

blinded

it iskelp

we

hindrance, in our calling after

‘He

a

Dr. Prime,

the

of the

Christians

in-

need,

Him,

answers us not a word.”

Religion Talked

no

when

in Europe.

—

Observer,

of Europe

writes

converse

that

much

more freely and often on the subject of peor-

sonal religion that we do in this country.
tis, remarks are worthy of a reading :
Withaat
the slightest violationof the most

sensitive delicacy, but in harmony
sweetest graces of the Christian

with

the

character,

the suhject of personal religion is more fre.
quently and fully conversed upon by the
good

people

in

foreign

lands

than

in

own.
They glide into it as naturally
our men do into politics and business,

our

as
or

| our women do into the prices of dry goods
and the fashions of the season.

.

© It is not of set parties, or meetings, o
tea-drinkings, though these are dehghiful
reunions among Christian people, that [ am
now speaking.
It is of the every-day meetings,
or thy walk in the street on the way

tobu-iness, orthe chat in the car, or the
friendly hal®hour eall.
Foreign Christians
are more apt to iémprove such occasions to

the

relresh one another's souls with spiritual
communion.
They have a sense of being
pilgrims meeting casually for + moment,

common.
but

are not such

| will, and

introduced

the Russians,

homes spoke of him with such

ing miracles.

he looked foward to

taken of lit-

tle faults, such as adultery, perjury, stealing,

and

highest Christian love demands that we keep

as his salary

the time when he might have nothing te do
but to laugh and grow fat over a salary
three times as large as the present one,
4. There is really less notice

of

among
Lite,

we can afford to drop the hand of a brother

Home|

the

soon to part, and they love

which

to talk

of that

to them “is the life and strength and

J Lg Fly swifter round ye wheels of time,
| And bring that welcome dny.”

. Improvements in church building show
tthe world is moving in the right direclon: The time was when the poor of this

Bit I belive they enjoy themselves in their

enthu-

sigsm that his fame*soon filed the whole
Iyhd. He was called * the elect of God,”
nd was supposed to have the gitt of work-

more highly honored, flattered, and fattened

his Mastel,

Christ

at

charity
“read.

century searcely recognizable.
The
pil- highest joy of their souls. They do congrims who came to Kerbela hastened with verse on the religious subjects more freely
sla
reverence to the ybung student whom. they than we do.
‘1 do not say that they are more religious.
regarded as inspired, and on réturning to

the millennium
EE

showed that ministers

teachings

to the

not above

the

Hours

‘Have
words

eternity,

oriental imagination
has 80" transformed
him as td render the Frenchman of the 18th

influence to remember that the servant is
as Beecher: for

of

morphosed into Valater, is quite

morning light is breaking,”

love such men

number

|i

The philosopher of Ferney was

ling to practice? ‘ And straightway coming up out of the water.” This certainly
was not coming-up out of or from a Font;
for it specifies that ‘he was baptized of
John in Jordan.”
Would My. Beecher
place his Font side by side with
the river
Jordan? It is well for even a man of his

respeet

G—e

writing of the Persian
free-thinkers, in
whose months the name of Voltaire, meta-

be

vessels of war, all proved
nigh.
v

be better not’to attempt to expound or
teach what we by such confessions acknow]ledge we.do not ynderstand or are not wil

may

last

way?
| the
old

tament, which he obtained from the Jews
of his native city, familiarized himself with

2. He showed that railroads, telegraphs,
rifled cannon, needle guns and iron .glad

this if we cannot understand our Lord any
nearer than to mistake a Font for a Baptistry, or a Font for, a. River? Would it not

we

Babism.

—

in hell, but because, in a fictitious

| story, and for a story's sake, she paints with
a quivering hand the agony of a mother
facing the eternal loss of her eloest born,
should we gather our skirts away irom her
forsooth, and let her, among us, but rot of
us, pass on her condemnen
and condemning

.

Bab and

Spiritualists,

:

the watch for one’s blemishes, Sccts no
less than individuals, are judged by (ho

a protracted

Selections.

Mormons, Universalists, Free Masons, with
many other fast growing branches of Christianity, Heshowed that such heavenly institutions were multiplying very fast, and
therefore the millennium could not
pe far

of the

We afd fipt to run dtter ourdenoms-

inational virtues like turkeys afier scarlet.
It is manly, as well as Christian, to be on

in protracted

I never attended

that had erawled into the singing gallery,
Prof. Evans gives an interesting account of a
sung as only those could sing who had well new religioys
system which has sprung up
trained voices which they delighted to dis- Lin Central Asia dw
ing the last twenty-five
play ; and another rustling of finery among
yeurs, and has now millions of adherents,
the worms as the iast strain of music were
embracing great numbers from the most
dying away, ind’cated that they felt very
intelligent and influential classes of socimuch gratified that they had the best sing- ety. The following
extract gives a brief
ing worms in the place.
:
outline of the origin and early promulgaAnd then the plump worm on the stand
—
tion of the new faith:
stood up and read the Scriptures, as only one
In 1843 a young min about twenty years
could. read who felt that he was master. of of age, named Mirza-Ali-Mohammed, and
his business, with an admiring audietiee at claiming to be a descendant of the prophet,
his feet. And then he prayed as only one was pursuipg his studies at Kerbela, under
could pray who felt fully satisfied with him- one of the most famous teachers of the mystic and cabalistic Tore
Persia.
His faself and in need of nothing, but yet deemed
ther was a silk-merchint of Shiraz, and
a form of sound words essential. « Again the had intended that the son should devote
himself to the same commercial business.
singing worms lifted up their voices, and
many of the worshipers thonght the music Bat the young man had no taste for the
lite of the bazars, grew hypochondriacal,
to be almost equal to any thing they had
sought solitude, became ascetic in his habheard at theaters or other like places. And
its, and attached himself to several religthen the plump worm on the stand com- ious sects of the East distingui-hed for the
wsterity of their discipline.” With a bold,
menced his sermon, which happened to be
sincere and open mind he wglcomed the
on the millennium. The aim of his sermon
light of truth, no matter'from what source
was to show that the world was soon to be it might come,
converted, and the following arguments
During this time, he read the gospels in
were used inthe case:
the translations of the Protestant mis-sionaries and also portions of the Old Tes1. The present great number of professed

Father, and-of the Son, and of the Holy

commanded

blessed

selves,

great

experience

in heaven,

rustled their finery aud greeted his appearance with applause.
Then several worms

and

truth will trinmph.
To assume that we
cannot learn the truth from the word of
God, or thut we cannot sounderstand it as

understood ; but

more particularly

appeared upon the stand, and all the worms

end

make ita rule of actiod, is virtually

his flight.

acquiinted with the manner in which mor-tuls worship the great God.
A large assembly of worms soon fiiled
the house, wrapped in various gaudy articles of finery, borrowed from beasts and
bird<, of which they appeared to be somewhat proud.
A large, plump worm soon

judyg-

the

to become

more

other

my

a blessing. manhood.
Perhaps the charge in question if it bo a.
winter avail |
themselves of the appointed means of grace, | true one, is more noticeable outside than inGail Humihienis a
i side of the poetical gitt.
preaching
and praying, with a persevering || sincere subsenber to our Congregational
effort according to the Scripture example, | creed ; but verily, she. has received better
thousands
of happy converts would be added ! things at the hands of the ** barbarians,”
* I wish”
to the Lord and to the church.
Why may | than of her brethren in the faith.
she pleaded in her one protest against the _
not every church have a protracted
meet. | storin which she has weathered, ** that the
ing of prayer and labor, and the ordinary | Orthodox were halt as ready to keep me, as
result of many souls saved ?
SCE.
| the Unitarians are to claim me.” Mrs. Stowe
may believe in Christ, in the atonement,
Newmarket, N. II.

Here he found a very costly and nice edifice, and it being Sabbath day, he lingered

dis-

Truth

anl

bent

even

4nd

but

meeting without receiging
If our churches would his

ed with the signs of the times and the indi¢ations of the approaching millenvinm, descending to our world, fif~t came in view of

disobadi-

error

gatherings,

meetings.

rf

or others to prevent our tegching and obeyOur love is not to be pering the truth.

obedience

religious

Angel's Visit.

a lofty steeple to which he

en

near Clinton; Oneida Co. Here, during the
winter, he attended the village school, and
formed the acquaintance of Miss Samantha out of place.
Forif Christ was sprinkled.}
Ward, whom he afterward married.
: "he was not immersed;
and if immersed he
Bro. Byer dated his first lasting religious

An

neither is our love for Christi ins

verted 8o as to disobey

tending the. Anniversaries
has been

join anything upen his followers, except
that which he conceived in love and saw
was for their highest good and truest religious development. His Tove fo us was
not to he a hindrance to his obedience to
his Father,

some

An angel desirous of becoming acquaint-

principle

many interests
embodiment of

nothing

follow,

True,

meating our whole life, our relizion is vain.

But in carrying

will

fine gold will be produced.
Be of good courage, my young brothers,
in the Lord and he will give you souls for
your hire here, and a crown of glory in his
heavenly kingdom. .
A. H. MORRELL.
Phillips, Me.

the central idea of Christianity is love
This is the propelling power of all our
actions toward all men. Without this per-

stand him,

He was born in Eaton, Madison

his

in some

in particular, then there is nothing to be

Co., N. Y., May 8th, 1814.

in

and who

be even better than ourselves.

ing that Christ failed to speak intelligently,
or that we are in a condition not to under-

Rev, Wm. C. Byer, of Fabius, N. Y.,died
of paralysis, Oct. 30,1868,aged 54 years and

anvil

character,

rections may

to

tl
tr

5 months.

of Christian

error are

der the labors of Rev. Ts#he Paffer, Metholous life. / To drive a close and hard bargain |" dist, and united with that denomination.
may be good in commerce, but'it

cry

Christian love does not demand that we
give up the plain teachings of Jesus as found

J. HAYDEN.

gelist, were fitly spoken. When the Spirit been known, even among his enemies, was
the words that
of the Lord was in Samson the Philistines probably suggested by
Jesus applies to himself in the gespel of
could not bind him with cords, and so it is Johg, xX. 7,9. At a later period the word
with the Christian ; but when he. lacks faith Buble used by the Babists as a generico
and the Holy Spirit, the adversary can bind term signifying prophet, and the original
Babwas called Hezret-e-Ala, or Sublime
him with a straw.
If the Christian, whether
minister or layman, will “only believe,” 1 Highness, to distinguish him from the multitude of inferior Babs.
and try according to the gospel, he can de
much good. Some suppose an evangelist
Orthodox Poetry.
must be by nature an orator and an enthu¥
—
OO
siast, but that is 8 mistake. Bro. Earle, a |
Miss E. Stuart Phelps, who has always
most successful revivalist, who has been the
breathed the air of Andover, prefaces a
agent of reviving thousands of Chrisgians genial eritigue upon Lucy Larcom's’ new
and leading tens of thousands of“Sinners to
volume of poems with
a bit of complaint. ,
‘Jesus, is not .an enthusiast, but only a
A thorough Congregationalist herself, she
plain, moderate, pious man, who believes
keeps a charitable spirit when dealing with
Jesus will save all who cometo Him.
Any earnest minds that cannot readily rest in the
minister or layman sufficiently pious can’
confession of faith to which she or they may
be a successful evangelist. Every church
subscribe, and utters her rebuke freely even
should have at least one protracted meeting
when speaking through the Congregationala year, calling on neighboring pastors to
ist and Recorder, as follows:
act as evangelists.. The Jews had protract** You Orthodox complain that so many
ed meetings with great spiritual profit. literary fo ks are heretics, but when one
"The first Christian protracted meeting is rises up among you, sets the Five Points of
recorded in the first six chapters of the Calvinism to sweetest music, you don't appreciate them at all, and leave to outside
Acts, and is 8 good model.
It is poor policy for a church to forbid barbarians the discovery of their merits.”
Thus writes a friend, himselt'a great potheir pastor the privilege of aiding a sister et, and an ** outside barbarian.” Is the acchurch ; rather should they encourage him to cusation true? Perhaps. Asa sect, more
go abroad that by dabor in a revival he than some others—less than others, yet—
may be refreshed. No means of grace is we areaptto be shy oforiginality, We gain
better suited to restore the joys of salva- nothing by denying or s!miring over this
tendency. Our faults, like the faults of
tion to a backslidden minister.
We all most people, have their roots in excellence ;
know bow our hearts are refreshed by at- but let us he honest with them and with our-

prepare one more fully to discern between
‘the seeniing and the real, the dross and the

cused. The water thus far being free, the
to those whom
difficulty is to settle who shall have it first,’

tected, at an outlay of several

admit that it is altogether unworthy and
unfitting in disciples - of Him who gave His
= own divine nature to humiliation and seorn
for us, who gave His own pure life to un-wearying, self-forgetting service on’ our be-

secure the ease

it out

from which one might well wish to

Cling to Jesns.

are

one

temper of Christ?
Who does not see that
* —this spiritual parsimony is a virtual denial
and renunciation of the very genius and es-

luxurious

we

able to spare them all; but to parcel

can from active warfare.
I will gain the
rich rewards of everlasting
life, but it shall
cost me nothing or next to nothing to gain
them.”
Who does not feel that all this is utterly
alien from the spirit of the gospel anl the

In this

supplied

than any

palm of triumph, but I will shrink

sence of our faith?

fully

to half a dozen or a dozen villages is a task

overmuch,

or liberal beyond
my necessity or my
means. No one shall be carried beyond
himself by the contagious power and enthusiasm of my example; and noone shall
be inclined to excessive praise or be tempted to pronjunce a vain eulogy over my
dust. I will serve God as cheaply as I can.
1 will seek to win the erown of life, but it
I will

and devoted wife,—who shared with him the

able to begin their cultimonth earlier than their
consequence is,” they are
home the golden sheaves

most ardentand intelligent followers, and

The encouraging words in the Star, telling us that every minister can be an evan- This name, by which he has ever afterward

joys and sorrows of many years, supported .even after. the fires of youthful zeal and
him with warm prayers and hearty exhor- the romance of early labors have failed to
tations,—and six children mourn him as hus- transmute every metal into fine gold, and
band and father. One passed on before the prophecy that every seeming victory
of an abundant harvest, while their neighmust result in permanent success proves to
him.
Our brother rests from his labors,
bors are distressed at seeing their crops
be
a lie, still the inestimable blessings of
Who will
withering up before their eyes, for want of and his works will follow him.
the
gospel to any community are a thouG. P. RAMSEY.
the latter rain. Deputation after deputa- take his mantle ?
sand
fold remunerative for.all the labors of
tion has been to us the "past week, to beg
the faithful preacher. Age and experience

ilege and opportanity I can of contributing

else to win it.

of our irrigation arrange-

Our people were
vation nearly a
neighbors. The
already bringing

ick and expenditure of energy and power,
I will lose no credit with the world that I
can possibly retain. I will slip every priv-

shall cost me if possible less

advantage

ments is set ifs prominent light this season.

and calling. It is possible to be saved without thems, and so they are an unnecessary

me with being righteous

of rain,

destined to create something like a scarcity.

quivocal professions, no public and solemn
comumittals of myself to the Christian life

charge

the whole, this year there has been a failure
of the Jatter rain in many places which seems

excess

:Vie

organized a little church, bold, zealous,
fanatical in the noblest sense of the word,
i. @ , each member willing to sacrifice all
his property, and even to give his body to
be burned for the sake of the truth. It was
here that the new teacher assumed his religious or prophetic title by proclaimin,
himself
as the Bab or the Door b
alone one can attain to divine knowledge.

Evangelists and Revivals.

with zeal,

do not forget the value of health,

the timid to - pronounce him injudicious,
while the wicked anathematized him. Beneath his roof the trembling fugitive found
repose, and his wounds made by pursuing
hounds were there bound up. A faithful

the

fore the close of the scene.

Dear young brothers in the ministry, while

He

places, and his bold, outspoken manner led

The

tion, the numerous residences among the
surrounding hills and along ‘these romantic valleys, and so successive and varied experiences follow the eye. How touching to the heart are the memories of the past
in connection ‘with the church and people
cof this community.
I confess also to feelings of joy mingled with sadness, when I
reflect upon my present inefficiency, from
the shattered condition of my ‘outer man.

often reiterated, ‘‘ Come over and help us.”
names are more widely known than his. He_ I long to beable to thrust in the sickle as
was liberal,
and knew by experience that **It in former years,

on

Notwithstanding

vice of my Saviour. I will suffer as little inconveniengeas I can in my obedience ; I will
make no open avowals, no distinct and une-

Previous acquaintance with this commu-

nity gives the power to locate, in concep-

never feared to rebuke sin in high or low? you prosecute your chosen work

e

can be fully appreciated only by those who
heard it. Whenever he appeared in the
mosques, in the colleges, or on the streets,
he was surrounded Wy throngs of enthusiagtic disciples. In an upper room of his
house he gathered together a few of his

its ministérs shall bave higher salaries and
honors than the officers ofstate; and in
that day many will have ** a call to preach.”
_ The angel spread his wings and left be-

high above many whose

grace may be given us to teach and to |
preach Christ that many may
believe and is more blessed to give than to receive.”

turn to the Lord!

I will give myself no more pains

the weak and foolish things of this world belong to the church, but that it has the most
splendid edifices, the most stylish and
sho wy congregations,the smartest speakers,

ty inches of snow—the *‘ openings,” where
cultivated fields well repay the tilling, and
pastures nourish the numerous flocks that

I see the whitening fields, and hear the

,

* Who that observes these facts will doubt |

LAAL*

his glory.
:
:
weather,” followed by the equally tedious
Our brother could boast with Paul, “‘these
months of damp, cloudy, rainy, suliry
‘hards have ministered to my- necessities.”
weather at length gives place to the advent
He never received a competent support,
of the cool, bracing, exhilarating breezes
‘which
compelled him to devote more or
of ** the cold season,” the prospect becomes
less
of
his time to manual labor. Many of
delightful indeed, yes, almost transporting
New life and vigor begin to course through his sermons were forged at the anvil, and
the veins, and the step to be more firm and there wrought into form. Notwithstanding
elastic. One could hardly fail t recognize this, the love ot Christ constrained him to

;

cepts and d
8 of the priests were in
respectable now take tlie lead, and the poor tlagrant lnton of the very Book of which
are left so farin the rear that in many wor ela onled £0 | the consecrated guardialithoriged interpreters. The
pang
cages they are unable to occupy a seat in|
‘his wit and the audacity of
d
church.
' made such an impression that
that we are progressing towards the good
time coming P The church can boast of
having some of the most costly and extravagant buildings in the world, and the time
is at hand when it will no more be said that

goodness. Down

Oct. 30,
afraid.” not
e;-and-amspot, tho
on theevident
to serve God with that which is without -Te.ua
| fact was sho.ate
abundantly
eveninteresting
without -going-hom
‘at six o'clock in the evening, the Master
cost. - No words of reproof can too strong- this public announcement.
When the long
ly condemn and sativize the miserly habit months of hot, . scorching, blistefing, dry called him up into the mount to show him
Tt saysin effect,

Y

rugged sides of this grand old monument

conscious ‘about

¥

progress has been made that the rich and

Winter Morning Thoughts.

he. had gone

the valley in Avon, and on the’lesser hillrides, may be seen,—now
covered
withrthir:

that sometimes

wh

STAR: JANUARY 18, 1869.

the churches among whom

Experiences in India.

“+ Communications.

Cut

Ss

ls

religion more.
more than we.

They live in it, for it, by it,
They do not thrast it upon

others.
Indeed, there is aconsideration lor:
the feelings and opinions of others thit.we

But they
When, therefore, Mirza-Ali-Mohammed might imitate to our advantage.
came back to Shiraz, his native city, he fpeak out of the abundance of their heart,
was welcomed as a reformer and a prophet. | Their conversation is of heaven, because
Ave not
His extreme youth, the wonderful charm of their heart and treasure are there.
his countenance, the sweetness of his dis- oursalso? And would we not help each
nsition, the #mplieny and purity of his other in the divine lite if we put our hearts
life, his exemplary piety, and the fervor more closely together, and often talked of
and eloquence of his discourse, produced the progress we are making, of the obstacles
the profoundest impression upon all who in the way and the meansof overcoming p
approached him. About this time he made
I meet many Christian bankers and mera pilgrimage to Mecca, but the holy city chants and heavy business men from Awmerand thesight

of the

sacred

Kaaba

served

only to alienate him still more from Mussul-

manic orthodoxy.

Soon

after his return,

he began in earnest the work of his mission.
He never openly assailed the fundamental
principles of Islam, but directed his. public
discoursés against the vices and eorruption of the clergy and their
perversions of
the primitive truth, as andounced by the
prophet. >-Ie discomfited his adversaries,

ica, who are driving over Europe in search

of lost health, They pursued the world too
steadily, too anxiously, too intensely. They
broke down. I:wdnld have saved them if

they had confined business
It would have saved them
the religious life warm,
by daily intercourse with

to business hours.
if they had kept
bright, beautiful,
Christian friends.

I believe that thousands of our countrymen,

would find oy in such companionship day

and condemned them with the Koran in by day,

i hey: knew

that their ] desires

his hand; he took especial delight in show- ‘would meet a cheerful response “from coning to the people how far the conduct, pré- genial hearts. It would. Try itand see.
.

rorld were tho called and chosen, but such

1
|

pe

=

~~

Golden Words,
oad od

hearty
ag

E

iat de croth;

8

when

0,

0

Jesus holds through all,

Shall stand, though heaven

and, in the simple

of the Father's hand,

sweet

Varieties.

peace

Christ.”

The Dead

should fall.

Teacher.

EB

tient see God’s loving face;

{Lf

-

a

the pol-

»

He wou
And sets himself to fight with God.
Hold out!

-er, tears flowed

HENRY SCOUGAL, in his old work entitled
*“‘I'ne’ Lite of God in the Soul of Man,"

monument.

Hope from the dust shall conquering rise;
Father, reigneth ! cease all doubt;

——

She bas been dead

four

question

5

2

of

World.

among them.

these

1 have

ciers are members of ‘churches;

non) mous with being & Christian.

men.

noticed

two

tinan-

Ask God and

4

have

unconverted

teachers.

Out

of

eye of a holy, faithfal superintendent,

an

give up the work entirely, or submit
self to Christ.— Ralph Wells.

him-

because my cup is spilled.”

Some

much

If you

of the bodies of

more

13,000

with

Conversions.

communicants,

1,430 laborers,

support, or about

their

sustain

and

87

last

18 American

mem-

a year

the

Epi-copalians,

£3,204.000;

the

$7,578,000; and

the

Methodirt=, $20 610,000; the Presbyterians,

Old and New

School,

uponthe Almighty. They go forward for
rayer, and perhaps kneel ; but never mani- lest in any way the earnestness of a soul to
be “delivered from
the danger of heli.
Where they have wronged others,
they

make no restitution, A few prayers are
offered for them, interspersed if they are

persons of wealth or position, with com-

pliments;
they * feel better,” join the
church, sleep on with others, and finally
wake up among the lost. GE

Late

—

Therefore, men, my brothers, women,
my sisters, let us thank God and take courage. Let us not I pire if our sphere be
narrow, and our work
seemingly insignificant; let us not lovk enviously at those
with great talents, and grand opportunities,
and wide work.
Let us take hoart as we
look at the tiny wayside plant, and at the
laden fruit tree, all at work under the sun
in the quiet summer days. Thete is no

~Sappied. but there is much to surprise us all
in God's

world.

So, art thou an oak, ¢npible, as it seems to
thee, of great deeds and noble fruit? Scorn

not, however, to spend thy life making and
it pledde

God

to

Nag

cénts

be late in entering the house of God. They
will be i « their seats a few moments before
the exercises commerce, so that they may

want, of

punctuality.

A

little

world. Such a lowly plant was Moses deprecating God's behests-:at the burning bush,
Yet | trow that was noble 'ruit that he was
Suubled to mature.-—~Harvest of a Quiel
ye.
’

such

finery.

Now,

believe that vanity will
a violation

we

of gnod

manners

as

appearanee of evil, is to be always

fore-

under

early in

mourner, although you miy be in the deep-

est darkness, and gloom, and fear and anxfous suspense may cloud yvonr pathway sand
a

loving, compassionate Father, und give you
the peace that passeth all understanding.
The darkness may not pass away at once,

but its terrors will be dissipated, its gloom

are absolutely essential
The

man

who

them

is in

great

danger
of a fall, To be always preaching,
teaching, speaking, and working public}
works, is unquestionably a sign of zeal not
according to knowledge,
untoward conseqneaces.

Ir ofien leads to
| Wa mut
take

time for sitting down, and
within and

examining

calmly

how

matters

looking
stand

hotween our soul and Christ, The omi<sion
of this practice is tha true account of many
a backsliding, which shocks the church. and
gives veension to the world to blaspheme,
Many could say, in the words of the Cantis
cles, “They made me a keeper of the vine.
vards, but my own vineyard have T not

kept.”

, Rev. J. 0. Ryle.
.
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FREE.
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Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules

Instructive
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most notable doings all over the world.
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Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded
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ITEMS
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lar, Flue and

have attained a high reputation from their brevity,
excellence, and correctness,
THE PLEASANT PARAGRAPHS are made up of the

THE NEWS

7Troches
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to amusement,

publishes a great quantity of really
ter in the most condensed form,

the

8t., Boston, Mass,

WEEKLY.

the ablest writers of America and Europe.

and

EVERYWHERE,

BOOKS

A full supply

D. J. DEMERITT & CO., Proprietors,
Tested free at their office, 117 Hanover 8t., Boston,
Send for Circular,
‘Wholesale Agents in Boston—M. 8. Burr & Co., G. C.
Goodwin & Co..Carter & Wiley, Weeks & Potter.
so THOS. L, SMITH, Agent for Dover,
12wal

Each number of the NEW YORK WEEKLY contains Several Beautiful Hlustrations, Double the
Amount of Reading Matter of any paper of its class,
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world,
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on 8 copies,
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story, no matter
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universally pronounced better than other articles.
OBTAIN only “ Brown’s Bronchial Troches,” and
do not take any of the worthless imitations that

thus sure of having the com-

of a new continued

Khond

a direct influence to the

in various parts of the

D. J. DEMERITT & Co., Gents: For the last fifteen
years] was afflicted with Chronic Catarrh, 1 have
used many remedies but. obtained no help until’)
tried your North American Catarrh Remedy. When I
commenced using it I had nearly lost my voice; less
than two packages completely 140d it to me
. 8, LILLIE
Employed for i6 years by Am. Ex. Co.
These testimonials area sample of what we daily
receive. We warrant it to give immediate and permanent relief as can be attested by thousands who
have used it. Sold by all Druggists. Price $1.25 a
package.

STORIES

JJ

will find TROCHES Ln BL
the” x Lid when
taken before Singing or
king,
and
g the
throat after an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
The Troches are recommended
prescribed by
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
men throughout the country.
an article of
true merit, and having proved their e
y by a test
of many years, each year finds them in new localities

CAMBRIDGEPORT, Muass., June 26," 1867,
D. J. Demeriit :—Dear 8ir:—This is to certify that I have
been afflicted with that loathsome disease, Catarrh, in its
worst forms for nine years. I used many kinds of remedies, but did not receive any lasting henefit until I tried
your North Aliérican Catarrh Remedy.
I ean truly sa
that I received more relief by one application than a
others that I have ever used, Less than one Package has
entirely cured me. I heartily recommend it to
whe
may be afflicted with Catarrh.
DANIEL STONE, Proprietor, Union House.

One Story is Begun Every Month.
when they subscribe

Oatarrh

per-

TROCHES ARE USED WITH ALWAYS 600D SUCCESS,
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North American
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11. SPECIAL PREMIUM.

concentrated wit and humor of many minds.
THE KNOWLEDGE BOX ia confined to useful infor-

Christian
Baptism, Bound,
| do
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!
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Occasional retirement, relf-inquirv, meditation, and gecret communion with God,

In-tntly the little boy's hand is grasped,
his fears vanish, and soothed by the consciousness of his father’s presence, he falls
into a sleep again.
:
We sommend this lesson of simple, filial
faith and trast to the anxious, sorrowing
onex that are found in a most every household,
Stretch forth your hand, stricken

the

cation

Butler's
|

awakened by a little hand stealing out from
‘Please tuke my hand, papa!”

all

the

:
this, | Psalmody, visaigme.
in Sheep,

Spiritual Inventory.
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night may entold youn in its cold embrage,
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the crib by my side, with the pleading cry:
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Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same,
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although we must admit that appearances |
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ure in fuvor of the truth of the |
insinnation, The only way to avoid the |
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very act will reveal the presence of

each,—payable

of the Myrtle,

cannot

lead anybody

vestries.
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A Cough, Cold, or Sore

largest number of new subscribers (in addition to
other premiums offered) Rev. LoT L. HARMON will
ive one of Mason & Hamlin’s Five Octave Portable
Cabinet
Organs.
Price $1256,00.
BRO. HARMON’s
skill in HR
Instruments and his method of su

but

in Catarrh; is so

free.

&

ces and improvements. ( Transportation to be paid
by the receiver.)
Adapted to churches and large

Joy IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE

The postage is payable at the office of dehabitually late ia church. They arrive a livery.
The
volume begins with the
few minutes after the exercises are commenaced, and proceed up the aisle to their first number in April. = Orders are. solicit;
seats. The attention of the audience is ed.
No percentage is allowed on money sent
called off, and the clergymnn is pe
in his duties until the tardy comers have us for the Myrtle.
settled themselves in their pews.
There is,
Sample copies will be sent, free on appliin nine cases out of fen, no necessity tor

selves und their

Take; my Iand, Papa.

Baptist’ Printing

cents a year; and no more
or any number between one

be prepared to tuke part with calmness and
devoutness in the'services of the occasion,
There are others, however, and their numberis notso smull as it should be, who are

soldiers, yet I wothe then fashioned acorns,
who-e branches have since outspread the

that

FOR

@
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy

employ thee. Art thou a lowly strawberry thought and exertion will prevent it. It is
lunt, weak and easily trampled, andl
a good deal ersier for people always to be!
eemest) capable of nothing worthy P
Shrink in time, than to be tardg, There are some
not ut God's bidding, to endeavorto fashion 80 uncharitable as to ‘nsinuate that the |
rich and precious finit, which, if thou art “ate-goers to church are such intentionally
patient and faithful, God's rain shall nourish,
—arriving
just afier thé proceedings have
and his sun shall ripen, Such an oak might commenced— for the express purpose of atSt. Paul have seemed, chained to the Roman tracting the attentionof the people to them- |

In the dead of the night I am

COOPER,
Proprietors,

All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.
a
;
TERMS. —Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copiesor more sent to one address,20

whow they assemble to worship, will n+ver. vance.

sucha
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subscribers and
latest

human nature;

land. Joseph Balch and Son, Providence.
by all Druggists, Price $1.60 per bottle.
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Boston, W.F. Phillips, Y. W. Perkins & Co., Port.
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having six stops, and combining

SENSATION OF
COOLNESS AND COMFORT. |
Is the best Voice Tonic in the world! TRY IT)
Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.

Sold by Druggists, or mailed

Of Warehis
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legs $1.00.
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feelings of others, and of respect to Him
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376,00, we will give one of Baker & Randall’s Five
stave Three Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case,

IN

-

anufactured
hy
Xx Roxbury, M ass.
SOWholesale
anufacturedA byby B.;D. KENNEDY,
6. Goodwin & Co., M,
8. Burr & A
Bro.
Sodwin

subscri:

have

8. For seventy-five new subscribers, and $187,50,
we will. give one of Baker and Randall’s Five Qoiive
Single Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case. (Fri
portation to be paid by the receiver.) Price $115,00.
9. For one hundred new subscrib rs, and
, we
will
give one of Baker & Randalls Five Octave
Pouble Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case. (Trans.
portation to be paid by the receiver.) Adaptedto the
parlor or vestry. Price $140,00.
;

DELICIOUS

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much’ improved about the
first of April. It is printed on paper of a
very superior quality, and its mechanical |
excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class. + All communications intended for publication should be addressed

in Church.
it

a

their character
we

,00.

the

entranc-

and never naureates; when swallowed,
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a

Mytle,

semi-monthly,

Freewill

Reformed (Duteh) $1,044.000. This would
securé®sn anaual agueregate of over fiflyseven millon ofiers contiibuted by
professing Christiaug, in this country for the
spread of the gospel over the world.
ro
can say that this would be more than their
share ? And who can estimate the vast reSults that, without doubt, would low from
the annual devotion of these millions to
the extension of the kingdom of Christ
throughout the world.—Am. Messenger.
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with

mild and agreeable in itr eflects that it positively
gE CURES WITHOUT SNEEZING ! G1
As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste,

to

send the go-pel to the heathen. The Con- |
gregationalists would have to raise $4 824,- |
000;

the
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and second volumes of the Cyclopadia. Price $10,00,
7. For forgive new subscribers, and $112,50, we
will
give a
g Machinef{ Howe’s, or Wilcox &
Gibb’s, or Wheeler & Wilson’s, as may be preferred.
Transportation to be paid by the receiver.) Price
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up”

Star.

ann.
. .
Price
uy. For six new subscribers, and $15,00, ( with 68
cents additional to pay Jostage) we a send De
first volume of Stron,
Theological Cy C a
~ Price $5,00, or
. For eleven new subscribers, and $27,50, (with

°

the Blest, freighted

“Dry
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nat
Directions to Use,
You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water three times a
2 and in a few days every
particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain
be dis-

#1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send

in all its forms!

does not

and.soothes

This Register has a blank page for memoranda for each month; also a fine cut of
the Star Office Building on the cover.
Orders are solicited from all parts of the

a
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for Yo

Loosens it; frees the head of all offensive matter,
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headach; allay s

twelve copies, 12 cents—fifty copies, 48 cts.

other
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if the

of returning,

single copy is 2 cents,—six copies,6 cents—
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wouid have to raise $19,800,000

they think they are conferring a great favor

matwing acorns, if thus

livery, without the
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* PERU-

AND TROCHE POWDER,
A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY
Catar kh, Headache, Bad Bieath, Hoarseness,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, §c., and all Disorders
resulting from COLL. 5S in HEAD
THROAT AND VOCAL ORGANS,

YW

This work is offered for sale, cash

name

riental spice flowers, are not 80
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bers of other churches should show a like
liberality ? “It the Baptists in this country
rhould contribute in equal proportion, they { country.

Oa the contrary, they

il the allotment of work

to

member,
What would be the results,

act more like patrons than penitents. Their
whole bearing would seem to indicate that
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—

small, are “doing

in proportion
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or. fhrea new. subscribers, an
cents additional Jo pay postage).
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ing as the perfume of PHALON’S ‘ FLOR DE
MAYO,” the new perfume for the handkerchief,
Soldby all druggists. +9
i

caused us to fall, but we

that ‘‘pierced
:

Araby

breat!

Ls) Baptist Register for 1869.

and |

from their own members and from
sources, 320,000-German dollars for

Many conversions are spurious, itis evident, because the so-called converts do not
repent of their sins. They have no godly
sorrow —no deep, sincere sorrow, because
of their transgression. They never exclaim,
like Paul, ¢ O wretched man that Iam!
who -hall deliver me from the body of this
death?” Rom. 7: 24. They never cry out
~ like David, **Mine iniquities are gone over
mine head ; as a heavy hurden, they are too
heavy for me.” You never hear any thing

Go

have broken, and
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disappointharder
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When you have the
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LUMBAGO,
lying and writhing in agony and pain, unable to turn
ourselfin bed, and eve
‘movement will go to your
ear: like a knife; now
me, if reliefand a cure of
any of these diseases in a few days is not the Grea
:
Medical Blessing of the Age, To us What It

need to speak, That they will be approved as emi:
y Dents Huser al, and indnee a host of persons to under:
take
the work of oanyassing, we have no doubt.
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Any new subscri
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titled to one copy of the Star for two
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2 or two oy 8
postage) and
$5,00, ( with 20
cents addition:
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a co

"Cures CONSUMPTION by Inhalation!

WE HAVE had our disappointments and
have had
that were

bers

DR. H. ANDERS’
IODINE WATER,
Cures

|

oe

euses that can afilict-our poor

80c. ny

Premiums for New Subscribers.

VIAN SYRUF,” (not “Peruvian Bark,”) blown in the
glass. A 82-page pamphlet sent free. J. P, DINSMORE, Prop’r, 36 Dey st., N. Y.
1y40

making humility lovely in the eyes of all
men, and by following the merciful and
meek example of my beloved Jesus.”

25c.,

‘We offer the following proinums tor new

F

has the

(Unroasted),

t all the‘goods we sell to give ntiere satisfac
they are not satisfactory, they can be
5 8!
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Mail,

ALOOEOLy

genuine

GREEN

our expense, within thirty days, and have ithe money re-

Howe a sim-

The distinction

Vitalizes and Enrichesthe Blood.

do too much for him that hath done so
much for me as to make me a Christian.
And I will labor to be like my Saviour, by

sorrows, but others
ments and sorrows

We wi
tion. Jf

Cures Dyspepsia and Debility.

CAUTION.—AIll

rfect satisfaction. ROASTED (Unground), 80c., 35o.

best
46¢c. per Ib.
best 35¢, per Ib.
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SCIATICA,
‘
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most heart-withering, most strength-des!
8. ost
gpirit-breaking, and mind-weakening, of
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large quantities of Coffee, can economize ip that article
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Inyigorates the Brain. :

contemptible, 1

verge of madness:
When you have the

DAILY,

by using our French Breaifast and Dinner Coffee, whick
we sell at the low price of
‘per pound, and warrant to

:

Cures Chronic Diseases.

of heaven

Ib,

AND GROUND

but kmeanev

When your system is raekec wi

y
RHEUMATIC
:
pain, and you cannot even turn yourself in bed, or
‘fitting
in & chair, yon must sit and suffer, in the
Jorning wishing ft was night, and at night wishing
is was morning
When you have the
v
:
NEURALGIA,
when every nerve in your being is like the sting of a
wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to the very

¥

Grounp Oorres,
20c., 26c., 80¢c., 86¢., best 40c.
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‘Makes the Weak Strong.
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| will laborto make it honorable,by consecrating all m learning and all my poor
abilities to
advance the glory of that God
that gave them, knowing that I can never

Moraviansin-the work of foreign missions
is shown in the fact that their 87. churches
with an aggregate membership less of than

say it constantly P— Beecher.

like this from them.

the sacred

such

made bv the jury explains itsell,.— Evening
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GUNPOWDER, (Green),best $1,50.

essential qualitics united in the Wheeler &
Wilson
which the jury
machine, constituting a Superiopiy
has, with unanimity, recognized and proclaimed.
To these gentlemen the gold medal was awarded as

should be of the noblest family on. earth.
And though the iniquities of the. late timés
have mude clergymen meanly valued, and

and ability than are the larger and more
weunlthy, - The zeal and activity of the

can say that, then you are becoming like
Paul. But who can sav it; and who can

Spurious

Elegance, perfection of work, simplicity, solidity of
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PRICES.

$1,10, best $1,26 per

them in the front rank of manufacturers,
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~ UNGOLORED JAPAN, 900,81, $1;10, best $1,25 per Ib

Wheeler & Wilsop added to Howe’s system of sewing

ilar medal was awarded as promoter.

the

sell them

GLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) 700, 800, 0c,
$1,0 , $1.1, best$1,20 per Ib.
vi
IMPERIAL
(Groen, 70c, 80c, 90¢, $1,00, $1,190,
YOUNG HYSON (Green), 700, 800, 90¢, $1,00,

Boston.

of management,

MEBLEDSSI
ICNGAL

and

MIXED, (Green and Black,)

$1

Agent,

WHEELER & WILSON SEWING MACHINE.
THE EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE ILLUSTRATED
Lo Publication authorized by the Imperial Commission.
"
:
._ By heir
skill, universally recogpizéd, Messrs.

mechanism and facility

from

Japag,

OOLONG misioR 1i5T oF EAS

orders to

Street,

THE GREATEST

eagle heading,

FACES:

machines important modifications, which have -p

‘“Ivhath been formerly

of

Master; ** Go ye into all the world
preach the gospel to every creature.”

comparatively weak
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Bld Orders Promptly ‘Supplied.

Aa The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.
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WnEeN THE celebrated George Herbert in-

Christ begin torealize their responsibility
in fulfilling the last commission of their

mine; and the years are few
us, and «re long I shall be
all thonght or conceptisn.
my loss? The ocean is not

Address

tha

a serious question whether the followers

the Lord Je-

be stand up and say, ** I have losta little
dust, but Christ is mine: and God is mine;

spilled

** The

Tue Dear of a Christian is often a
means of lileio a sinner.
In the ¢ History

‘

in quan

TYPE,

K. ROGERS,

55

use of either

not himself feel their power; he will either domestic servants of the king

sus Christ, ** Is there anything left for me P”
See it in the hour of poverty you art able
and heaven is
that separate
bles~ed above
What matters

Sey

JOHN

of them for this purpose.”

[N

JOB

NEWSPAPER

reason why ccngregations have been so
dead is, because they have dead men
preaching to them. ltis true, God may
convert people by the devil, if he pleases,
and 80 he may by unconverted ministers;

Teachers.

you?”
;
Yes; I am as poor as when I came on
Proportionate Giving.
to the street.”
=
“You learned to be content when you
Itis estimated by the most reliable stawere rich P”
“0 yes!”
- -tistical authorities that the population of
the earth is 1,300.000,000. Of this number,
* You liked to be rich, did you ?"
965,000,000 are Jews, nominal Christians
[1 Yes.”
of Asia, Mohammedans, and pagans. To
* Do you like to bé poor?”
enlighten these dark and dying multitudes,
“" No.”
* Well now, gnawat that for a while!” = there are 48 Protestant missionary societies
Try and see if thereis that in you that among American, British, and Continental
can make you content to be poor. Go Christians, who have in the heathen world
around about your soul and see if there is 9.418 missionary preachers, colporters, and
anything that can help you. See if therea; assistants, under whose care are 518,000
with 235.son why you stood high among men was converted heatheh communicants,
000
pupils
in
school.
The
annual
income
because you had money to let. Sec if you
had manhood to let. Go and ask if there is of all these societies is only $4,500,000—
anything in the imagination that can avail but a small fraction of the immense wealth
held by those who profess supreme love to
Jou now.
Ask faith if it can do anything
hith who died to savethe lost world. It is
or you. Ask conscience, ** Can-you do anything for me?”

yet he hath tied us to the use of
we have never more reason to
divine assistance than when we
our utmost endeavors.”

England, wrote in his journal:

Receive
their Teas by the Cargo

‘| Tea districts of China sud

"And lately for its unrivalled

formed a court friend of his resolution to
enter into holy orders, he endeavored to
dissuade him from it, as too much below his
him to Jesus and you will succeed.
It is birga, and the excellent abilities and endowimpossible for any one to continue teaching ment of his mind. To whom Herbert rea child the truths of the gospel, under the plied :
v

‘If the Lord has dealt with me upon-the
supposition that riches were burting me,
then | do not think that I have been hurt.”

al now,

New
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BOOK

GEORGE WHITEFIELD, while traveling in

seventy-twe, geventy-one were. brought to
Christ; and the other his father t qk, away.
So if you have to employ an’ fptnitont
teacher, leave no stone unturned to bring

I should

:

“And

We,

ESTABLISHED
1861. .

wo.

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,

Itis a question of supply and demand. of the Freewill Baptists,” vol. I., page 34.
Get the good ones, it you can; if you can- it is shown that the conversion of Randall.
not, get the best you can. But there is a the father of the denomination, was owing
grent responsibility restingron the superin: to.the death of Whitefield. So it is thought
tendent.
In the fifteen years I have been thatthe conversion of Paul was connected
superintendent, I have admitted seventy- ‘to sume extent with the death of Stephen.

like to ask one of those men,
“ Doyou think tbat you have been hurt
by the riches that you have had for the last

lost them

School
ll

that being a member of the church was sy-

“You have

and

;

Sabbath

and I wish

=

~~~

x

that a great number of: our eminent

ten years?”

to teach us,

to means,
them; and
expect the
are doing

1

but I believe he seldom makes

There is no doubt that there are members
of churches

how

low teachers, let us never be discouraged
by present apparent failure. After death
our work may
appear.—Sunday School

sponging New York

some

©

ALWAYS

said: ‘‘ Though God hath not tied himseli

since her death, led me to give my heart to
Jesus.”
Thus another faithful witness for
Jesus being dead, yet speaketh.
Dear fel-

men that were half millionaires la~t week,
that are poor men this week. I should
to

years.

the Bible lessons she used

a great deal; and there are a grést many
like

here

Sunday school teacher.

‘ined tive hundred thousand of their fellowSomebody has been

Lizzie!

lies buriedmy old

the stories of Jesus she u-ed to tell us, that,

Here is a man who, for twenty or thirty
years, has been amassing property... There
are some men who seem to think that the
lobe is a sponge which God puts into their
i
squeezed over their own garden
or flower-pot; and they would squeeze the’
whole globe if they could make a hundred
thousand dollars by it, even though it rumen,

with

wish I could see her now, to tell her it was

+ Contentment.
¢

her eyes, and

- trembling voice she said, *O

Held on, my heart, hold in, hold out.

i.

from

[3

3

The

She clasped her hands togeth-

>

+

“BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRY,

"

In THE absence of its object, love is miserable. How happy are they who have
placed their love on Him who can nevgr be
absent from them !
lin)

The storm foretells a sunnier morrow ;
The cross points on to Parade. :

w

guilt of

Two girls were walking in the cemetery
of a western town, reading the inscriptions
on the tombstones. Suddenly one of them
stopped, her eyes resting on a large marble

There comes an end to FOrrow

=

Pibecfisoments,

Pdberisennts.

First Letter Foundry in New England.
OOMMENOED IN 1817,

§

sin; we have shame on account of
lution of sin.
z

»

4d

. WE HAVE fear on account of the

13, 1869.
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en, and you
will
be
you will
rest
9501 1
will cometh.—Conrest, securely «" IT WAS the spiritual McCheyne who ; once
knowinggiren,that and
the morning
said: ** For one look at self take ten at
gregationalist.

:

‘with his anchor, shall
go down

Bat
he who

and sadness flee away,
grasp

f believing
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Strict Purity, Deliclous Flavors, Un~
Strength and Great Kconomy
are ada
@
from Lovers of Cholce
Flavors
without a Parallel.

The great seoret of their success ia they are the true :
Jlavors|of
the fruits 0f GREAT STRENGTH.

%=Gov.

James ¥. Smith
of Providence, R. I.

says: “My
wife pronounces them superior
any
:
.
Extracts she has ever used.
Flavoring
Ex- Gov. Wm, A. Buckingham of #onneotiout says: * For a long time we have used them; and
find them very
fine,”
:
De. J. G.
Holland (
Titoomb), author of
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THE MORNING

the paper and has, offer-. public opinion is so strong against such a
for .a comfort in reading
Let brother A. try good na- «ed to do almost anything rather than lose its course, what might they not be expectedto
life of any ordinary American to stagnate. tured logic iristead of impatient protest, and visits, finds that there was di failure to dothen? If, under these circumstances,
Iflwe had a tougher set of ‘muscles and a he may qnite convert us from the error of change the figures on his label the week af- there should be a slight gain in the literary

trip, and at least one ‘manin the company

The Warning Str.

less learrpocket

Biitor.
Editor.

pé addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business

of Prayer.

"tive, practical planning for Christian results
have distinguished the gatherings. It is
~ well to begin the year with this spiritual inventory, that our resources may be known
and our lack not bé hidden from our eyes.

the

demands

field of effort

measured,

the

prospects apprehended, and the work waiting

to be

done

undertaken

with

intelli-

gence and 3 sense of our responsibilities
and needs. According to our faith and our
plans so is likely to be our success,—or at
least, the success is not likely to exceed the

plan, the purpose and the confidence.
The motto.of a man eminent for his
Christian usefulness was, ‘Attempt great
things for God jexpect great things of God.”
Nothing could be more fitting as the watch-

word of Christ's people to-day.
when ‘vast undertakings
world of business.
Gre
would

have

are now

bewildered

multiplied

and

Itisa time

abound
the

in the

last

century

successful,

and

they scarcely excite surprise. The power

to achieve has been proved by experience.
and mens. most obstinate doubts are scattered by sucoess. The Thames is tunneled,
Niagara is bridged, the continents talk to
each other across the ocean by means of the
telegraphié¢ cable, the cars dash through the
ways that underlie the busiest streets of Lon-

don, the Suez canal is hastening to marry
the

Indian

ocean

to the

great

sea, Mont

Cenis is being bored to make a highway
along which the locomotive may dash from
Switzerland into Italy, and the Pacific railroad is to bring San Francisco within a
week's travel of Boston before another harvest is over.

Men look at these results and

declare that the future achievements of men
in the fields of scientific thought and resolute enterprise are almost unlimited. They
plan

broadly,

work

with

persistence

and

will, and look only for a triumph.
The children of light may well learn a
lesson from the children of this world.

barriers-to

the

more sunshine here than they are sending,
and have more of real light themselves after
the budget is despatched.
Their letters

might be dipped in.honey
with mutual
advantage. Though the number is small,

truth,

higher and stronger than Chingse walls,
that have crumbled and melted before the
assaults of the gospel and the béams of the
sun

of righteousness,—at

the

open

into which the

great Husbandman

both the sower

and the

it-is larger than itneeds to be.

fields

reaper,—listening

to the songs of salvation that swellout from

to be unreasonable in their demands,
nor un-

lands so lately idolatrous and from islands

fair in their criticisms, nor unmanly in their

where Christ has been so triumphantly en-

. throned since the g¢entury dawned,—gazing upon the millions at the South who
have'so lately thrown off the chains of servitude and taken the attitude of men ;—looking
are

0

but the first fruits of that creative Spirit under whose quickening touch we are assured
that

a nation

shall

be

born

in

a day,

They seem

to have forgotten some things that it is well
to remember, or failed to learn some things
that are profitable to be known,or neglected
to apply some principles that are meant for
daily use. They surely do not really mean

invites

at all this, and remembering that these

a

Christian may well take home the saying
of Christ, “All things are possible to him

policy.: They .must certainly
right to being wrong. In their
forwardness must stand above
‘or above shrewdness, and
above self-seeking. Possibly
sons have dropped out from
the passing away of the old

been genuinely converted,
is now

a

thoroughly

clean

prefer being
eyes straighttrickery,honmagnanimity
all these perour list with
year, or have

so that the list
one,

and

the

names in it stand only for full integrity in

dealing, for charity in judgment, for courtesy in intercourse, and for! co-operation
er service, and look up in his prayer
Jn the work which the ‘Star aims to help
with a sublimer confidence that great things
forward. Itis pleasant to hope that this
shall come back to crown his effort.
may really be the case. Such an improved
+ If the Weekof Prayer shall thus broaden list would tend to make better managers in
the plans, and intensify the effort, and conthe -office, and could hardly fail to result in
firm the faith, and consecrate the effort of
producing a better paper. The number of
those who are called by the name of Christ,
these imperfect subscribers has always been”
and whom he knows as friends, this will be
limited of course; itis to-day dn unknown
a year of large Christian achievements.
quantity ; and we shall be glad to have it
that believeth,” gird up his loins for a larg-

Reader, what are you attempting, and what

pledges are made by your faith?

Dr.

Burns

and
—

That we may not deal in generalities and

Palestine.

anybedy to apply a remark to himself which

—

the welfare of the Freewill Baptists in
country

and

his

after the

intention

to

representéd by a 0 as.soon as may be.
| mystery too much; that we may not leave

A pleasant private letter from Rev. Dr.
Burns, of London,—in which he expresses
his heartiest interest in whatever relates to
America,

visit

the poetry a mis-

more or less of the communications and -ed| itorials are pronounced *‘chaffy” or thin.”
Possibly, nay, probably, he is right in part,

py in their relations te us than they might
be. They could send fewer shadows and

And they

have great reason for confidence. Looking
upon the persecuting Sauls that have been
transformed into mighty apostles,—at the
wildernesses that have been made to blosson:
the

thinks

use of room ; the Family Circle department
appears-to-him-full-of—-ehildish-things-theitems of denominational news. seem often
frivolous and ‘prompted by immodesty, and

nleth

Yet we have,—or at least have had,—
more or less subscribers who are less hap-

world. Their achievements should satisfy
"only when they bring in the universal tri-

as the rose,—at

and.

He

and writes,—¢‘Stop

solid meat of strong

but not wholly
so. The heart-poem that has
no’ message for him may set his wife's spir-

this

Pacific Railroad is com-

pleted,— contains the following staterfient
of his plans for the coming spring, besides
the invitation and pledge which those who
know him will understand mean something. He says:
I expeo tin Feb. next, about the 20th, to
leave Paris for Egypt, Palestine and Turkey,

and to retucn to London aboutthe first week
in May. Now ‘it any of the F. Baptist
bretaren or sisters desire a tour to the
glorious East, let them come and go with
us, and I shall be glad to do the kind and
amiableto all who will place themselves

was wholly meant for his neighbor;

and es-

pecially that we may not attach any blame
toour present model subscribers that belonged only to those of other days,or to those
who are now converted clean through, we
will specify a few of the apparent imperfections that have appeared. We use the
third person rather than the second.

Bro. A. seems a little impatient because
he now and then finds in the Star an opinion
different from his own. It may be that a
point of doctrine is not stated to his satisfaction, or a principle belonging to political
life seems to be misapplied,or a public man
gets a compliment instead of a censure,or is
frankly criticised rather than blindly endorsed. And so, instead of sending strong argu-

to Brindisi, Al-

ten’to anything except: the echoes of his
own thought. The Star fully concedes

non, Damascus, Cyprus, Ephesus, Conle, Trieste, Veni ce, and home via,

Bro. A's right to differ from it; it makes no

exandria, Cairo, the pyramids, through
‘Palestine to Jerusalem, then north by Leba-

pathetic plea for his patronage,

it invites

than

half a dozen

spasms

of

It would nbt be amiss for him to

pray:

joer

w

!

.

stoke for

em.

likely to profit his relatives,

- He doesn’t
him a fast

this subject, but they are sufficient to in- |
dicate that the adoption ‘of the practice
recommended would

since he makes

They

“Not what I wish, but what I want,
Do thou, O Lord, in mercy grant,”

blessing to him and his family;

that shall

tell him
his own
give to
minds;

of the progress of the gospel among
people and in the world generally ;
him the best thoughts of many
render his Christian path more

plain;

stimulate his interest in religious

things, and make him a stronger and truer
man in all the higher relations of life. We
are glad of Bro. E's patronage,—are obliged to him for every wise suggestion,and re-

spéct his honesty when he unfolds his ideas

of newspaper management with such refreshing self-reliance,and flings out his criticisms as though they could not possibly
rebound or fail of doing execution. But he
has not bought dictatorship with his $2,50;
—he has only paid a moderate price for 52
papers. He means well éven when he criticises badly ; but if he were modest enough
to suggest respectfully where he is wont to
complain dictatorially, he would

probably

say wiser things, and certainly be heard
with more deference.
| Bro. F. carries his habit of bantering over

stamp and, says:
what I send, all
money and take
There is « little

“If you are ready to take
right; it not, return the
my name from your list.”
shrewdness in this proced-

sacred than consistency and stronger than
falsehood ; but it cannot

fails; the money goes straight back.

bad

decided indeed were the convictions

So

of the

American clergy on this question, and. so
proud were they of their position upon it,
that it had come to be considered as definite and finally settled.
In view of these

facts,

we

were

not

a

little surprised to find in the initial number
of Hearth and Home an article by Rev. J.
P.

Thompson,

D.

D., of

New

York,

in

which he revives the discussion of Tis
question and proposes what may be termed
a compromise between the English and
American practices. After referring to
the opinions held concerning it in the two
countries respectively, and complimenting
the high standard and “conscientiousness of
American preachers,he inquires :
>
But while Shering: to this standard of
clerical and literary honor, may it not still
be possible and
proper for clergymen to
use occasionally the sermons of others,

for

their own relief, and to the advantage of
their congregations? If this is done with
an open acknowledgment, all
offense
prices infto his dealings with the Star of- against honor is removed ; and if done. with
fice;' and his unfortunate habit is plainly judgment and timely adaptation, might not
reading of borrowed sermons give a
contagious.
He wants his paper for $2,00, theleasing
and uséful variety to the preachand looks surprised
and writes unamiably ing, especially in parishes where opportubecause he is told that the terms have been nities of hearing strangers are infrequent ?
To make these carefully stated and well
conscientiously fixed:as low as possible;
that we have but one price, and deal with guarded queries appear the more plausible,
all alike.—His next neighbor; Bro. G., de- Dr. Thompson instances the example of
lays payment till the end of the year, and one of the most popular preachers of Bosthen pretends to be wounded because he is ton who recently read in course, to his con-

of something else which we will: not now
call by its real name. The expedient

appreciate

ly fails to sin against God and himself.

Mr. I.,—brother-in-law

and a gobd deal

of

Mr.

H.,—

gregation, on a, exten week-day service,
Liddon’s Bampton
lectures on the Divinity.
of Christ. The inference which he would
have drawn is, that if this experiment was
successful, a similar thing may be attemptupon a' more extensive scale, and that
what was done under extraordinary circumstances, at a special week-day service;

may be attempted on the Sabbath.

£

As we

view the subject the inference is illegitimate,
and the practice to which countenance is
sought to he given would be unwarrantable
and mischievous.
What assurance have we that if the method proposed were once adopted, the practice could be confined within the prescribed

‘have the best season of the year for the 10a ‘menace, and it never trades in the whose earnest Christian wife has found such’ limits?

be ‘not

only

unsafe,

but positively dangerous.
We are not prepared in this day of progress and high cultureto exchange
our present and efficient
pulpit for the common-place, if not,* imbicile,” one of the church of England. We
are.not yet ready to Abandon _the present

¢ good old way” except for one promising
larger and better results. And that a proposition to do so should come from him who

D. L. Moody said that in Chicago, by the

he, more Sunday-school seholars in propor-

tion to the size of the

city

than can

be

foundin any other placd'in the Union.
churches—many

of

them—are

Our

too fine.

If ministers plagiarize now, when

make any one

something

which

we cannot

well

under-

stand. B A.

Current
te

Topics.

writers will

sometimes

commence

persist in abbreviata sentence

with a

word expressing anumber with figures, instead of writing the word in fullas 25,instead

of

twenty-five.

far too

men came barefooted to hear him preach.
In Chicago we send out “men with cheap

‘handbills, inviting the people to come to
‘church. Ihad rather preach to those who
hang around billiard saloons, sdid he,

should

judge,

are not aware that there is more'than one
"punctuation mark, or at least they seldom
use more than one, and this is a dash. It

AM. COLONIZATION SOCIETY. Rev. J.K.
Converse, agent of this Society, sends us a
‘éommunication, too lengthy for publication
this

week,

bute to the civilizin}

of the comma,

2,300

Freedmen

agencies that are now
colony.

The society is in need of funds that it may
respond to these calls, and enlarge its facilities for sending out those who desire to setthe land from which their ancestors

came.

The calls for aid multiply and grow

urgent, while the society has a treasury
nearly empty.
Liberal contributions are
solicited, which may be sent to Dr. Lowe,

N.H., or tothe Agt., Rev. J. K. Converse,
Burlington, Vt.
THE AM.

:

:

ECCLESIASTICAL

AND

Epuca-

TIONAL ALMANAC for 1869,prepared by Prof.
A. J. Schem;*will appear during

the pres-

ent month.

It is a work of great value,

.epitomizing

all

the

important

religious

movements of the past year, giving the sta-

tisticsof’ PY the prominent religious denominations, a view of missionary
tional undertakings, &c., &c.

and
Itis

educaa the-

intelligent laymen will find of great practical value.

quire habits of greater accuracy.
What is
worth doing atall is worth doing well.
——AN
UNWARRANTABLE
INFERENCE,—
From the fact that a man who was immersRiver, Some

time

since,

died immediately after the ordinance was
administered, some pedo-baptists are disposed to draw the inference that immersion
is not approved of God. A moment's reflec-

to die while sitting, standing and walking.
Ministers have died in the pulpit while
preaching or immediately after the conclusion of their sermons;

and in view of these

facts would it seem at all strange
man should die immediately

that a

after

immer-

As instant death in the one

case is

no argument against preaching,
why should
it/in the other be cited to prove that a particular mode of baptism is not of divine
origin ?
——PRAISEWORTHY.
Reflering to the antitobacco reform, the leading Baptist organ

of New York city states that, notwithstanding the common use of tobacco among ministers of the gospel has been freqenntly de-

plored and protested against by brethren of
a reforming turn of mind, it has-heard of no
organized or combined

movements

among

Published by

Dey St., New York.

semi-colon,

‘might be avoided should writers seek to ac-

sion?

that

effectually at work in that African

F.

Gerhard,15

Price, 50 cts.

Denominational News and Notes.

However slight these’ defects may be when
each is considered by itself, yet in the agrgregate they occasion much labor and per‘plexity on the part of the editor, which

Platte

stating

have applied to that society for the medns
of emigrating to Libexia, where they prefer to find a hom
and share and contri-

colon, period, interrogétion point and all.

ed in the

than

to hardened sinners who have heard theology for fifteen or twenty yours. 3
:
hai 1 J

There is still another class, } saurus of information such as ministers and

numerous, who, we

‘takes the place

from church. - A

Dover, to John S. Rand, Esq., Portsmouth,

es

——DEFECTS IN MANUSCRIPT. While bad
spelling and bad syntax are among the
‘more common faults of newspaper contributors and correspondents, they are not always the more perplexing and annoying.

Some

keep away

man who knows how to preach can draw
a crowd, and where there
]
4d
poor...
folks will come.
When Mr. S
preached at Agricultural Hall in
Vy

has been considered cne of the ablest and
tlein
most efficient of American clergymen, is

tion,
however,
will lead all unbiased
minds to see that such a conclusion does
not follow.
Individuals have béen known

It is a good petition, and Bro. C. would is made. Here the least suspicion of plagprobably find the answer in harder brain- iarism is resented, while he who is: proved
work and a new influx of ideas that added guilty of the practice, loses caste and quite
both to his wealth and his usefulness.
wo).38 Often his place ; there, no particular senBro. D. wants all the news in his paper, sitiveness is manifest, and no one seems
including fires, accidents, shipwrecks, rob- disposed to cast the first stone at the offendberies and murders ; though to give it would er. Whether the English or the American
fill the 48 columns with solid minion, and view of the subject is the preferable one,
tire and perplex and annoy the reader with and calculated to contribute most to the
an excess of isolated incidents, that chiefly glory of God in the salvation of souls,
whetted curiosity but left the heart barren does not, from our stand-point, admit of a
question. With the volume of inspiration
and the ideas in chaos.
Bro. E. seems to feel that he lays-the de- in our hands, the book of * nature all un.nomination under immense and lasting obli- folded and the Holy Spirit-as the interpregations by taking the Star,instead of obtain- ter, the minister’ must have low notions of
ing a great quantity and variety of reading his facilities and capacity,
who fails to bring
matter for a very small pyie. He seems to forth for himself constantly things both new
forget how many rl
constantly at and old from God's great storehouse of
work to make up a
pfiper thatshall be a truth. He who does less than this scarce-

ure, a bit of desperation,

temper, it does'npt know. how to surrender

American pulpits are well known.
In this
country the Preaching of other men’s ser-

mons, or any portion of them, without giving credit, is done rarely and then usually
stealthily
; in England the practice is common,and no special attempt at concealment

fair argument, it never quarrels with man-

1y dissent, and it believes the truth is more

+5

tions which might be asked in reference to

friend of ours without hesitation after this.
His example of punctual pre-payment ‘is

ment and clear eviflence, he folds up a bit- reminded of his debt, and says some things
under my cave. The expense of the tour ter or biting sentence that runs off into some- that prudence never dictated and that charifrom London and back, first class hotels + | thing like a threat of withdrawing patronage, ty will not repeat, because he is charged
“rail and steamers, under my old friend Mr * | wastes a three-cent stamp in addition to his $3,00,—just as he was told he would be.—
Cook’s superi ntendence, will be 105 guinMr. H.,—~who.is Bro. F's cousin, —sends $2
eas, [about $530 in gold, and to comprise time, and sends what convinces nobody, to renew his subscription for the year,
Jland
leaves
the
impression
that
he
is
afraid
10 weeks’ travel, i uding Holy Week and,
of counter opinions, and is unwilling - to lis- knowing the terms to be $2,50, puts in a
Easterin Jerusalem. The route will be b

Mont Cenis to Italy, thence

my paper.” Fortunately

come peopled with life; his children may
be struggling after God under the impulse

worth more

have

he was too excited to date his letter or sign
his name ; the sober second thought and the standing of the American pulpit? Would
grieved face of his meek wife make him not study come to be regarded as less necosashamed of what he hag done; and the ar- | sary, and reliance upon (tod and the aid of
rival of his paper the next week finds him the Spirit lessindispensable ? And would not
frankly confessing his folly, countermand- the more intelligent portions of: our congre-,
ing the nameless order, asking an expla- gations soon desert the sanctuary, choosing
‘natiod*which is promptly made and proves rather to make their own selection of sersatisfactory, and then he shows himself a mons and read themat home ?.
These are only 4 few of the many queswan, brave enough to utter that hardest

wakened a longing

{

Would] You can never reach the masses with opernot the inevitable tendency of such a course atic singing. Three or four unconverted
people singing in a gallesy are enough to
be to destroy the present character and

of sentences,—** I was wrong.”
‘repeat his error, and we count

emotion.

assurance

we that there would not be a corresponding

it siiging into the air that has suddenly be-

of the story that has

what

a
:

‘help of the churches, every
family was
visited once in thirty days. Wo have, said

loss in the effectiveness of them?

.

- Broad plans should mark the life and service of Christian workers.
Their field is the

umph’”of their Master and Lord.

purpose

the articles.

the

quality of sermons,

that will not rest in earthly things; the ac- no secretof the added pleasure ‘which he
count. of a quickening~in some church “that “finds in reading a paper for which “he does
seemed ready to die may have filled his net owe, and whose. label looks out upon
anxious pastor with new fervor and faith; him from the margin every week likea sidifficulty in order to acquire even a mod- and the article that yielded no magnetism lent congratulation.
-erate‘education. Seme have decided liter- for his brain, may have been like God's
It is but a handful of such trying subary tastes dnd crave the graces of style; special message to some perplexed inquirer scribers that we have when compared with
others lovayglain, homely speech, full of or some baffled soul. Bro. B.is agood the whole number. Even these grow less.
Saxon pith and point. Here is a dreaming thinker; but he might find real profit in We ape|daily looking for the conversion of
poet; there a seeker after solid facts. A anything that served to idealize his philo- the last
\nember of the company.
fresh and vital thought kindles one nature sophic world, that rendered him more like
» Of the\great host who send words of
into. enthusiasm; a piece of rigid logic the little child he was when Christ first thankfulnessalong with the money; or
that explodes some popular fallacy yields gave him a welcome, that madehim find in mention some article that did the heart
immense satisfaction to another mind that
the genuine conversion of a soul something good ; or express the hope that we and they
is fashioned after a judicial pattern. To
grander than appears in the discovery of a may meet in the flesh, or if not, assure us
supply what all these varied readers demand
new planet, and that taught him to rejoice that they will hasten to inquire us out the
and need,in one and the same paper, ‘is
even in the truth that is revealed unto first day we are both in heaven; or write
not a very simple task. To give everybody
babes. The vigorous brainis good, but the us that our names are spoken in their praysatisfaction is quite out of the question. An simple and wool heart is even better.
ers; or ask us to pen something that will”
editor that is*never complained of must be
Bro. C. has found an opposite fault. He meet the case of a friend for whose salvaeither something more or something less complains that the reading is more or less tion they are longing ; or treat us to a piece
ttan human. If he wholly escapes the dry, hard and heavy; that it taxes his of thoughtful criticism; or courteously not
arrows which dissatisfaction shoots, it must
thought, puzzles his mind, compels him-to quire whether some new feature would inbe because he is either above criticism or
stop and reflect, or sends him to his diction- render the paper even better than it=is; or
beneath hostility.
ary. He wants sométhing that touches his send in alist of new names that have been
We have a good subscription list. The
feelings at once in every paragraph,—some- secured by a little resolute effort; or tell
names on it are often fruitful in pleasant
thing that makes the tears start and sets him how the money which: pays for ‘the paper
suggestions. To look them over is to be
afire with glory and hallelujahs. * He thinks was laboriously earned or economically savtouched with tenderness or stirred with
ed ; or mention the satisfaction with which
gratitude and couragé. Some of them have the paper is too learned and too cold; that
it has too much reasoning and too little a sick friend, ripening for heaven, has lisa whole history which the memory reads off
fervor; that it deals too much with this life tened to the weekly reading of the Star for
whenever they appear.
They have been
and
not enough with the lifé to come; that .years ;—of these subscribers, and such as
ministering strength,and rebuking heedlessit defers: quite too much to reasonand taste, these, we cannot speak without husky voicness, and stimulating devotion, and lessenand does not savor enough of the confer- es nor think of them without dimmed eyes.
ing anxieties,and rewarding effort,and makMay they be spared long to us’ and the
ing self-denial a privilege, for many years, ence meeting and of Christian experience.
Possibly. But there are some people who world ; may we deserve to have the numHe who served here so long carried -these
especially need to be taught to think and ber multiplied ; may the paper bear to them
names in his heart as a treasured blessing,
classify; to apply right principles to con- a blessing that shall make them prize its
and they are doubtless dearer to him now
duct; to learn something new in the great coming like a messenger of good, and
than while he was toiling as a faithful serfield of knowledge which God has spread prompt themto seek a place for itin every
vant of his brethren. They are becoming
out; to explain the things of the kingdom, home where such a visitor is needed.
fragrant to those who succeed him in the
and tosgive a reason for their hope to .othwork which he so suddenly laid down when
ers. It may be less pleasant to Study and
Shall we Compromise?
he heard the great Master bidding him “‘Go
grow wise than to give themselves up to
up higher.” May the number of such
mere stimulants and get happy; but a fresh
The different views entertained upon the
names be multiplied and their cheering inand quickening thought might be really subject of plagiarism by the English and
fluence abide.
oh

spread out by Providence-be ‘steadily surveyed, the open doors discerned, the calls
to,

thought has been lacking in more or less of

Our subscribers make up a large family.
They are widely scattered. They represent many spheres and planes of life. They
embrace the aged and the young. -Among
them are the vigorous toilers in the fullness
of maturity, and’ the enfeebled sufferers to
whom life itself comes each day as a heavy]
burden. There are those who have shared
the high and effective culture of the schools,
and those who have struggled with many g

usual, and that an earnest spirit and a posi-

listened

scowl because

and where it is so impressively illustrated
to-day,—one not easily fought down. As it
is we must stay at home, and leave our breth-

Our Subscribers.
—A Chat.

us we infer thatthe Week of Prayer has
been even more generally observed than

Itis well, too, that thesgreat

our ways,—or, which might be equally well, ter he had renewed Lis subscription,though
everything was. right on the bogks; and
be thus converted himself.
+
a
he sits down while his vexation is active
Bro. B. has been inclined to fret and.

find -the-

LY
Ha
ric purse to make the visit find report its
experiences at this office.

From the evidences which have reached
'

we should

ure history was long ago lived and written,

ren.of the-the niore.plucky
Pp
y

“remittances
of money, &oc. , should
be addressed to
the Agent.
ib
’

Week

book,

temptation to run away,—for thé sake of a
second lesson in the-lands where the script-

All communications designed for publication should

The

market where conyijctions arg bartered

who will keep off the blues and forbid the greenbacks.
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The

Mission

in Cairo.

WHAT SHALL BE DONE FOR IT

Since the loss of our builings in Cairo :
by a wicked incendiary, as published, we
have receivéd from the friends of the mission many words of encouragement.
Several have written,
Don't: give up Cairo:
go forward; and you shall have our prayers

and

monéy.”

For such inspiring words

in this time of trial we" are truly gratefal.
We give an extract of a letter from Bro.
Hayes, dated Dec. 29, that will inform
reader of the
present condition
of

the
the

teachers and mission:
v
"My hand is so far recovered from the
burn, that I will try to write you a line.
Bro. Tolford is recovering from his burns.
Miss Carroll is also improving, she was
burned very badly. Our neighbors have
been very kind to us, bestowing many
acts of kindness, from those unknown to us
before. Our thanks are due to them all,
especially to Mr. Reed’s family, who kindly opened their doors to us on the night
we were by fire turned out of oar own
houses. Mr. T. has been with them ever
since,

and

no

mother

could

excel

their

. The

Rev. Mr. Morris's family very kindly

care for him. And in addition to this they
have helped usto many household articles.

cared for Miss C. even to the giving up of
their own bed. The Rev. Mr. Dodge rendered us a very great assistance, and- the
familes of Mr. Wheeler, Dr. Watdner and
others have proved themselves friends in

.

time of need.
:
Now that the smoke has cleared away,
and the excitement is over, we can better
estimate
our loss.
Our
books, charts,

for the ‘maps, globe, and 8.S. Library and the
bell
to the
school-house
are- all lost.
Itsays All
of our household furniture, chairs,
however :
;
tables, stoves, refrigerator, ae (a presBut we do know of a remarkable number ent from the ladies of Hillsdale) crockery,
of heroic personal conflicts with old tobacco &o., &o., are also lost. The teachers suffer
habits among these brethren, and of some a great loss. Bro. T.’s loss is some $100,00,
decisive victories won, within the last four ‘Miss C's not less than $60,00, and ours about
or five months—victories which have given $100,00.” The amount may appear small
freedom to those who had been in bondage to many, but to us it is great. The fire
for half. a lifetime,- besides Siding many spread rapidly, both buildings fell in less
pounds of an improved quality of
flesh’ to than forty minutes. The glass was broktheir weight, and a larger number of joys en by the heat in less than fifteen minutes
to their reanimated spirits. We must not after we were awakened.
Bro. Manning is at work on the” old
give names just at present ; for some of our
friends are in the first stages of the emanci- building we have bought, and will have it
‘pating movement, and two or three of them, ready for school in a few days. Pray for
we are softy to say,seem to be in doubt us. May God move, the people to give
;
whether to go forward or to go under. But largely to this mission.”
we hope for the best with respect to them,
Itis impossible for agents to visit but a
the ministers of its denomination
suppression of tobacco or its use.

as we

have better reason to do of the

mueh

few

of our

churches;

hence,

we

rely

on

larger number who have put their hands to the pastors and the Quarterly Meetings
this new plow. Before long we. expect to
announce the formation of the No Tobacco to-do it, hoping that no one will find an
“League, with the Lee avenue pastor for its excuse for not doing something. The
president, the First Brooklyn pastor for its amount necessary to be raised is large for
vice-president, and the Hanson-place pastor usin the West, but the West is accusfor its secretary—three brethren who only
need a little> more time to complete their tomed to do great things, and a mission .
ewn freedom to be every way fitted for the that has already added more than a thouhonorable pesitions to which we hope to sand members to the denomination, the
see them called.
churches will never let die.
This looks decidedly encouraging, and it
Dear friends, don't wait until a more
is possible that there are pastors in other convenient time to give, but attend to it
denominations who would do well to follow the first opportunity.
Those that intend to
the example set by these Baptist pastors. send boxes of clothing, provisions, &c.,
The prize to be obtained is well worth all will please remember that every day delayed
the effort it costs. What Christian minis- in forwardingy our teachers are suffering
ter would not strive to free himself from
for the want of them, .
bondage to a filthy habit? The fact that
Direct to Mr. P. C. Tolford, Cairo, Ill.,
nearly eighteen million dollars of Internal and if possible prepay the freight. Our
Reuenue tax has been collected on the sale correspondents are requested, for the pres‘of tobacco, during the past year, is a suffi- ent, to direct their letters to Cleveland, 0).
cient occasion of alarm.
:
, A. H. Crasg, Cor. Sec.

WORK AND ITS METHODS. Mr. Moody,
of Chicago is awide, awake, energetic man
with his sympathies fully enlisted in the ser-

Winthrop—Boston.
Winthrop is a beautiful township, almost

vice of the Master. While his methods of an island,and presenting many rare inducelabor are in some respects peculiar to him- ments as a summer resort. It has a popuself, they afe nevertheless effective

in pro-

lation

of

about

900 inhabitants, scattered

over as many acres, At present there is
but one organized church (Methodist) in
a vivid picture of the man,’ and is at the the place, while individuals from several
same time suggestive of the expedients. to evangelical churches have united and are
which he resorts. Many a Christian laborer now holding union services in the town.
would do well to imbibe more of his. hall. The meetings are well attended:
spirit :
f
Rev. E. N. Fernald supplies the pulpit for
¢

ducing resuits. The following paragraph
which we copy from an exchange, presents

~\

|

é

dr

|
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there

‘Indeed

cess.

an |

of

are prospects

Revivals; &e.
rind

tn

and they are still doing. Comej: and in
blessing be blest:
B. 8S. Mooby.

’

SouTtn BUXTON, Me. We are enjoying
work of grace.
ved, ‘a pleasant revival in this place. Sinners
recei
ably
favor
are_
bondi
i
ae

ents
not only by the F: Baptists who are resid
are
we
and
s,
masse
the
by
also
there, but

have recently

been

reclaimed, and
aged.

not without hope that ultimately’ a substan-

tial church of our order will be organized,

converted,

SnerFteLd, VT,

P. S. The

ber,
where he has heen
half of the time

since,

but few of these Sunday-running trains pay.

Ry

preaching one

and the Lord. has

th

ge, was

followed by some

extra

meetings, which were conducted by my-

public

The

paratively - quiet once more.

self and Bro. O. S. Hasty.

mind has been so much diverted by the oc- 3 The Lord sent down his Holy Spirit from
can-

currences of the last few months that

on high, and greatly refreshed his people,
called wanderers home, and converted
quite a number of precious souls to.the
Saviour. Those who have come over on

did attention given to the weightier things
tics have

Poli-

has been the exception.

of religion

received

their share of attention,

"the popular lecture courses theirs, and the

the Lord's side are mostly heads of families,

play houses rendered bewitching by novel
attractions have drawn the crowd.
Now that a lull in business, if not in
pleasure, is experienced, it is the time to
strike for Christ. The week of prayer is
being

generally

observed,

and

who despise the attractions of the cross.

Intemperance, a formidable foe to all good,
the public” crib, until it
less.
The license law has
outse to this city. You
on any street in Boston,

‘of

the

of

fear-

is strong and

proved a terrible
may see its fruits
at almost any hour

is increasing

Drunkenness

‘day.

out

and fed

fostered,

petted,

fearfully. In the county of Suffolk, on
the first day of Sept., 1867, there were less
than 900 places where liquor was sold, and

in the most of these claudestinely.

On the

first day of Sept, 1868, nearly 2,500 liquor
shops were opened on the same territory.
God be thanked for the prospect of soon
having a Legislature that will inaugurate a
new order of things.
Our church in Boston is enjoying moderate prosperity, and hopes for even more.
Retrenchment has been the order .and aim

of late, until we have succeeded .in lessening our annual expenses nearly $500.
Free service is now rendered by the
ganist,

wa

or-

sextons,—a

by the choir and

and

blessing which we can appreciate as all cannot.
Some are inquiring the way to Jesus,
while Christians, according to a solemn vow

recently taken, are following Daniel's excellent example, praying in secret three
times a day for a revival of pure religion.
N.L.R.
"

Boston, Jan. 7th, 1869.

We have been having winter here in
real earnest. The mercury at one time

stood six degrees below zero—rather cold
for December in this latitude.
religious

temperature, however,

not quite so low.

their Salvation.
The meetings are interesting.

|

the new church when

A brother presented an elegant

copy

of

the Bible for the pulpit valued at $15., and
two

is

It is still above the freez-

ing point and gradually rising. There are
some indications of ‘‘ a waking up” among

1

Bro. W.

;

very much

benevolent ladies,members of the Con-

gregational church, gave a communion service worth $40.00. During the evening a
purse of $60,00 was raised for the pastor;
all of which was gratefully accepted, making, with other presents to the pastor and
family, nearly $300.00 given in asingle evening by a society in a rural town in Vermont, which has expended ’several thousand
dollars the past season in building a house
of worship and supported preaching all the
time. Such a society, strong in Christian
union and benevolence, cffers superior inducements to Free Will Baptists isolated
from denominational privileges and looking
to a change of residence among the people
of their ehoice.
E.D. S.
City,

Iowa.

Rev.

Albert

S. BRADLEY.

that

more will speedily be gathered from fields
¢t white for the harvest”. There are two saloons here which are doing much to hinder
the salvation of souls. Pray that the measures which are being taken to stop their
dreadful work may be blessed by the Lord.
C.P.W,
StrAFFORD,

N. H.

Therevival interest

which was noticed a few wecks since in
tne Star, still continues with us, Between
ilies. The work also embraces manyof the
Sabbith school scholars, among whom are
two of myownsons.

This good work

com-

menced in early auutmn in the portion of
Farmington adjoining Strafford, where some
of our brethren live, who have for some
time past sustained a weekly prayer meeting.

"About the

time of the interest

professed Christians; Atats last annual meeting
it indicated an increasing sympathy withthe forms

tion to it whatever.”

valued at $18.

Rev. 8. McKeown -and wife tender their sincere thanks to the church and citizens of West
Waterville, who made them a pleasant visit on

The

Rev. K. F. Higgins and wife tender their sincere thanks
to the church and citizens of Concord, Licking Co., O., for a donation made for
their benefit at the meeting house, Dec. 3d,
amounting to $82, mostly cash. The occasion

It contains no

The

social

meetings were full of life, and the preaching
* was attended with more than usunal- power.
Some publicly manifested a desire to become Christians.
BY

On the Sabbath by request of the
Grove church, Bro. Alex,

W.

Beech

Elmore

was

ordained a minister of the gospel according

to our usages.

The ordainifig council con-

sisted of all the Elders present. Reading of
the Scriptures by Rev. I. D. Reed; Prayer,
Rev. John Hisey ; Sermon, Rev. P. W. Perry ; Ordaining prayer, I. D. Reed ; Charge,

Rev. J. F. Tufts;
Rev. Cyrus Dudley.

Hand of fellowship,
It wasa very solemn,

meeting.
Bro. Elmore is quite a fluent and impressive speaker, and we think will make

a use-

ful minister.
Our new church

edifice

at

Beech Grove

was dedicated to God on Christmas day.

=

The following was the order of exercises:
Reading Scriptures by J. F. Tufts; Hymn
and prayer, C. Dudley ; Sermon, P: W. Perry; Dedicatory prayer, P. W. Perry; Remarks to congregation, C. Dudley.
The

here,

Canpia, N. H.

The

thus

have a revival
have a mind to
W.T. SmrtH.

first Sabbathof the

new year was a season of much interest to
our church" her e." Brothers Gorden Bean
and W. J. Dudley having, at a previous
meeting of the church, been elected junior
deacons, were publicly ses apart tothat office,

The pastor preached a sermon on the office
and

work of deacons, then,

assisted

by the

senior deacons performed the usual consecrating’ ceremonies. The church then sat
down to the Lord's Supper, the j#ior deacons passing the emblems. Bros. Bean
and Dudley are the sons of deacons-A. Bean

and 8. Dudley now deceased.

It is gratify-

ing to see the sons filling the offices made
vacant by she death of the fathers. The occasion will long be remembered by those
who witnessed it.

W.-H.

Y.

Woobsrock, N. H. Iwouldinform the
friends of Zion that God is reviving his work

here. At the close of our Theological School
the writer commenced to labor with this
church and people during the vacation. At
first the prospect looked discouraging. The

day was beautiful and the occasion pleasof God had been closed for some time,
ant.. The building is 84 by 44, well house
proportioned as to hight and is finished
in modern style. It cost about $2,000,
and is certainly an ornament to the place.
This church enjoyed a very extensive
revival last winter under the labors of their
devoted pastor, Rev. J. Hisey,and has since

felt able to ‘arise and
close of the

Ruth

dedicatory

build.”

At the

exercises,

sister

Woodorn, in behalf of - the young

_ ladies, in a very appropriate address, presented a beautiful and valuable fur collar
to Father Dudley; and Bro. Moward L.
Ross, in behalf of the young gentlemen,

handsome

in a

speech, ‘presented ong to Bro. J,

Hisey, their- worthy pastor. These tokens
* of regard called forth from Bros. Dudley
and Hisey some very touching incidents
and very fitting remarks.
:
The work on our new brick

church edi-

fice at Pleasant Plains i8 progressing finely,
and we hopeto be ready to dedicate it to
God in a few weeks. The religious interest

:

It causes the hair to grow
glossy.
It is a superb hair dressing.

W. H. H. Davis,

It is highly

others.— Cincinnati Sunday Globe.

Gardeners, Fruit-Growers

Mr.

prayer and conference meetings given up,
and the altars of many thrown down. All
the time that could be spared aside from the
preparation for the Sabbath was devoted 10
visiting from house to house. Prayer meetings were established, thoughat first like
our Sabbath meetings but few attended,
yet soon we had a respectable congrega-

tion.

The result is God is blessing his peo-

people, the church is being revived, wanderers are coming home, and we humbly
hope and trust that sinners are giving their
hearts to God. The time that I agreed to
labor with this church has nearly expired,
yet I cannot leave them. Through their
anxious solicitations ['have engaged, if my

health will permit, to be with them on the
Sabbath during our next term of school.
Iwish to say through the Star to ‘that
minister of Jesus whose soul yearns for
the salvation
“of sinners and has no particular place to labor, ‘*Come to Woodstock,”
The church and community are poor, yet
their homes are hospitable, "their hearts

in the church is very encouraging, several
are seeking an interest in Christ.
:
OBSERVATOR,
| Iarge, and their hands liberal.

They

have

DONALD

G.

and

MITCHELL,

assisted

by

by

a large

Sr

rock
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subscribing now will save the

IL. H, BOODY,

Revivals.

sought the Lord. The work still continues.
A successful revival is now in‘ progress at the
Harmony
M. E. Church, N. J. Though the
meeting has only been in progress two weeks,
twenty persons have already professed conversion. Others are seeking Jesus.
The Ex-

of

grace éxperienced in the Warrensburg and Caldwell church, N. Y. Indications of good appeared at the meeting of the Lake George Association
in September,
Meetings were continuously held,
and as the result, up to Dec. 1st, twenty joyful
converts have been baptized, and twenty-five in
Wyoming Conference,

of

J. The gracious revival influence continues.

mer Co., Towa,

will be dedicated
of this

CARER

upon

Bre-

of

O.

E.

rel

the first

M,

(N. A. JACKSON,

are more

epeedy

Kisbon
Q. M. willhold its next session with the
church at Whitefield, the first Saturday and Sunday
of Feb. noxt. Conference Friday preceeding at one
o'clock P: M. Special Conference Friday at ten
o'clock,A. M,

Belknap

JOEL

SPOONER, Clerk.

Q. M. will hold its next

session

with

the church at Alton Corner, commencing Tuesday,
Jan, 26th, at one o'clock, P. M,
i
*
A. D. Smit.
1

Weare Q.M, will hold its next
Manchester church, Jan, 20-28,

session with

the

H 8. KtmBALL, Clerk.

CORRECTION, A correspondent
ihforms us that
Winooski, in a recent communication, labors under
some misapprehension respecting the amount of the
Mission“collections made by

the

Huntington

2
Rev.

9.

M.

average

for

that for twenty-one sessions since Dec. 68 in.
there have been but three collections taken
M. sessions that have amounted to $40,00,
and all others except three have been less
one last taken, and they have gone as low as

$12,00 within

the’ time

specified.

The

Post Office Addresses.
A. H. Chase, Cleveland, Ohio.

and

efficacious
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Sold by all druggists.
per yard.
cents per yard.
75 cents per yard.
$1,25 per yard.
to 87 ets. per y’d.

75 Hanover

street.

Send sketch

and

descrip-

tion. For application send model, not over one foot
in size, and $16 first Government and Stamp fees.—
Specifications, drawings, caveats; assigaments pre.

IS CHEAP BECAUSE {JTS CIRCULATION
IS LARGER THAN THAT OF/ANY
OTHER NEWSPAPER.
NOW IS THE TIME TO FORM CLUBS

Horace Greeley on Political
Economy.

Greeley’s History

of the War.

NEW

YORK

TRIBUNE, and will appear

SEMI-WEEKLY,

and

pared; rejected

claims

prosecutbd.

in

all

WEEKLY,

of Protection to American Industry concerns our
entire people, it will be looked for with great interest.
In addition to this work by My. Greeley, THE TRI-'
BUNE

and

has engaged

most

George

successful

Geddes, one of

farmers

in the

the

best

country,

and

other able writers on Agricultural subjects to write
regularly for its columns.
The American Institute
Farmers’ Club will eontinue to be reported in THE
SEMI-WEEKLY and WEEKLY TRIBUNE.
No farmer
the progress constantly made in

the

and

to know

science

of

his

calling, can afford to neglect the advantages of a
newspaper like THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE, especially
when it unites with agriculture other features of interest and profit.

THE

WEEKLY

TRIBUNE

contains

a summary of all that appears in THE DAILY and
SEMI-WEBKLY editions, while in’ addition itis made to
address itself to the wants of the great farming
class. Reviews of new publications, and of what is
new in music and the fine arts; letters from different

parts of the world—some of them of rare interest to
the

farmer,

as thowing the

progress

of agriculture

in other countries; editorial essays on all topics of
home and foreign interest, together with full and
carefully printed reports of the markets Swill be farnished from week to week, and at a lower price than
that of any other newspaper in America. By pursu-

80, interfer.

and

no expense

will

be

spared to give it. still greater usefulness and power,
and to make it a yet more welcome visitor to every
fireside

in the land.

-

GREELEY’S HISTORY OF THE WAR.
THE TRIBUNE also proposes to send *‘ The American Conflict,” by Horace Greeley, in 2 vols. of 648
- and 782 pages respectively, to clubs, on terms stated
below. This history has received from all quarters
the highest commendations for accuracy of statement and fullness of detail. 1t is substantially bound,
and must be deemed a valuable addition to any library
These volumes should be placed in every School
District library in the land, and each school contains
scholars who can, with a few hours of attention,
raise a Tribune Club and secure the history. Almost
any one who wishes can now obtain it by giving a
few hours to procuring subscriptions for THE TRIBUNE, among his friends and neighbors, and we hope
many will be ingited to do so. The ‘work will be
promptly forwarded, prepaid, by express or by mail,
on receipt of thé required subscriptions.,

TERMS
DAILY

OF

TRIBUNE,

THE

TRIBUNE:

Mail Subscribers, $10 per annum,

SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE:
Mail Subscribers, $4 per annum.
over, $3 each; 16 copies, $45. For

Five
£35,

;
copies or
10 copies,

and Greeley’s History ; for $03, 20 copies and Greeley’s
History ; for $116, 40 copies and Greeley’s History.
WEEKLY TRIBUNE:
Mail Subscribers, $2 per annum; 5 copies, $9; 11
copies to one address, §15; 10 copies and Greeley’s History to one address, $20; 21 copies, te one address, $25:
20 copies and.the History, to one address, $31; 50 copies, to one address, $59; 50 copies and the History, to
one address $56;

11 copies, to names of subscribers, $16 ;

ances, extension of patents, and appeals.
Patents
taken out in all European countries.
Illustrated
amphlets, 110 pages, sent free. Address MUNN &
JO. No. 37 PARK Row, N. Y.
3m36

10 copies, to names, with one copy of the History,
$21; 21 copies, to names, $27; 20 copies, fo names, with
one copy of History, $33; 60 copies, to names, $55; 50
copies, to names, with one copy History, $61.

The Great New England Remedy.
DR.J, W. POLAND'S "WHITE PINE, COMPOUND

time, and the papers be sent to one Post-Office.

Cures Sore Throat,

the 21 sessions has been about $28,00.

The

presence of two converted Jews, and their expe-

eral poison, and

How to Get Patents.

Rev.

in Lyndon, to commmenc

Saturday in Feb., at 10 0’clock,A.

last accounts too small to. hold the

rience in conversion as based exclusively
the Scriptures, are adding to the interest.

IT

to our readers that no pains

June 22, 1868,

Holloway’s Pills,— Fever and Ague.—The
preparations of Quinine and Calomel prescribed by
the faculty for this disease, are more destructive in
their ravages on the human body than the\complaint
itself, verifying the old adage—‘‘ a remgdy worse
than the disease”—Holloway’s Pills possess no minpromoting a permanent cure.

FOR

Vewspaper.

its present commanding influence and circulation,
and we enter upon the new year with an assurance

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10,10 A. M., 5.45 P.M
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p, M.
For Great Falls, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. »., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A, M., 2.45 FP. M.
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8,32, 10.56 A. M., 5.08
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.38 P.M,
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.30 A. M., 12 M,, 3, bP. M.,
and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 P, M.
© WM. MERRITT, Supt.

4140

Cattaraugus’@. M. wlil hold its next session

with the church

was thrown open, and then that of the Free
church, the iargest in town.
The latter wag at

crowd,

SUBSCRIBE

ing this policy THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE has attained

An invoice of superb
Three-plys very cheap.
400 rolls oil Clg€h, 50 to 756 cents per yard.
Also an invoife of Stair Carpeting for about halt
value.
y
Coe
EW ENGLAND CARPET COMPANY,

to the worship

month.

He gays
clusive,
at the Q.
or more;
than the

Soon the Methodist church

-

Baker is expected to be present to preach the sews
mon.
R. HAYDEN.

i

The Am. Presbyterian gives an account of a
singular revival movement ic Galt, a town of
Upper Canada, the main featureof which is the
meeting of
large numbers of the people to read
their Bibles, and to converse with one another as
to the meaning of passages read.
Itcommenced
with street preaching by two laymen, recently ar-

>

The new F. Baptist Meeting House in Horton,

pro-

fessed conversion, and nineteen of them have
united with the M. E. church at Pennington N.

Arrangement.

For opinion no charge.

God on the 4th’Sabbath

225,89

Notices.

pieces Eaglish Tapestries for $1,50
100 pieces Cottage Carpet for 50
125 Hess of Ingrain Carpets fur
90 pieces of Superfine Carpet for
60 pieces imperfect Ingraio for 62

Street,

Notices and Appointments,

M.

is enjoying
a powerful revival. The attendance
upon the public services during the autumn has

OF

edifice

CARPETS, ~Just Received from the Forced Sale, 100

Treasurer,

HENRY CLEWS & CO., Bankers,
32 Wall Street, New York.

Brainard, New York, has been enjoying a season of revival for five weeks.
About forty havé

1,00
15,00

AND MAINE RAILROAD.

Summer

The Bonds are oflered at 97!¢ and accrued
Persons

z

Special
BOSTON

COINS

Free of Government
in currency.

.

Col by W HEdger and O.C Hill for church
todai Elmira N Y .
e

AXD SEVEN PER CENT INTEREST

IN

1,00
1,00

77,00

THE

OR

have

1,00

?

G W Barnett
Martin Hall

50

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

‘Within the last six weeks twenty-two

5,00
12,50
12,50
10,00
5,00
5,00
2,00
5,00
1,00

COMPANY,

* PAY
p>

AND

12 Wall

been very large, and now the precious work
gathering the spiritual harvest has come.

ElmiraN Y Ch
Nathaniel Norris
Mrs Betsey R Norris
A W Gates
Cash
H W Tylor
A C Norris
L L Barrett
HS Coleman

E A Shook

L: HULSE, Clerk.

The

Pa. Free Baptist Missionary Society.
CASH RECEIVED TO JAN 1. COLLECTED BY O, C. HILLS,

Mrs M B Coleman

in our Q. M. and the denomination has sustained a . premium on the coupon payable Feb. 1st, proximo,
severe loss, for though feeble in body and pressequal to a reduction of one per cent. in the price
ed with the infirmities incident to age and enof the Bonds.
feebled physical powers, still his prayers, counsels and instructions were repleted with sound
Pamphlets giving full information sent on apdoctrine and practical goodness and spirituality.
plication.
8. That we do hereby, as a Q. M., tender to his
afflicted mourning widow and now fatherless
All Bonds subscribed for sent by express free of
family our tenderest sympathy
and heartfelt
charge.
JR
prayers that God will comfort and bless her while
.
e afflicts, and that ultimately they may all come
once more to meet dear husband and kind father
where there is no more sorrow, sighing or
The Bonds may be had of

.all have been added to the church,

TO

The work will contain the best results of the observations and study of a lifetime, and, as the question

N'Y, per J H Phelps,

- Dash

Resolved, 1. That while in meek submission we
bow to this afflctive providenc e with filial trust
and assurance of. the wisdom and goodness of
the dispensation, we still mourn with tenderest
affection the removal of Rev. R. M. Cary, and
feel, with the jumily which he has left behind,

aminer and Chronicle’is informed of a work

TIME

Family

who desires to till the soil with rofit,
Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer cleans the
scalp of dandruff, and allays all unpleasant
irritations.

branch of our beloved Zion, therefore

death.

THE

its editions~DAILY,

Next session with

that our father too is dead.
2. Thatin this bereavement the cause of Christ

IS

Great

of THE

ates, ECorne
Mrs
Durgess,
ENC, Miss Mrs. W.

i i
over,

of 27 years’ standing have been cured by it.

PAPER.

MR. GREELEY purposes to write, during the year
1869, an elementary work on Political Economy,
wherein tlie policy of Protection to Home Industry
will be explained and vindicated. This work will
first be given to the public through successive issues

forth, 50 cts each, West Waterville, Me. per
8 Vik cow Jo eonsiitwie Rev 8 McKeown
Se
E W and Page,Rev Esq, owden
N Y City.
Mrs 8 Tenney og dau gett, 3 XK Blake, MA

feels ““ out of sorte” with himself and everybody else. | Ch Sherburne,

FARMERS’

3.

Miss L Ricker, Miss I, Gage, Baillarjeon $1
each. Mrs I Bates. J Harris, Mrs J Harris
BE Bowamint, : H Corntorih; Miss R {ore

the
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Keown 5.00, 1t W Yallatee 2,00, Miss
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THE MOST
UNHAPP
Ni
ld
3
effers $1 eac
efters 1,50, E Tenney ,50
# 3 U H APPY PERSON in the world is the
East i {averhill, N M, per L D Jeffers.
yspeptic.
Everything looks dark and gloomy; he | Henry White, Volga City, Iowa.

D

There was a

City,

Sec’y Trustees,

N, H., Jan. 1, 1869.

PRICE

Miss
aisdell,
Letournean,
Hersom. E C Tibbetts,G
‘Smart,J
Burgess, D W Bowman

GREELEY,C

HORACE

BS

Ap-

THE LARGEST AND CHEAPEST.

Mc Keown, Rev I Bates, Rev 8 Bowden Mrs
A P Davis, J James, Mrs J James,W Wyman
C E Folsom, Miss L A Keaton, G Filion,
A
D,
0
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tis,
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which is to be published in THE TRIBUNE, the Publishers ‘will send “Mr. Greeley’s History of the
rap? to clubs.
5
5
3 advertising
Fo
War”
See terms in
columns,

its Nov.

lIbourn

copies $4, invariably in ad- | G27

fi
Co , Publishers,
i
37 Park
Row, New

“

Hampton,
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NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE.

10,35
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J. FULLONTON,

INSTITUTION,

Spring Term begins February 2, 1869.
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W ednesday, Jan. 13,

—

"Pek

port of a boy in India; to be called Wm C.Byer
Athens Q. Ma 0 per L Z, Haning.
_—
EL

vance; 3 copies $10; 5 copies $i5.
Any one sending
Pras
;
:
us $45 for a club of 15 copies (all at one time,) wlll reav a copy rffree. Address
:
ceive

ore eminent degree than any other man in our
Q. M. one of the Fathers of our young and growing denomination, and like a kind Christian parent to the younger ministers and brethren in this

rived from Scotland.

“

assistéd by Mrs. Mary E. Dodge, with Grace Green- | SabSch

the
Evansville ‘church,
Opening
sermon by
Rev. D. Johnson, Feb. 9, at 7 o’clock, P. M. The
following resolutions on the death of Rev. R. M.
Carey, were passed :
Whereas it has pleased our
kind
heavenly
Father in his all wise providence to cut off the
brittle thread of life whieh bound to earth the
venerable form of one whose counsels and instructions were of great and inestimable value
to us, and who by a long life of usefulness and
devotion to the work of the gospel ministry, had
been the means in the hands of God of doing
great good in planting churches,and ordaining gospel ministers, orgamzing Q. M’s. and winning
souls to Christ, and who by a well ordered life,

E. church at Susquehanna,

ugk

Sold by all Druggists.

NEW HAMPTON

—————————

Ch New Ham pton Village, N. H..per

AFPERIENT

in such cages, needs not be told to recommend it as a
remedy.
‘
§
:
°
TARRANT & CO., Wholesale Druggists,
278 Greenwich and 100 Warren Streets, New York, Sole Pro-

and continue 13 weeks

illus- | I» Hutehing Freeman and Salem Ch, Me,, per

Edited

x

TARRANT’S
EFFERVESOENT SELTZER

-

Ch West Buxton, Me., per E. Manson,

Florists.

effects of

The next term, will commence

-| M. Hutchins, 2d Ch New Portland, Me, per M.
Merrill,
%

weekly

torpid liver, is at¢he bottom of the mischief. * That's
what's the matter.”” Whoever has experienced the

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.

corps of
practical Agriculiurists.
The
Fireside De. | Susie R. Libby, Chas. St. Chnrch, Dover; N. H.
;
1
:
£8
ae.
weside
Lg
A Friend of Missions, Philadelpbia. Pa. >
partment
is edited by HARRIET BEECHER STOWE
Paws 0% “Nika Der ih ghia,
i
f
em Miss So.
ert’s
Ss, N.
Y.

fair representation of the churches.
No special
revival interest was reported, but there are some
encouraging prospects. Revs. Manning & Edwards were present from abroad.
A coHection

for the Freedmen was taken.

is a

Cox-

Adbertisements.

E
. Merrill,
4
trated Agricultural and Fireside Journal of sizfeen ; Mrs. Mary L. Marston, 2d Efingham. N. H.
5,00, Lydia Ellis, 1,50, Esther FosEllis,
H.
Wm.
a
hand:
andsome pages, devoted to the interests of Farmers,
105 Willie M, Ellis, Smithfield, Me. per W,H

BLUE EARTH VALLEY Q. M., Iowa.—Held its
last session with the Mapleton church.
A good
season wus enjoyed.
The meeting was. continued the following week, Rev. A. Wheeler laboring with us. Twelve professed faith in Christ,
four of whom were received as candidates for
baptism and church membership, and others will
probably unite soon.
Next session. with the
Freeborn church, commencing March 12.
S. A. Stow, Clerk.

session with the Bradford church.

HOME

y

Rev. M. Merrill, 1st Madison, Me.

2

that

Mineral Bath at Home.—A few Baths pre:
pared with STRUMATIC SALTS will effectually cure
Rheumatism, Scrofula, Dyspepsia and: Eruptions on
the Face. Sold by Druggists generally.
<€oply43

Foreign Missions.

:

Clerk.
and

N, H.

SPAN;

valid more closely, and you will discover

80151

Fogg, Unity, Me.

These are the reasons why Barrett's is the best Hair

Rev, H. 8. Limbocker the
WM. WALKER, Clerk.

Wis.—Held

X

scented and does not stain the. scalp or

Prepartion in the world, as well as the reasons why
every one should use Barrett’s in preference to all

appointed to preach the

Q. M.,

luxuriant and
ie

It is not a dye but a Restorative.

ROCHESTER Q. M., N. Y.—Held its last session with the Penfield church.
All the churches
but
one were represented.
The. meetings of
worship were very interesting.
Collection for
Missions, $11,738. A resolution was passed recommending that three days’ meetings be held in
all the churches in the Q. M. before the next session.
Next session with the Fairport church.

& DANE

color

linen.

Quarterly Meetings.

KOCK

Benj.

expression of the face dejected. -Interrogate the in.

prietors.

\

‘W. M. Boston, Poland, Me,
Daniel Smith, Potsdam, N.Y.
Rev. D. Hyde, Conklingville, N.Y,
H. W. Vaughan, W. Lodi, Ohio.
:
Rey. W. F. Smith, Strafford Corner, N, H.
; L. Dewey, Ek. Troks Pa.
~=+nd. H, Loveless,
Weavertown, N, Y.
‘B. J. Haley, New Market, N. H.
Rev. F.
W. Towne, So. Parsons
d, Me,
H-Vhitcher, Mechanic's
al 5 Ne.
, B. Higgins, Canterbur,
.H.
« E.G, Eaton,W. Bethel, Me.
:
* L, B. Tasker, Lyndon Center, Vt."
J. W, Maxham, Montpelier, Vt.
D. W. Judd, Brentwood, N. H.
'
Edward Hanaford, Underhill Center, Vt.
Rev, H, Baldwin, N o. New Salem, Mass.
* A. M. Richardson, Sherburne; N. Y.
‘W. N. Roberts, Brooks, Me.
Rev. 1.C Guptlll, Milton Three Ponds, N, H,
‘ H. Graves, Bradford, Me.
8. 8. Nickerson, E. Randolph, Vt, A. T Bowman, Hartland, Me.
Rev, O. 8. Brown, Horseheads, N.Y.
H. 8. Ball, Apalachin, N.Y.
J. 8. Potter, Gorham, Me,

4

thick,

_H Prescott

Rev. T. Kenniston, E, Madison, N. H.
Edward Toothaker, Strong, Me.
Rev. J. P. Longley, Harmony, Me. ' (2)

.

It absolutely restores the hair to tits natural

Sermon by Rev. J. Tripp;-Charge by Rev. P.
Fuller; Hand of Fellowship by Rev. J. West;
Address to the church by Rev. P. Fuller.

opening sermon and
S. S. address.

.

whether black or brown.

by Rev. P. Fuller, ‘of Oswego Q. M.;

STIPATION, the result of a disordered stomach and a

Paris—E

“J. Boyd, Biddeford, Me.
BY MAIL,

ruff and other extraneous substances,
It does not gum the hair.
;

The council called by the church-at New Vermont, N. Y,, to examine and erdain Bro. Elisha
M. Baxter, met with the church Dec. 24, and after a satisfactory examination he was ordained
as follows: Prayer by Rev. J. Tripp ; Reading of

W C Peckham—M A
Quimby—¥F Reed—A P Reynolds—H
B Rackliff—J Runnells—D L Rice—I Ripley—Mrs Polly
Ray—N L Rowell—A Redlon—H H Sherman—C C Shippe
—H
Smalley—J N Staley—D Sanborn—I F Spencer—H
Stinchfield—F Switser—S
Savage—S8 Stuart—M
E Shepard—J Styles—D F Towne—A
Tracy—L B Tasker—
Taylor—H C Telford—E A Teall-W H Trowbridge—IL
True—-Maggie Turner—C M True—R Turner—J P Underhill—W H Van Truyl—J D Van Dorn—J P Wright—J D
Wilder—J Wilson—W Whitfield—Wm Watkins—F Wills
H M Wilkinson—J WeeksW Werner—R M Woodman—
B C Whittaker—W Wallis—B J Woodall~E H Wright—
E Whittemore—F B Ward—J E Yoder—Wm Yates—W
Yeoman—P Yeaton—J D Waldron—P Vance

Norton—M Norton—W

"B, ¥. Zell, Richmond, Union Co., O.

It thoroughly cleanses the scalp of all dirt, dand-

Ordination.

&

Rev. N Brooks, Manchester,

nitrate of silver or other poisonous

substances.

many cases the ailswer is, “ I don’t know exac

don’t feel well,” Look at the countenance of the
man or woman
who makes this reply, and you will .*
generally find that the eyes are dull and lusterless, the -

EXPRESS.

any

You 7

This is the familiar question putto every invalid. In

Books Forwarded.

Its effects are more permanent.

was a pleasant one.

Rev. B. H. Damon was

than

other, is stmply because it is the best.”
The reasons it is the best are:
-1t is more easily applied.

of $70, which is in addition to salary.

Scriptures

Hayward—N

Moshier—§ Meserve—
R H Madden—W Mor-

Morse—I

J H Davis, 7.00,

Hair Restora,

sale and is more popular

he

cofaplexion sallow, the cheeks flaceid, and the whole

ka

The reason why Barrett's Vegetable

Las.
is ve

Plerce—Mrs
M P Palmer—W A Philips—J Parker—W
Phelps—L W Peck—H Perry—W H Purinton—N H Pomeroy— P-T Peckham—C B Plumb—AW Purinton—C 8

Reason,

tive has a larger

donation

combined

What is Matter
the
with

R HaH Hix=p

Receipts for Books.

tender their most

Soap;

memend
recom J
od, for

-

Perkins—) Peck—E J Patteron—\,

ordained that no infant should be sprinkled in
the church edifice unless’ both its parents were

friends at Meredith Center for a donation, received on New Year's eve, amountingto $21.

the 14th of Dec., leaving the generous

:

A Howe—B J Haley—

JH ubbbard—R

Vegetable

ybutl

rell-D Moody—Mary

the ‘pastor, who holds to the “half way covenant,”

Rev. G. W. Knapp and wife express thanks to

overcoat

8 Hawks—J

untly—L G Hicks—G

B Hanson—

Hill—S Headly—N

W H McGaffey—A ¥ Murphy—D
Mrs'M A Munroe—J Morse—Mrs

—

represented by live delegates.

believing,

H

sion, and not long since, against the protestof

Susquehan-

our people herg to realize the importance of 1 was confined to my room by sickness for
concentrating in the villages and towns,and several weeks, and thus they were deprived
building up churches in these centers of of pastoral aid; nevertheless they made
influence. The old policy of confining our their prayers unto God forthe salvation of godly conversation’ and correct Christian de. labors principally to rural districts, is be- sinners and for the restoration of their pas- portment that reproduced in his intercourse
‘tor, and God hedrd and answered in with the world the blessed principles of his
ing rapidly abandoned.
both cases. Before my recovery quite
Nova eminent. dogr and who was perhaps in. g
The last session of the Warren and, Clinton Quarterly Meeting, held with the 1st number had found peace in
showing that a church may
Wayne church, was more than ordinarily
without a minister, if they
interesting. The churches were generally
work.
!

Hugg—S C Howe—T

school-house at a ‘cost of $60,000. For several
years it hae tolerated the apostolic rite of immer-

nah Co., Pa, Dec. 17, of sixty dollars, for which
they would; tender their sincere thanks.

Sill

Twenty have been added to the F. W. B.
church on confession of faith and by baptism, and 32 have been converted and reclaimed. The meetings have closed, but
people have a mind to work. We believe
is with us, and

J M Hutchins—D E Howard—E
:

for charitable objects, besides building a mission

Donations.
ps
Rev. N. Young and wife would gratefull{’ acknowledge the receipt of a donation from, the

has been holding meetings here four weeks.

the Spirit of the Lord

Mrs L'L Gove—T J Grant—C D Haselton--S

in-

ag if Paul had confined himself to

HEARTH

VorcAa

J Garfield—M B Gové—C P Gerrish—BS Say

Henry Ward Beecher presides over a thriving
and progressive church. Its membershipis 1,707
its annual income from pew rents amounts to
| $50,000, and during the last year it raised $40,000

preached one half of the time

Tompton church and congregation,

H Green—S Griifin—E A Grifiith—JC Gifford—

Aromatic

with Glycerine,
dies rae Batts

teaching the arf of tent-making,: leaving the C Isham—S Jackson—P Johhson- EjKnowlton H P KimH Kegar—J Knowlton—A Kenyon—J A Lowell—
preaching of the gospel to ‘them of the circum- ball—J
H 8 Limbocker—D Leavitt—Lydia Leach—F H Lord—J
H Locke—J P Langmaid—L Libbey~A Ként—8 D Luce
cision.”
sil
x
:

:

at Wheelock Hollow.

th—W

of primitive Christianity by electing three women to serve as deaconesses.
The. position of
sincere thanks to the church and society at Par- .the church in the Congregational denomination
ma, N. Y,, for their annual donation of $215.
is somewhat anomalous,
but then its members
fes-‘|.
Rev. A. Sill acknowledges his sincere" grati- may accord with the member of the House of
this tude to his friends at Volga City, Iowa, and vi- Commons, who said to Matthew Arnold, “That a
pro- cinity for a donation of $73,60 in cash, and for an thing is an anomaly, I consider ‘to be no objec-

STARKSRORO, VT. At a Christmas
tival in the new F.W. B. churchin
place, $125,00 were realized towards
curing an organ for
completed.

hundred.

Rev. Wm. Walker and wife

M. A. Quimsy.

sixty and seventy have professed their faith
in Christ. Quite a number are heads of fam-

Southern Ohio.

The

and arq active and strong inthe Rock of

various

churches are making revival efforts with
some success. Rev. A. B. Earle is with us
again, ‘¢ bringing in sheaves.” The work
of the Lord is prospering in spite of the
antagonizing spirit of the world. Roman
foot
is jealous of every
Catholicism
of progress made by Protestants. Christless religions, robed in science and popularity, are offered to and accepted by many,

hasbeen

cular instruction exclusively, while religious

esting Sabbath school numbering about one
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E Coleman—H T C
Drake—W [ Dudley—dJ Dix—I Davig—J Darsh—Z N Dyér—H F Dickey—T H Drake—L
Danforth—H Deering—
bf H Eddy—J Erskine— W Ford—R Goodwin—A Grif-

| struction is imparted by Greek priests! That is.

| to join soon. Social and monthly meetings
;are well attended. Wehave a very inter-

X

prized.

-

ibis

-

Rev.Dr. Hill,who has been supported
for forty
:years by the Episcopalians as a missionary in
Greece, recognizes the full authority of the Greek
Church, calls other American missionaries ‘‘enemies,” and in his school of 750 scholars gives se-

Sabbath school wishes to ex- prospered _his efforts. Nine have been
prove
only
not
press
_its'grateful
acknowledgments to the
will
h
whic
of
ence
the influ
3 jdt to the church by baptism, and three
but to the cause | ‘North St. S. 8. in Bath, fora donation of a
a blessing to the locality,
generally. The Siar pays weekly Visits’ 8.8. library.
to families resident there, and is highly

.

day work on the steam railroads of the country,

Bro, F, L. Wiley was

first K, B. church in Sheffield last Septem!

the church much encour;
© LATOWiTHAM,

Letters Received,

It is estimated that 80,000 men are kent at Sun. |

ordained and installedas pastor over the

wanderers

17

General.

03

is. meeting with good suc-

one year, and

Colds,

Coughs,

Diptheria,

Fronchitis

Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary dffections generally.—
is a remarkable remedy for Kidney Complasnts, Diabetes, Difficulty of Voiding Urine,
Bleeding from the Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel and other Complaints,
BosTov, Jan, 20, 1868.
POLAND'S WHITE PINE COMPOUND.—After having
given it a thotoach trial we can confidently recom.
mend

Poland's

White Pine

Compound as a very val

able article for the cure of colds, coughs, and pulmonic complaints generally. In several cases we have
known it to give prompt relief when all other remedies which liad been tried had failed. Itisan article,
which, in a climate so promotive of sudden and se-

vere colds as is that of New England, ought to be in
avery family; and we are sure that those who once
obtain it and give it a fair trial, will not thereafter be
willing to be without it.—[ Boston Journal.
.
A

VALUABLE

MEDICINE.—Dr.J.

W. Poland's

White

Pine Compound advertised in our columns, is a successful attempt to combine and apply the medicinal
virtues of the White Pine Bark.
It has been thor.
oughly tested by people in this sippy and vicinity, and
the proprietor has testimonials to its .value from
its
sons well known to our citizens, We recommend
trial in all those cases of disease to which itis adapted. I is for dale by all our druggists.~[N. ¥. Inde.

The White Pine Compound 18 now 801d in every part

of the United Stavea and British Provinces.

repared

New

hos

at

the

i,

England Botanic Depot, Boston, Muss,

*h

The money must, in all cases, be received at one
Friends wishing to secure the History on these terms
must send the Clubs precisely as we have stated them.

SEMI-WEEKLY and WEEKLY subscriptions must not be
mized in one Club, when made up tosecure the History.
“Terms, cash in advance.

SONGS = THE TEMPLE

Address THE TRIBUNE- New York.

The Successful Music Bock of the Season.
The fifteenth edition of this popular work is now
ready. We believe, as Is substantislly expressed by
Conductors, Teachers and Choristers in nearly every
gection

1

ta

new music

for the jJurposes of worship. ~ Last but not least the

mech:
chanical execution of the book is rypositiv:Sigloaupert
Eh
or to any similar work
the publ
ies for examination 3ll.be furl ed
SHEPARD,
$12 per dozen. LE E &
Ne
i
= THE WESTERN NEWS CQ,
CAGO, ILL,
“eo

on ae

of the country, “that it is the best

book, for Conventions, Singing
Schools and Choirs
now before the public.” We give a few of the many
reasons for these statements. It is a work of read va.
riety. Init may be found the majestic Choral, the
joyous Allegro, the grateful Cantabile and the tender
Andante,
Itcontaius a clear, concise, accurate-and
pleasing treatise on the Elementary Prineiples of Musical Notation, suited as well to form a correct musical taste as to secure the ability to read fluently.
The character-et therharmony deserves §
oonsideration in regard to Fariety force and suitableness

’

.

STAR: JANUARY

THE, MORNING
=

Poetry.
—

-.For the wealth of pathless forests, ~
Whereon

no ax may fall;

v

For the winds that haunt the branches ;$
The young bird's timidean’y

For the red leaves dropped like'rubies
“Upon the dark green sod;
For the waving of the forests,
I thank Thee, O my God!
For the sound of waters gushing
In bubbling beads of light;

For the fleets of snow-white lilies
Firm-anchored out of sight;
For the reeds among the eddies;
The ¢rystal on the clod:
For the flowing of the rivers,
I thank Thee, O my God!
|

For the violets eye that opens
To bless the new-born day ;
For the bare twigs that in summer
Bloom like the prophet’s rod;
For the blossoming of flowers,
1 thank Thee, O my Ged!
For the lifting up of mountains,

In brightness and in dread;
For the peaks where snow and sunshine
Alone have dared to tread;
For the dark of silent gorges,
Whence mighty cedars nod;
For the majesty of mountains,
1 thank Thee, O my God!

an

awed;

For the earth and all its beauty;
The sky and all its light;

For the dim and soothing shadows
That rest the dazzled sight;

For unfading fields ang prairies,
Where sense in vain has trod;

For the world’s exhaustless beauty,
I thank Thee, O my God!

For an eye of inward seeing;
A roul to know and love;
For these common aspirations,
That our high heirship prove;

closer, we could just see

wound himself into it,

For the hidden =ercll, o’er written

mouth, in

in-

—

The dimpled hands and ringlets of gold
Lie low in a marble sleep;
I stretch my arms for the clasp of old,

But the empty air is strangely. cold,
Aud my vigil alone I keep.

There's a rinless brow with a radiant crown,
And a cross laid down in the dust;
There's a smile where ndt:a shade comes now,

And tears no more from those dear eyes flow,
80 sweet in their innocent trust,
Ah, well! and summer is coming again,

gress

sprang

on to

the rock

atthe

cave's

mouth.
In a second three barrels were discharged, and sent her reeling back from
the entrance with an appalling -roar. A
volley of slugs followed. Though stagger-

ed, however,

th® lithe

beast was by no

means brought down.
gRecoveriog herself
in an instant, she turnefl to bay, and with
flaming eyes and gleaming jaws, was rushing straight upon us, when she was sent

reeling and rodring back again with the

when told with vividness and spirit and skill.
Travelers
multiply, and they who have seen
much of the world have generally acquired an
appetite for such narrations, and are wont to
read with special interest the record which other

other,

stabbed and lacerated in all directions.

and

in

the

mean

time

was

being

We

almost wallowed in blood.
How long it
lasted I know not; but there came a pause,

and the struggle was over.

_ Fairfield lay motionless, with torn

and
with
der,
the

his light
gore; a
his hands
carcass.

arms.

hair and face thickly coated
huge paw fixed to his shoulmangled and one leg under
Across the body lay the shik-

aree, still clutching the handle of his knife,

which was buried to the hilt in flesh. An
ax was deep in the brute’s skull—the work
of Blank who with the others sat breathless
by the body, looking terror-stricken and
speechless at the hideons heap that lay
there.
On recovering from the shock, we extricated Fairfield, and as gently as possible

laid bim on a bed hastily prepared

with

of Norfolk, * not a white man could be seen, but
hundreds of negroes were working in the sun.”

man.”

There’s a beautiful region above the skies,
And I long to reach its shore,

For I know I shall find my treasure there,
The laughing eyes and amber hair

Of the loved one gone before.

| The Fumily Circle.
‘My First Tiger Hunt.
—

some Pr)

years ago, I wasthe guest of a hospitable
East Indian coffee-planter, whose estate lay

in the bamboo country of Coorg, some distance from the village of Veerjenderpett,

tween the very masts of the rebel privateer Flor- !
ida.” But in spite of this quality the book is |
one well worth reading; and the accounts of life
in Polynesia,
Australia
and
India, through |
which he journeys, will supply not a little infor- |

inspiring hope and
effort is neither real nor
needed, appears in ike beautiful and touching
poem which follows this egotistic essay, entitled”

mation

of just that

lates. while
thoughtful.

1t

sort that

answers

pleases and

the

inquiries

stimu- |

of

the |
|

ToBACCO AND ALcoHOL.
I. It does pay to |
Smoke. 1[. The Coming Yan will drink Wine. !
By: Johe Fiske, M. A., LL. B. New York:
Leypoldt & Holt,
1569. 12mo. pp. 163. Sold
by E. J. Lane.
.
Parton has found a confident critic and an open
and resolute antagomst in Mr. Fiske, and the
general verdict of medical men and the experience of hosts of victims are boldly challenged in

the name of science, and

assailed with logic and |

evidence.
That Mr. Parton wrote somewhat
loosely upon the subject of Tobacco was obvious
enough on reading his essay; that Mr. Fiske is a

every garment we could spare. , The insen- much better physiologi~t than the litterateuris
sible shikaree- was then laid at his side, undoubtedly true. There-is-an ingenious arguand the others set out for assistance. Blank ment adduced here in favor of a careful and discriminating use of Tobacco and Alcohol in the
was not much hurt, neither wasI; but, as form of indulgence ; much learning and considfar as we could judge, Fairfield and his ‘erable logic are array
inst the total abcompanion, if not dead, seemed to have lit- stainers; but we suspect fallacies and inconclurocks at the entrance to the cave, and for a tle life left. It was past midnight before siveness where we do mot feel competent to ar| moment listened, to detect «if possible in the doctor reached the place, and by that gue the question from the physician’s plane, We
sure that this wise and healthful use.—if
which direction the inmates 11y; but noth- time the patients were sensible but unable are
there is any such use,—of the two articles in
ing could beheard. In stepping forward, to move. On examining the wounds.he question, for which Mr. Fiske pleads, is, for the
“Fairfield slipped, and caused a few loose expressed himself satisfied that, although great mass of men, simply impracticable and imstones to roll inside the den, the sound of both cases were serious, hopes might be en- possible ;—first, because there is a lack of knowlwhich was followed by a low whine and tertainéd of recovery, He was right; but edge; and, second, because there is a lack of selfscratching of the earth, indicating the ppox- it was full two months ‘before either Fair- control. To tell men that moderate #moking and
imity of something which, I. confess,
made field or the shikaree could get about to their .drinking are safe-and wholesome, is to put them
‘on the path along which all the drunkards of the
me for a moment wish myself miled- Away; | work again.
century have walked to their present sottishness,
—a feeling which I did not overcome until
and which leads to delirium tremens and a territhe excitement of penetrating the cave still
ble grave that opens before its time.
The MusThe
Little
Lamps.
farther rendered me more careless of consachusetts Legislature framed the very opinion
which this book advocates into a law less than a
sequences than I think I ever liad been beI know twoor three boys and girls who
fore. From a fissure at the upper end there have, I hope, repented of their sins and giv- year since; ‘the result is that the State became
80 demoralized and the work of rain went on so
came a distant sound of breathing, though en their hearts to God ; and [ want them to rapidly as to strike terror into the hearts of
scarcely such asa large beast would have remember now that they are like little lamps brave men, and raise the cry for reform in the
made. It was too dense to see at the disthat hold the precious light of God's grace. very. cizgles where license had been glorified.
tance, so going forward about six yards,
Mr. Fiske has shown real ability in his book, as
In ancient times. lamps, with oil in them, Gov. Andrew did in bis plea; but the reputation
and taking a position right in front of the
‘were lighted and placed on candlesticks. which the author may acquire will not probably

and thirty miles from the pretty hill-station
of Mercara. He had again and again pressed me to visit him; and, at last, I had accepted his invitation, in the vague hope
. that I might, perhaps, find myself, for the passage, we waitéd until .one of thé 'shikfirst time in my life, taking part m a tiger arees, under cover of our guns, crept a lit- Some of these lamps were costly and beauti- be more desirable than that which accrued to
the advocate." There is no lack of courage in
hunt. Do not suppose for a moment that I tle way forward, and endeavored to ascer- ful, and rested upon tall,golden candle-sticks
adorned with precious stones; others were either case; the wisdom. displayed will be held
was over anxious to indalge
in that perilous tain what was really within,
emall and plain, and placed on coarse, cheap at a decided discount.
sport. Had I been invited with the express
“Baghan nahin, Sahib, bachcha hai,” (Ti- candlesticks; but all were for the same purpurpose of taking part in it, I should in ali gress gone, sir, but the young is here), he
TAR PROVERB SERTES.
1. Birds of a Feather,
IL. Fine Feathers do not mgke fine Birds, “ITI,
probability bave promptly declined the reported, and on working our way up to pose—to give light to those arpund them.
Hand-ome is that Handsome doe«, Illustrated;
Now every child who has grace in his
1 proffered honor; for, added to a wholesome the passage we soon found, as he had said,
Boston: Lee & Shepard, 1869. 16mo. pp. 283,
heart
is
a
Jamp.
He
may
bea
very
plain
174. 823. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
dread of every kind of savage beast, I
two cubs about six weeks old lying togethand humble one, and his situation in life
The publishers have here given us three most
a peculiar horror of the tiger tribe. At
er amongst a heap of bones, off which”the
juveniles, uniformly bound, and consame time I considered it to be the thing to absent parent had evidently been break fast- may be very plain and humble tov; but he excellent
stituting the first installment of a new get of
is
to
give
light
to
those
around
him—not
by
have had experience in tiger shooting ; and ing not many hours before. To drag the
books to he known as the Proverb Series,. When
I think I had a floating notion that, if I. little beasts out and leave the place before talking and preaching, not by reproving completed the set will comprise +ix volumes;
others,
but
§implyby
asting
right.”
He
is
could by any possibility be drawn into the the mother returned was the next move,
and, judging from what is befofe us, they are ulsport at unawares, I should be relieved of which was gecomplished satisfactorily, al- to show by his own conduct that he has most sure of a prompt welcome and a rapid and
light in bim phe must be humble, for he is prolonged ‘“ run,” Mrs. Bradley, who is well and
all responsibility as to consequences, and though the whelps struggled, scratched,
and simply the pliin little lamp; but he has the. favorably known as a writer for the young, is
rather enjoy it than otherwise. As itso fell bit with a fury which astonished me. The
the author of two of these books, and Kate J.
our fate fuvored the half formed wish. One shikarees took them in charge, and placing grace ol God in -his hemt, and he is to Neily, who is by no means a stranger to the chil5
his
light
shine,”
that
‘¢
others,
seeing
the estate dogs had disappeared the week them in a hollow farther up the hill, again
dren, puts her best qualities of brain and heart
i.
leaving a trail of blood, and a bul- prepared themselves to receive the mother his good works, may glorify not him, but into the other, They are books to he cheered on
God.” —Children’s Friend.
their successful way with hearty and grateful
Tock had been killed on the ‘road to Butta. on her return expedition.
words,
"waddy. Our fiiend Fairficld's opinion that
Our intention was. to give her a deadly
there was “big game” in the

seemed

to

be

neighborhood

well founded,

Upon

the

strength of that opinion, he dispatched a
messenger to ask

a

neighbor

seven

miles

off to join us with any hands he could
spare, and such shikarées or hunters as

were ia his locality, to assist in beating the

jangle.
Io twe

days, Mr. Blank of Kattlakoda.

© atribed with a dozen beaters and three shik~ avees. The latter had seen footprints near
Botlawaddy, but were uncertain how far
‘the Dens had udvanced in the jungle. Di-

. welcome before she discovered her loss,
which we knew would drive her into a reek:

less frenzy, and perhaps lead her to charge
in the direction of the coolies, and,

despite

consequences,
seize and crush whoever
came first. These coolies numbered twenty, and were directed to. proceed to, a por
tion of the jungle some ‘distance off, where
one of the hunters thought it likely the tigress lay in wait, - They were then to beat
in the direct m of the cave until ‘the beast

was seen or heard 16bwrning, when

they

wight desist; but on no account were they

A

Mother’s

Influence.

————

3

A college student, not a professor of religion, was accustomed to kneel down and
pray before retiring to bed. Ilis roommate, who was prayerless and profane,
.
speaking of it, said:
“It’s on account of a promise he has made

to his mother, I suppose I”
Of his rpom-mate’s praying. he spoke thus
sneeringly : bit his conjecture was probably

correct,

Happy are those- sons whose, mothers

:

reply to this ples,
Going up the James River, they sail * almost be- | that Christ’s work of purchasing forgiveness and

ward, if a look-out was kept to prevent surprise from behind. Blank engaged to
see to this, and I elected to join Fairfield.
Advancing cautiously, and in readiness to
fire, we crept behind the plants over the

Asit floats in the sunshine and the rain,
O’er hearts of the world’s great throng.

THE

NEW

BRONZE

DOOR,

:

lenge, or fails’ to ark whither itis drifting, or | Bidding adieu to Mr. Hamilton, let us
what deposits it is likely to leave. Neither a dig- ‘proceed to the east front of the Senate
nified silence nor a gesture of horror will suffice. wing and examine the new bronze door
tourists-have made of their seeings snd impres- It shoots above the heads of the masses now, but
Wa have now a bronze
sions in familiar fields.. Mr. Dilke has run over itis likely to be brought down to their level at no just putin position.
door
in
each
wing
of
the capital costing
a large part of both continents, has seen most of distant day.
At presentthey are chiefly emboldwhat is notable, has always carried with him a ened by its denials; hereafter they will seek to thirty or forty thousand dollars each.
That
keen eye, a genial spirit, an independent judg- fortify themselves by employing its logic.
| on the House side was designed by Ran| ment, a habit of rapid generalization, and a menIts cool, egotistic criticism would be simply dolph Rogers, and cast at Munich,Germany.
tal vivacity that apparently. never gets exhaust. amusing iflje were not for the scoffing and the
This on the Senate side was designed by
ed; he writes with a pen that paints when it mischief which it carries. The leadigg article
touches She paper, and wakes a response when- in this issue is a lengthy protest against Christ's Thomas Crawford, and was intended to
ever its products come in contact with the read claim to be the center around which the relig- be cast abroad also. The models were
er. He has no dull pages.
Every paragraph is ious faith and service of men must cluster.
The shipped for this purpose in the early part
alive.
He's always crisp, racy and exhilarating. writer will have no such centrality for human
of the rebellion, but. the rebellion occaHe deals very rarely with
statistics or with thought and love.
He says, *“ this intermediary sioned such distrust of our solvency that the
grave and philosophical questions. He is varied, is thrust in to forbid the natural contact of the
foreign founder would not undertake the

At last, Fairfield dectared he would go for-

-

philosopher and scholar is not wise or safe when
he ignores its existence, or sneers at its ¢hal-

contents of. the remaining barrels in Ler
body.
Not yet discomfifed she turned to versatile, self-reliant oi captivating, and means spiritual faculties with their inmost resource.”
always te hold i
is not uniformly That may be hard to understand; but thére can
the cave's mouth,when her quick eye detectcareful in his statements; and every now and be no dispute about his meaning when he adds,—
ed Fairfield and the shikarees behind the then sins against exactness. He is too fond of
“it would seem as if there was need his
boulder, and, with a wild shriek of pain and superlatives. His determination to make every [Christ’s] very name should pass into silence, till
character,
scene
and
experience
supply
somepassion, she fell upon them.
mun can free himself at least into self-respect.”
To rush in with knives and ax was the thing in the form of entertainment for his read- But it is not likely.that “ghe name which is
work of a moment ; but already the planter er, predisposeshim to use high colors, to make above every name” will soon die out from the
heavy drufts upon superlative terms, and to deal air of the world which is being saved by the
had been seized, and was borne down in
rather freelyin exaggeration. The very openthe brute's grip; while his compavioii, ing chapter illustrates this tendency. Sailing | grace for which it stands. And they who have
been quickened from the death in trespasses and
blind with blood and fury, had thrown him- through Hampton Roads to Norfolk, in the sins by the power of him who bears that name,
self on the tigress and dealt blow after blow spring of 1866, he says, * We nearly ran upon are not in much danger of sympathizing with
with his broad Coorg knife wherever it the wrecks of the Federal frigates Cumberland the somewhat bitter and wholly extravagant
.
soon after, by a sort’of po- | statement, that the undue exaltation of Christ
would pierce. We joined him, but it was and Congress;
long doubtful who had the mastery. “The etic justice, we almost drifted into the black bull | * has ended in rejecting to the side of evil and
faculty of
of the Merrimack herself.” Walking the streets the doom of wruth every natural
brute turned now upon one, now- upon the

To face our prey in the narrow limits of
the den was not to be thought of. Setting the

from the cave, when crouching behind the
‘huge boulder that lay near the entrance,
we waited with pieces pointing in its direction, while one of the shikarees imitated
the cry of a kid—faintly at first, but gradually louder, as though the little animal was
straying close at hand, and, innocent of
danger, was offering itself as a tempting
mouthful to whatever savage beast might
pass that way. It was to no purpose; the
tiger was either away, or lay asleep gorged with food in some dark recéss in the
cave.
We must have spent an hour in trying to
frighten or coax her out, with no success.

Which follows me ever and near,
With smiling eyes and smbemhair,
With voiceless lips, yet with breath of prayer
That I feel, but cannot hear.

us, and as he spoke I could myself hear the
appoach of a heavy body forcing its way
through the jungle. Then there was a rush |
and a crash of branches, and a gigantic ti-

uncertain.

beaters to watch below, we warily ascended the hill-side until within twenty paces

There’: a beautiful face in the silent air,

January,

of the

ground was not to say steep, but stony and
uneven, sufficiently so to make our footing

Befores

‘Singing her same old song;
BatO, it rounds like a sob
of pain,

a stroke

mate’s paw, had she been there, would have
laid him silent forever. A few yards off
was another mass of rock, piled high up on
the right, and in front lay the jungle. The

‘With one dear name adored;
For tHe heavenly in the human;
The spirit in the word;
For the tokens of thy presence
Within, above. abroad;
For thine own great gift. of Being,
I thank Thee, UO my God!
;
—Lucy Larcom.

of

a. cave

attack from without. So narrow was the
passage, indeed, that before one could have

For the amaranth saved from Eden,
I thank Thee, O my God!

re

of

twain, formed an admirable defense against

Beneath Thy smile, Thy rod;

month

nothing

front of which a huge boulder from above
had apparently fallen, and, breaking in

For the hearts that bless each other

the

say

with branches and prickly vegetation generally, reached the spot just as the moon
had risen, as if favoring our movements at
the wished-for hour.
A little way above where we were, the
ground was very rocky, and looked dangerous. - The gaps pointed out by the coolies below the summit of the hill seemed
covered with stones, tall grass, thick bushes and stumpy trees; and on inspecting

- I thank Thee, O my God!

In

to

we got on in moderate-

game lay, and after again enduring a tussle

For the glory of the sunsets,

PEST

tumble,

ly good spirits, the shikarees leading, and
Fairfield in the rear. It was a relief at last
to come to the opening, although some distance had yet to be traversed. Ata quickened pace we trudged along in the direction
of a hill-side, where it was supposed the

For the gold-fringed clouds, that curtain
Heaven’s inner mystery ;
For the molten bars of twilight,
‘Where thought leans glad, yet

occasional

tears and scratches,

For the splendor of the sunsets,
Vast mirrored or the sea;

Gone

© LITERARY MISCELLANY.

teach them to pray, and whose influence attractive. The Rainy Day at School is a collecrecting them to take up the trail, and to ret
_arees headed. the party. to.examine.
the over them, on_acconnt. of a pious example, tion of wholesome _ stories, strur
thread of a school-life narrative, in which quite |
the rest of the day in discussing the best ground, and warn us if the game were dis- is so powerful that they are constrained to a company of children figure, where various
13
to do as they have been taught.
: sorts of chgracters appear, and through which
mode of warfare to be pursued, should the covered. =
———
f—
The young muh who was not ashamed to wholesome lessons are taught and noble traits ex- |, The letter of our Washington corvespondAs the cave ledd probally to some subtershikarees be lucky enough to spot a tiger's.
lair. He, like Mr. Fairfield, was a strong,’ ranean passage opening outin another -di- pray, even in the presence of his irreligious alted. Itoughtto beguile the tediousness of.
E ent
came too late last week for insertion,
ablé man, a good shot, and experienced in rection, as is the case with several. of these roomn-mate, has been for years a member of rainy days and add to the pleasantness of
but we print below the most of it, which is
bright
ones.
When
itis
said
that
Pictures
for
hunting.. Three rifles charged with ball,and hills, it was advisable to cut off this way of the Presbyterian Church, was joined in mar:
devoted to objects of genaral interest found
FY
three smoothbores with slugs, were laid escape, as well as to prevent a retreat to riage to a pious lady, and fills with honora the Young was written by Mary Howitt, that it in Washington. Thus he writes:
is
in
he
ons
are.
er
happiest
vein,
that
the
illustrati
aside ready for-use;-with-spare-charges-and--the-jungle; where the odds would be against Fig vhuioe~Génnostoll wis: ~one—of our large and many and full of spirit, and that it is
NEW ORNAMENTS IN THE CAPITOL.
belts, to which were attached long Coorg capture either dead or alive.” To attain state governments.
«| 8% up in a style such as the Holidays call for,it
Let
us walk into the rotunda of the CapiThe
other
who
made
light
of
a
mothé
will have received
sufficient praise from us.
knives—curved, broad-bladed weapons of these ends, Fairfield and one of the hunters
tol
and
take alook¥at Horatio Stone's statue
holy
teaching,
was
a
young.
man
of
talent
The
compliments
of
the
eager
and
bright-eyed
stationed
themselves
at
the
entrance
behind
the most formidable description—and the
minor requirements of the chase: As far as a boulder, ready to fire on the first sight of and a good scholar, but after leaving col- children who 190k iv over and read it will do the: of Hamilton. This is a recent accession to
rest:
the ornaments of that building. It is of life
weapons went, we felt equal to any occa- the animal's head ; while Blank and I; with legehe failed to occupy a prominent posisize, cat from the Italian marble, and fintion,
among
men.
He
died
a
fow
yearsago
the
other
shikaree,
remained
a
few
yards'to
| sion, if not separated or surprised, and
Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.
ished with great care. It represents Harh| hoped for the best, whatev er might take the left, facing the direction in which, it ‘probably as he had lived, a scoffer.
THE RADICAL for January appears somewhat ilton with more stoutness of body than we
To a pious mother’s influence many of
frightened by the beaters, the tigress would
| place.
:
enlarged, it is printed with new type, its mehad supposed he possessed, and the outline
our
best-men
trace
their
elevation
in
the
approach.
And
there
we
sat
watching.
It
It was not till the afternoon of the next
chanical excellences are many and obvious, ft
of the fuce 13 squarer than represented in his
| day that the scouts returned, bringing the was a full hour before the sound of the world —8S. 8. Times.
shows the fruit of brain, its grit is unquestionaportrait in the President's room. The cos
ble, its quiet assumptions do not Jessen in num© | intelligence that a tigress had been seen by béaters was heard. For a little while it
tame
is that of the revolutionary period—
ber,
and
it
does
not
appear
to
increase
at
all
in
was
faint
and
irregular,
manifesting
uncer{ a party of estate coolies entering a gap be| reverence for what most men hold sacred. Now, big waisted coat and small breeches—and
low the summit of a hill about five miles off, tainty as to procedure, but suddenly the
as heretofore, the only thing which its contribuseems a little too much elaborated in the mat- .
and, on examination of the locality, were ‘‘tom-toming” grew louder and louder, detors have in common is a spite. ‘against whatever
ter of wrinkles. He must have had a poor taiGREATER
BRITAIN:
A
record
of
travel
in
Engnoting
success,
and
continued
for,
I
should
{ certain that the brute with her young lay
Jish-speaking countries during 1866 and 1867. is specifically Christian, and'a settled purpose to lor if his breeches wrinkled as badly as the
{.concealed where the coolies had pointed say, hulf an hour in unabated vigor, when
By Charles Wentworth Dilke. With Maps und dislodge Jesus Christ from his position us the
artist represents. The chief difficulty, how? Illustrations.
New York: Harper & Broth- recognized Lord and Redeemer of mankind, and
| out. No time was lost in getting the beat- the shacp crack of a rifle sounded through
ers.
1869.
12mo.
pp.
661.
Sold
by
D.
Lothever,
which seems to beset this artist is the
to
substitute
Theism
or
the
Absolute
Religion
the
jungle—either
the
warning
signal,
or
a
| ers together, and starting for the spot.
rop & Co.
J
management of the arms of his figures.
for the Christianity of the New Testament. They
The jungle was very thick, and for the rash attempt to bring the game down preThe demand for books of travel must be very
are one in their protests and denials, but when
| greater part of the way we had to walk in maturely. We had all been on the alert, great, or else there must be an over-supply that they would define a positive theology one might He has succeeded better in this attempt
than in his statue of John Hancock, (also in
keeps
the
market
constantly
glutted
and
the
and
were
now-doubly
so,
as
the
cridis,
apIndian file. The low ground was swampy,
well be pardoned for thinking that chaos had
lable
mathe Capitol) but there is something more of
come ngain., The magazine Tepresents a phase
In a few mo- shelves of booksellers loaded with
and covered with bamboo. leaves, and the parently, was close at hand.
terial. Every year brings us many new volumes, and type of thought that is, however, neither
ease
and naturalhess of position of the arma
higher rocky and uncertain.
But, spite of ments the kaen.gar of the shikaree caught But stories of travel are always entertaining
uncommon nor insignificant; and the Christian’ to be desired in both statues.
the sound of a papid movement in front of

Literary Review,

- For the rosebud’s break of beauty
Along the toiler’s way;

_-

tolose sight of the trail. One of the shik-

Sights at the Capital.

A Thanksgiving.
i

18, 1869.

A

RAINY DAY AT Scnoor,
ITHuostrated,
By
Mundus, Boston: D, Lothrop & Co. 1808,—

18mo.

pp. 194.

Howrrr's PICTURES FOR THE YOUNG. Liberal
ly Hinstrated. Sume Publishers,
Quuarto,—
pp. 63
Our readers will not fail to recognize

this new

publishing firm a« one sustgining intimate relations to our Printing Establishment, The members of It have had « long and ruecessful experience in the hookselling business, and now they
enter upon a still more important department of

Inhor at 38 & 40 Cornhill, while withdrawing no

An indirect but

conclusive

** Failed,” and which

we

weuld quote

without

skepticisms that are smutty
odors,

Boston:

THE NEW

and give

out

bad

Adams & Co.

and arrived in this country greatly injured
by reason of improper package.

After they

were restored as well as might be, the cast-

ing ‘was undertaken and performed at
Ames's Foundry, Chicopee, Mass. These
doors are naturally enough contrasted to
ascertain the comparative excellence of
foreign and American founders. The door
on the Representatives’ side is more slaborately ornamented, and has greater unity

of

design than the new door. It presents but
a single subject—the history of Columbus.
The Senate door, on the contrary, presents
a variety of subjects. One panel or valve
represents the death of Warren at Bunker
Hill. Another the reprimand of Lee,-by
Washington at Monmonth.
Another the
gallan(ry of Hamilton at Yorktown. Anoth-

ECLECTIC

MAGAZINE

it’ is nowise

that

we

commences

its fourth volume with the issue for January,
improved in appearance, and showing even an

added

skill

in giving

us a good

higher class of literature.

resume

of the

The selections are

mostly from foreign periodicals, though some of
of the briefer papers originated on thg hither
side of the sea,
It is a good thing, richly deserv| ing patronage on the ground of ‘its own intrinsic
merits; Baltimore: Turnbull & Murdoch.

BLACKWOOD’S

EDINBURGH

MAGAZINE

inferior,

for

Dec. appears in good time and keeps its well
known qualities.
1ts lighter and its~more solid
articles ure always written with vigor, point and
skill, Its sketchés of the reign of George 111.
are admirable pictures, full of color, tone and
spirit; the clever and bantering satire of Corne:
lius O’Dowd has a flavor of a rure sort; and its

formal reviews are, in their way. of a high order
of mugazine literature, New York: L. Scott &
Co.

and

are not under-the

going abroad to procure
designs of this character.
THE

MEDICAL

demonstrates

necessity

of

the execution

of

MUSEUM.

Now for the Medical Museum.
This institution is principally the productof the
war of the rebellion] and is still under the
control of the medical Department of the
army. Itis kept in. the building formerly

known

as

Ford's Theater,

Here Lincoln

was assassinated.
Immediately upon his
assassination the government took posses-

sion of the building. and subsequently purchased it and entirely remodeled its interi:
or. Inthe basement are kept so much of
the rebel archiyes as were captured,and the
upper portion is occupied by the museum.
Itis probably much the most extensive
medical museum in the country. Here are

specimens and illustrations gathered from

all the army hospitals during the war, demonstrating that the advancement of surgical
volume in a way that challenges competition,
skill during the war kept pace with the adAlways excellent, it is now Mrger, better and vancement in other departments.
Here are
more beautiful than ever before. With 18 large | thousands of specimens illustrating the efquarto pages of excellent reading matter, 25 pagfeet of shot or shell upon every important
es of choice music, and 48 pages in all, even exbone of the human frame, and the peculiar
action should say *‘It is enough,” and economy
could hardly find fault with the payment of $3 00 effect of each kind of missile. In many
cases the missile is ‘still sticking in the
peryear.
There is nothing in its line that compares with it. New York: J. L. Peters,
bone, or is mounted with the ‘specimen on
PETERS'S

MUSICAL MONTHLY

opens its new

THE THEOLOGICAL ECLECTIC enters upon its
sixth volume with the issue for January; it will
hereafter appear monthly, and the price is reduced to $2,60 per year, in advance.
This number
has 52 pages, and they are filled with solid meat,
New York: Moore, Wilstach & Baldwin.
LITTELL'S

LIVING

Huntdredth volume

AGE

enters upon

its One

with this issue of January

2, with an increase in its solid attractions, if that

Is possible,

‘That it iyu thesaurus of litévary

n=

formation and excellences, every one who reads
1t will be forced to concede.
No other publication attempts as much as this, and of very few is
there room for so little Lcomplaint of the disparity between the promise and the performance,
A
collection of its volumes would richly derérve to

be culled a library,

Evy
and

Boston: Littell & Gay.

SATURDAY is secure against dullness

unpopularity

so long us it is made

the good judgment and good taste

over the

work

of selection.

up with

which preside

Dickens, Trollope

und other names eminent in literature lend theif
aroma to its mental dishes,and impart a real

charm

to the weekly

feast which

is spread by

drawing upon the chojcer sources that lie in the
fruitful land beyond the bes; Boston: Fields,

Oago

& Co.

which it wrought its work of destruction.
diseases of the bones, of the digestive, secretive, respirative,circulating,and all other

organs, are exemplified by speeimens,
casts, photographs and drawings. The il-

lustrations of what has been done to remedy
and alleviate the casualties and diseases incident to war, are equally full. Here are
|
models of the best arrunged hospitals, of the
best-ambulances, and of every instrument
and appliance of the surgical art, which
most
approved themselves.
Here are
hundreds of plaster casts exhibiting the results of particular operations.
Here are
hands carved, down to a single finger and
thumb, arms, legs, and feet, exhibiting
every degree of loss by amputation and the

degree of success that attended the operation.

The medical man could spend weeks

and monthsin this musenm

AND

SCHOOLMATE

dres<ed up afresh, 80 that its appesrance

has

n

ir greats

they have heretofore shown their.eficiency.

every reasonable demand now, “Boston: Joseph
H. Allen,

with interest

and profit; butthe effect of a visit upon one

not of the profession is saddening.

These

poor relics of mortality are the representa:
tives of an untold sum of human agony and

misery. Upon the battlefield and io the
hospital, for weary days and nights, their
possessors

THE STUDENT

attention from that portion of the work|wherein
are pleasant nd

work unless the government would first deposit the gold for the payment. The mod«ls were therefore ordered to be re-shipped,

abridgment here and now if we had space for it.
er, the laying of the corner stone of the CapiIt shall tind room soon, and 80 show how even
The Radicals heart, in its hour of introspectol by Washington in his Masonic capacity tion, bursts out in a prayer that overthrows in Another, the first inauguration of Washingan instant the strongest logical fortifications that
ton. Another, the ovation to Washington at
the definnt brain can fashion during years-of auTrenton,N.J.
Twoothersrepresent Warand
dacious reasoning over the things. that are too
Peace. It will be seen,therefore,that the dehigh for it.
We deplofe the bane which appears
sign lacks the perfection which springs from
in the essay ; we rejoice over the antidote carried
by the poein.
An evil spirit seems to trouble
the unity of the parts,and,in an artistic point
Mr. Samuel Jobnson; the music of the nameless
of view, must take a lower rank than thatsinger seems well fitted to drive it away.
There
of the other.
So far, however, as the meare some good articles full of seed thoughts,
chanical
¢
xecution
of the design is concerned
though these are likely to be packed in among|.

ly improved; aand if ft was pot as good as it
could well be before; it 1x good enough to rafisfy

These two Juvenile volumes

-

were

racked

and

tortured

by

pain till poor human nature could endure
no more ,and gave up the contest.

Nor is it

agreeable to perceive how open to assault at,
very point i3 this tenement we ocoupy, and

how numerous and deadly are itstoes. Ww.
p

.

sy

°

—Oy C—

The Glasgow Herald publishes the nar-

steamer Hibernia, who had a marvelous
escape mone of the ship's boats. When he

left the Hibernia his boat contained two barrels of biscuit, three casks of water, and

servd meatit.
Two
|
had

|

SOVETSRL

hours after, one of the barrels of biscu

men constantly baling to keep

One of the women had two children, of three

and five years old respectively, and anothThe tarpaulin

was spread over the forward part of tke
boat to keep the women comfortable.

Davis and Harris—and they combat each

boat a8 well as we could, and again steered

who had

old man,

when an

night,

shown symptoms of derangement, jumped
-- overboard, saying he was going to bed.

iug the Master’s call.

Her remains were carried

from

She had but just return

tention.

We

were

downcast

at

this,

but

in Mulroy

Bay, bat in Janding, their

limbs

are

passed

if the enjoyment

dar cing, whist and recitations,

was. a le

new

things

:

at Petersboro’,

ball ¢lab, with a grand- .

daughter ot
Md. Smith for its captain, who,
itis said, * handles the club with a grace

‘swollen that it was impossible for and strength worthy of notice.” And‘ it
move, and they had to be taken in was a very pretty sight,” to our lady corresby the inhabitants.
Only
three pondent, * to see the girls with their white
the land—Davies, Blair, and Reilly. dresses and blue ribbons flying, in full possession of the publie square, while the hoys
were quiet spectators of thescene.” This

were 50
tiem to
charge
reached

Opening of Parliament.
—

Wien

for Saturday.

;

+ The formalities connected with the open-

hiaadcalled
heen
to ®

~ beside the

bed of a dear brother, when she was

inthe great.

parlor of the mansion house.
Among

"he

of-music,

Danville

On Sunday there was, first,

a sermon from Miss Stanton,on the** Women
of the Bible,” and second in the afternoon,

where

taken

- SNOW
i

=

in

the

Warehouse

for thirty years,

Not only wus she deeply

religious

condition

Sn

their loss,

the Wednesday, the second engineer
the 100th Psalm, and many joined

with

him.

That day the wind

south-west,

from the

the boat

to by

blew

hard

to

bring

and we had

using the sail, *and two

oar oars as a floating

anchor.

and

of

in doing

“80 lost both sail and oars.
It was useless
to seek for them, it being now dark, so we

had to make a sail put of a piece of tarpaulin, and be content with oneoar and a half
that we had with us in the boat. The wind

blowing fiercely, the tarpaulin was torn into razs, and we substituted tor it bed covers.
These latter were also destroved
Sumuel
Brewster, an old man, died on

Wednesday, after going raving mad.
Many of our number now showed signs of

madaess ; probably from despair and exposure to extreme cold.

and threatening

Some

became

violent

in their conduct, and

we

had to use force with certain of them, and
gradually we
got them calmed
down.
Ely

on

Thursday

moroing

a child,

five

years of age died jfand shortly afterward its
mother expired.
Another child took lockjaw,
and died also.
The bodies were
thrown. overboard.
The effect on the sur-

vivors was very visible,

were
Ici-h

All

this time we

making slow progress toward the
cout,
The torn tarpaulin had been

mended in the hest fashion we could, and
gerved in a kind of a way for a lugsail,

Provisions and water were
small quantities,
_cuit was found to
water, and one of
leaked half of its

now

given

in

One of the barrels of
be much soaked with
the fresh water casks
contents.” We had to

bissea
had
dis-

regard the appeals for drink, and the consequence

was

that

several

seamen

among

the

rest took to quenching their thirst with salt
water, in spite of our remonstrances.
This

gown and wig, and followed by about 100
member+, walked across the lobbies into the

House of Lords.

The lord chancellor then

according to ancient custom,

airected them

to choose a Speaker, to submit to Her Majesty's approbation, They then returned.
The House wasnow full—the. government
side being absolutely crowded save the
treasury bench—Gladstone, Bright, Lowe,
and their colleagues being absent for the

reason already stated.
“As soon as the clerk had taken

morning we

had sailed 450 miles.’

prulin

sail

hid

times,

and

as often

given

whole, the boat hid
day the infant died.

»

The tar-

way

half-a

dozen

mended,

and

on the

gone very well.

This

Oar situation had become miserable in
the extreme.
The sea was breaking over
the baat

one

in cloudsof

to the skin; and

pools of water,
cover

spray,

There

the women,

thing for sails,

wetting

all

were

had

gsed

as the latter rose,

and

in a few

emuly

but heartily seconded

tion.

After

a

the nomina-

pause,

momont's

no

other

name being proposed, Mr. Denison rose in
his place, and simply thanked the House,
surrendering hi.nselt to weir pleasure. The
mover and seconder then led him to his
throne.
As soon as he reached it, all the
members uncovered and stood up, while

Mr. Speaker

repeated his thanks,

and ex-

pressed the conviction thay the house under
new circumstances and with a large accession of

new

members,

would

maintain

its

historic dignity and order, its fairness, moderation, and freedom.
The scene was at
this moment very impressive.
Every eye
was turned to the Speaker.
Not a whisper
wus heard.
When he finished, there was

a hearty cheer from
then adjourned.

all sides.

“The

Iouse

To-morrow the Speaker will present himsalf tothe Lords Commissioners, who will
signify Her Majesty's approval; and then

the businessof swearing

in members

will

Crump had sei%ed

all of us

more or Jess, and our legs and hands were
groarly swelled, and, consequently, very
painful.
The fresh water was so scarce

that less than a pint had to serve four pers

sons for a day, and provisions were equally
seanty.

Some

lently mad.

of us were

raving and

vio-

A woman died as the evening

elosed in, but the fact was not noticed at the
time, and the body was still in the bbat
when the greatest of all our calamities occurred,

About

eleven

o'clocks a

heavy

struck the boat, and those on

wave

board in their

drowsy’ condition falling suddenly in a mass
on the lee side, she went over, and

all werd

left struggling in the water. The boat
floated upwards, and Reilly managed to
struggle up and seat. himself on the keel.
He assisted Blair to get up, which the latter did with some difficulty, as a drowning
passenger
had laid hold of his leg. Reilly
then assisted

Mr. Davies,

who had

also to’

shake himself clear of some one clingingto
his

foot.

No others

got hold

of the

boat,

though several were heard for a time shoutlng orswearingas they swam

about

in the

darkness: One poor soul had gotunder the
boat and he was heard for nearly an hour,
+ Hé was apparently’ holding on by the
thwarts and breathing
the air which had
been inclosed when

island.

Truth, and

ism and the

the boat rolled over, or

hoat,

and

the three

who were

sitting

astride of the keel were again immersed in
the

water.

Blair

was

the

first to

recover

his position, and by his assistance the other
two

were broaght up

on the boat.

sail was floating alongside,
of the ropes
attached” to

watching for a favorable

and
the

The

we got hold
mast; and,

opportunity,

man-

aged hy pullingnpen the ropes to” get tho
boat righted. She, wag, of eourse, fall of

water, and we baled
pieces of wond, and”

ther at first with flat
afterwards with two

tin cans which wo found attached to the
thwarts, At length, by hard labor, we got
ber clear, Everything was lost out of the
a

a

is sure

best

to

bandmaid of

promote

Protestant-

interestsof the Church.

What i3 good for Ireland will soon be de"sired for Scotland, then for Wales; then for
old England too; and with free churches

we shall have greater purity,zeal, and catholi ity.

:

;

Ee —

ey

~ Good

Luck.

——

t]

People talk about good luck, ag if men
rose to weslth and position by some fQrtunate chance, dnd not by shrewdness, indus-

try and superior ability of some kind. The
following paragraph tells the truthin a better way :

Twenty hands

Twenty clerks in a store.

in a printing cffice.
Twenty young men
in the Village.
All want to get along
in the world, and all expect to do so.
One
of the

clerks

will rise

to be a partner,

and

make a fortume.
One of the compositors
will own a newspaper, and become an in-

fluential

and prosperous

citizen.

One

of

the apprentices will become a master builder.

One of the villagers will

get

a hand.

to

keep

still,

and

go

debt, who gains friends by deserving them,

and puts his money into the savings bank,
There are some ways to fortune that look
shorter

than this dusty old highway.

But

the staunch men of ‘the community, the
men who achieve something really worth
having, good fortune. good name and a serene old age, all go this road.

Gerrit

Smith

at

$256

Persons wishing obituaParticular Notice!
ries published in the Morning Star, who donot

patronize ‘it, must

accompany

them with

age,

yet full of life, and

interésted

aqual to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Not more than a
Brevity is specially important.
single square can well be afforded

sbituary,

to

any

single

of ground immediately around it are

laid ont in gardens and walks,adorned with

fountains,

hot-houses,

conservatories

graperieg, and made picturesque

and

with run-

ning, water, rustic bridges and rural erec-

both perfect gems,
Boston, Mass,

DEBORAI
C., consort of Amos 8. Sanborn.
died of cuneer at Whitefield, Nov. 14, aged 66
years.
She experienced religion when 18 years
old, and united with the F, W. B. church at
Bethlehem ; but subsequently removed her residenge and church
“relation to W., of which

church

she

continued

& devoted

member

till

death.
She sutfered much for three months. Her
death was triumphant.
With her husband she
leaves two children to mourn her departure,
G. H. PINKHAM.

Moses FULLER died in Franklin, at his resi-

deugg, in the 89ih yearof his age. He was horn
in Andover, and spent the mostof his days there,
He was converted#it the age of thirty one, and
joined the F. W. B. church in A., at its orgunization, and remained a constant member of it until
death, The tour last vrs. of his 'ife he was helpless
and partially insane. The lust two months he was
very feeble, losing his appetite and strength.
He
prayed a great deal and ofien told us that his
trust wus in God.
He slept twenty hours and
died without a struggle.
We have good reason
to believe he has gone to that land of rest that
remains for the people of God.
He leaves a wite
and three daughters to. mourn their Joss,
]
8. FULLER.
CLARA E., daughter of widow. Eliza Roberts,
died of consumption, at Walnut Grove, Rochester, Nov, 23, in the 20th year of her age.
She
was taken

sick in July,

while

engaged

teach-

in

ing school, in the midst of youth, health and
bright prospects for the future.
Her sickness

was long and severe,

The skill of keveral

emi-

nent physicians failed to save her, and when she
was thd that no more could be done for her, she
cast herself upon the Saviour
and sought to

make her peace with

him.

She then

earnestly

MARILLA, wife of Charles Swan, and sister of
the writer,died in N. Providence; R. 1.,Dee, g, in
the 72d year of her age.
Afflicted through life
with that distressing complaint, the phthisie, few
have endeared themselves to relatives and acs
than this lamented friend,
more
quaintances
she chose religion in early life and its principles
guided her in rearing up an interesting family of

of whom

are ving

with

the

ex-

to share much of her sympathy and kindness in
childhood . health and sickness; and a few of her
last days to sit by and endeavor to cheer her us
she had
often cheered him with the promised
rewards of heaven.
M. W. BURLINGAME.

ot the first andy oldest member of our church
there, Often the meetings of the church, while
it was young and feeble, were held at her house,

and her home

was

always

preachers who visited the
the church of her choice.

a home

for

those

place to aid in buildin
or several years pas

;

PIANOS!

= B.
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r

It is an

AND

4t40

J. WHI

000

sent

Address

to you.

ALL.

XL

I

DEE

and

FANCY

GOODS,

including

nearly

Cirenbars free.

C.F. BRACKETT, Sec’y.

GREELEY'S

HISTORY

OF

THE

SEMI-WEEKLY,

and

WEEKLY.

The

ing, can afford to neglect the advantages of a

news-

especially:

when

GREELEY’S HISTORY OF THE WAR,
THE TRIBUNE also proposes to send The American
Conflict,” by Horace Greeley, in 2 Vols, of 648 and
782 pages resffestively, to clubs on terms stated below. . This history has received from all quarters the
highest commendations for accuracy of statement
Itis substantially bound, and
and fullness of detail.
must be deemed valuable addition to any library.

raise 4 Tribune Club and secure the history. Almost
any one who wishes can now obtain it by giving a
few hours to procuring subscriptions for THE TRIB.
his friends and neighbors, and we hope
UNE among
promptly

WANTED
THIS

|

BOOK,

Endorsed by 100,000 Persons.
Sells
it sight to all classes.
Terms to
and

Subscribers

unprece

dented.
!
Sig
>
x copy given to any person who
will procure a goed agent.
Address stating territory
desired,
J. W. GOODIPEED & CO,

37 Park Row, New York,

8m2Y

148 Lake 8t., Chicago.

/FHE WILOOX & GIBBS SEWING MACHINE.
During the last six years, the wedersignod has had
in use for family sewing the Wilcox &

Muchine,

Gibbs

Sewing

For the simphfity and perfeet finish of the

machinery, the easgewith whieh it is operated, the
noiseless manner in Sich it does its work, and the
elasticity and durability of the seam, he believes it
well worthy a first rank among Sewing Machines, L.

R.

BURLINGAME,

HAIR

over, #3 "each; 16 copies, $45.
For #34, 10 copies,
and Gredley’s History ¢ for $63, 20 copies and Greeley’s
History ; for $115, 40 copies and Gree'ey’s History.
:
WEEKLEY TRIBUNE.
Mail Subscribers, 82 per annwm; 5 copies, $9; 11
copies to one address, $15; 10 copies and Gree'ey’s History fo one address, $20; 21 copies, te’ one address, $25.
20 copies

and

the

Hi<tory,

soft and a beautiful

10 copies,

fo

names,

with one

Providenee,

Raker and

properly
16 Bond

Randall,

Af nuficturers

their Instraoments

ness of tone, im durability, and in
appliances

in

and

and

do

as equal

purity

and

at

not

iv

rich.

the combination of
good

qualities, to

those mude at any other establishment in the county,
Grorar

Dover,

T

Dav,

Friends wishing to secure the History

cn

must send the Clubs precisely as we have
SEMI-WEEKLY and WEEKLY subscripticns
mired tn one Club,
Terms, cash in advane ,

4ti1

. Address THE

History,

these terms
stated them.
must not be

TRIBUNE, New York,

Manus Cincinnati, Ohio,
Theee celebrated Bells
[Not
Cast Iron or ‘Amalzam’|
ri.

us

are
much.

more

durable,

and

Especially
and

relieving

hoarseness.

ard Speakers.
everywhere

At once
by

for
Much

Diuggists.

the lhroat

valued

by singers

Only 25

cemts

Sold

per box,

May be had in angquantity of
GRO,

0, GOODWIN

&

CO.,

Boston,

woare entirely ont of both of these works,

inpaper,

:

as

address.
Seeds on
B. M, WATSON,

Old Colony Nure: ries and Seed Establishment, Plymouth, Mars, Katablished 1812.
440

JOY,

OOF

& 00,,

Publishers’ Agents,

Buildings, New York, Brown’s Iron Building,
delphia, are authorized

to contract

Tribune
Phila.

for advertising of

.

Sold

NEW

ENGLAND

AGENTS.

}
No

/

2mor1

W¥'me. H LV HANS
1869.
Illustrated Floral Guide

And Catalogue

of SEEDS

and

PLANTS,

ings and two beautiful colored

is.

plates; one of which

will be, the celebrated

¢“Mrs.

@

Pollock’

Geranium;

colored from nature.
In it will be found, designs for
anangmg the flower garden; together with tull directions for Sowing Seed, Tr.nsplamirg, &c.
This
‘work will be sent free to all my Customers, and to all
others on receipt of ten cents, which is not half the

actual cost

I »m also introducing

to the Public my

new Toma

to,the L MM AN MAMMOTH CLUSTER,
Dr. D. Rice, sdys: “Everybody should have it.”—
For illustrated circular, containing description, recommendations, &c. . Address Wm, H. LYMAN
Importer of Seeds; Bulbs, and Plants, Lev erett, Mass,

Tw I

$i 00

Per Year guaranteed, and steody employment.
We want a reliable agent in every
county to sell our Patent White Wire Ciwothes Lines,
(everlasting).
Address AMERICAN WIRE Co, 75 William st., N. Y., or &% Dearborn st., Chicago, Ill.
[4t1

vo

CHOICE FAMILY BOOKS.

POENS.

By

Lucy

LArcoMm.

$1.00.

“The religious sentiment of New England never had
amore winning and graceful interpreter, for she has
succeeded in reconciling Puritanism with the liberal
vet reverent spirit of modern inquiry.
Her ballads
‘have
the true flavor ‘and feeling of the breezy New
England seicoast.”—JOHN G. WHITTIER.
This ix, indeed, high praige, but it seems to us well
deserved-—N. Y. Evening Post,

TH FPGATES

AJAR.

By E. STUART PHELPS.

16mo
$1 50.
>
Such an appeal to what .is deepest, tendere:tand
holiest in thie human heart has been rarely made. Only a woman who has known sorrow and been sanetified by it could have conceived such a hook as this;

only a woman

of the

nent Symmes

and

rarest mental

wholeness of

gifts and of emi-

being.

could

wrought out the conception as it is embodied
volume.— Morning Star.
*.* For sale by all booksellers.

have ¢

in this

Sent post-paid, on

receipt of price, by the publishers.

Ficlds,

Osgood

§

Co.,

Boston.
2wl

\

N
i

A

ting

T

IK1
by

)

Applications
for
circulars
« stating why the Lamb Knit-

Machine is cheaper

than aby
other.
OTHER MACHINE

and

superior in all points

SAMPLE STOCKING sent WHICH NO
CAN MAKE.
Low pice’
Machines

taken in exchange: N. CLARK, Agen’, 113 Washing-

ton Street, Boston.

x

TEACHER

iwl

WANTED.

A Teacher for the Spring 1erm of Parsonsfield
Seminary is wanted. Ome preferred who can supply
the Pulyit fora moderate compensation. For fur
ther particulars apply
to
IRA A. PHILBRICK, Ch. of Ex. Com.
North Parsonsfield, Dee. 30, 1868.

iwl

BONE DUST.
1—=COARSE and FINE. MIXED
for Drilling,
3—=FLOURED
2. WE WARRANT OUR
Pucked in bbls, of 250 lbs,
Double-refined Poudrette

2—FINE,
BONK.

suitable

BONE TO ANALYZE PURE,
each.
For Winter grain,
and Fine Bone, mixed in

‘equal proportions, and drilled in with the seed, have
produced most remarkable effects, Sold as low as
any article of same purity and fineness in the market.

NITRO-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
We

offer this

Phosphate

confidently

as being as

good if not superior, to any ever made or sold in this
market, containing a larger amouut of soluble Phoe| hate and Ammonia than usual in Super phosphates.
for PEMRANENT, as well as for immediate powerful
effect upon land, IT HAS NO EQUAL,

TO FARMERS AND PLANTERS.
LOD¥

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

ted States, . possessing extraordinary
manufacture of Fertilizers, controlling

the

facilities for the
exclusi
the

night-soil, offal, bones and dead animuls of New
York,
Rrooklyn and Jersey cities, as also the great Communipaw abbatoirs, offer for sale, in lots to suit eustom
ers

8,000

TONS

DOUBLE-REFINED POUDRETTE,
Made from night-soil, blood, bones and offal,
Its effects

<3

grouud

toa

have been mgat

crops and maturing i

er.

powder,

astonishing,

doubling

the

days or two com

Equal to the best brands of Super-Phosphate

Present

('rop, although sold only for THIRTY

for

DOL

LARS per ton, Packed in bbls. of 25¢ Lbs. each.
Price in New York, $55 00 per Ton of 2,000
Ibs, For Price Lists, Circulars, &e., apply to

J. F.SHORES, JR., PORTSMOUTH,N.

OR L.ODI MANUFACTURING CO.,

66 CORTLAND
P, 0. Box,

I

STREET,

NEW

H.

YORK,

83139.

om15

HOW TO SAVE MONEY.

bp
EFORE

pure

Prod tune,
by sadressing

Emote]
0

Metropol

LI.

.

Organ,

HARMO

Fommont

»

v'

only by

now publi~hed, cont ining descriptions of over 1,600
varieties of Flower Seeds and Plants.
It is eplendidly illustrated with about thir'y elegant wood engrav-

cost

clearing

the best and cheapest.

Wholesale and retail list to any
commission,
Agehts wanted,

Recitation’

1869.

S¥Send
for descriptive:

THE
BOOK OF
WORSHIY,
We have a few copies of this work in Embossed
morocco with gilt édges; price $ 1.50.
Algo a few in Turkey morocco full giit for the pul
pit; price $2.00,
¢
Our friends will please send for no more Sacred
and

GENERAL

Twil

recommended

by all.

ALLEN & SHAILER,
199 Washington Street, Boston,

val in purity aod volume of
tone those of sobjpse and tie,
Os
ONESTHILL
circular,

and others,
nd is worthy

of and reading

Subscription.

oldest and largest concern of the kind in the Uni-

Fresh Garden, Flower and Tree Seeds.

Dialogues

Ross, Force, Leggett

the at-ention

THE

Blymer, Norton & Co.

4140

N. H, Jan, 27, 1808,

Melodies and no more

of the

Gilman's Pulmonary Traches,

acquainted with the ORGANS

meahanjenl exeellenos, in action,
numerous valuable

copy

$21; 21 copiesto names, $27; 20 copies, to names, with

or brown,—

RANDALL ORGAN.

R. I, for several years past,

hesitati to set. down

50 cop-

BELLS
FOR CHURCHES,SCHOOLS,
etc.

.

’ Thave been personally

of Wesars,

$31;

one copy of History, $33; 80 copies, to names, $55; 50
copies, to names, with one copy History, $61.
The money must, in all cases, Me received at one
time, and the papers be sent to one Post-Oflice.

invigorates and

black

York.

THE BAKER AND

fo one address,

ies,to one address. $5); 50 copies: and the History, to
one address $50; 11 copies, to names of subscribers, $16;

DYE.

SoM by pl] Druggiets and Perfumers ; and
applied at Batehelor's Wig Factory, No,
street, New

V
or

copies

Steel Composition

remedies the i] effects of bad dyes;
Hair

$10 per annum,

Si MI-WEEKLY, TRIBUNE,
Subscribers, 34 perd#nnum.
Five

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world ;
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in.
stantaneons ; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints,
leaves the

Tin
TRIBUNE,

TRIBUNE, Mail subscribers,

Dover, N, H. Tan, 27. 1868,

RATCHELOR’S

Logan,

mail

forwarded, prepaid, by express or by

on receipt of the required ik
TERMS OF THE
DAILY

be

will

work

The

to do so.

many will be incited

Mai

Awents

and each gaghool contains
a fow hours of attention,

trict library in thee land,
scholars who can, with

of MR. C. L. RUG-

‘This bouk,written by
pts
full of thrill
interesting incidents, and is instructive and
to. both young and old. Itis endorsed
to by Generals Grant, McPherson, John A.

These volumes should be placed in every School Dis-

20133

WONDERFUL

visitor to

welcome

more

power, and to make it a yet
every fireside in tne land, »

and’

usefulness

will be spared to give it still greater

HOLT & Co., 102 Nassau

FOR

TRIBUNE,

paper like THE WEEKLY

it unites with agriculture other features of interest
a6d profit. THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE contains a summary of all that appears in THE DAILY and SEMIWEEKLY agitions, while in addition it is made to address itself to the wants of the great farming class.
Reviews of new publications, and of what is new in
mu-ic and the fine arts; letters from different parts
of the world—some of them ot! rare interest to the
agriculture $a
farmer, as showing the progress of
essays on all topics of
other couatries; editorial
home and foreign iuteiést, together with full and
reports of the markets, will be
carefully printed
‘furnished trom week to week, and at a lower price
By
than that of any other newspaper in America.
pursuing this policy THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE has atigfluence and circulatained its present commanding
tion, and we enter upon the ho ear with an assur
ance to our readers that no pains and no expense

adventures

called ‘General Bunker,” while actScout and Spy during the Great Re-

bellion.
ing and
amusing
certified

of THE

in all its edi-

work will contain the best results of the observations
and study of a lifetime, and, as the question of Protection to American Industry conceins our entire
people, it will be looked for with great intgresty In
additbon to this work by Mr. Greeley, THE Triplivg

Portsmouth, N, H,

AGENTS

“Great American Scout and Spy.”

in the policy of Protection to Home Industry will be
explained and vindicated. This work will first be
given to the public through successive issues

WANTED

A true story of the

WAR.

éwl

TO CANVASS FOR THE

GLES, commonly
ing as a Federal

MR. GREELEY proposes to write, during the year
1869,an elementary work on Political Economy,where-

gts
ervat dd.
wilte
enameled
dial,
works,
ordinary
wateh size, sound

WALTKR

AGENTS

Each.

HORACE GREELEY ON POLITICAL
ECONOMY.

4

York City.

The 49th Annual Course of Lecturefsin4tie Medical
School of Maine, will commence Feb; 18th, and continpe sixteen weeks.
.
Circulars containing full information will be for
warded on application to the Secretary.

all

kinds of desiiable articles, at One Dollar

DEPARTMENT.

Brunswick, Me., Dec. 1868.

Clubs of Ten and upwards.receive articles valued at
from $3 to $100. Full particulars gent fiee. CLOUD,
MAN &
O., 40 Hanover st: eet, Boston, Mass.
4t4¢

avd rervieeatle,
Warranted to denoie correot time
and keep inorder two years,
Satisfaction'guarant: ed,
Sent. post-paid tor 1, 0r.3 for $2.
“Agents wanted,—

Street, New

MEDICAL

[Licensed by United States’ Authorities.)
GREAT
ONE
DOLLAR
SALE.

SOLD ~The Magnetia Pocket TIME:
KEEPER and COMPASS, in a “hand.

’
FOIE
CARE, with
steel and® metal

paper, and without exception the

BOWDOIN COLLEGE.

+

E, Druggict, :8 Leverett st., Boston.

ONE DOLLAR

For circulars address.

20

*

-

MRS, HARRIET BEECHER 8TOWE,
E. STUART PHELPS.
"
;
MRS. LOUISE CHANDLER MOULTON,
"PAUL DU CHALILLU, and others.
Its articles are mostly original, thoroughly practical in their character, wide awake and ente!
he
Subscripiion price, $1.50 a year. For sale by
Newsdealers.
ced Cents single Copy.

choose,

by it; or $1, and the medicine shall be

All apothecaries sell it.

MELODIANS!

Rev. L. L. HARMON,

Teal

ters contribute to its colamns, among whom are

WHITE'S ELIXIR has cured more cases than
all other remedies combined, and will cure you
uicker than any other remedy in the world.
Endose a stamp for a circular containing a few names
out of more than fix hundred who have been cured

Fy sending Instrubents directly from the mun.
ufacturer to the purchaser.
PLEDGE.
If any Instrument fails to give satistae
tion after a few week’s use,
MR.
HARMON will refund the money and take the Instrument: hence he
is compelled to deal in none but the best Instruments,
and he wyrrants every Instrument that he sells, for
five years.
- Send to MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cab
inet Organs.
(Terms as low asthe Firm allows.) Al
80, for all kinds of Piano’s;
especially Chickering &
Sony’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’ of New York,
3m29

ray

eight-page

NEURALGIA,

You need suffer no longer, unless you

Dr. 8. 8

week to keep up a Music Store.

we

ILLUSTRATED

Largest i
Da
ane outh’s Pathoation in the
country.
ped 4 of the most Fascinating and Brilliant Wri-

i, 6tc., BENT FREE.

RHEUMATISM

Attention 18 called to the fact that many purchasers
are being greatly favored by Rev. L. L..HARMON'S
new
method of sending Melodians, Organs and Pi
anos, from any firm desired, to any part of the United
States, thereby freeing the pukschaser from the least
risk in any way.
Twenty percent
is eaved by purchasing of Mr
HARMON.
.
No man rents Instruments ro reasonably as My
HARMON,
Old Instruments of all kinds taken in.
exchange for New,
He does this:
I. By avoiding the payment of from 30 to $150 per
.

ey

Ty

With 'a circulation of nearly 50,000 each week. the
Companion is one of the best mediums for ad
in New England. For terms, address .T. CG. Ev.
Advertising Agent, 106 Washington Street, Boston,
3t1]
PERRY MASON & CO.,
Publishers, Boston.

RUS:ELL,
FPuivisher,
vv > wil

ORGANS!

AML

I LUI

p
:
By Finely
Executed Cuts.:

IT NEVER FALLS,

graving *“ From ! hore to-* hore,” and our rplendid
Christmas
pictme
** The Babe cf Bethlehem,”

CLARA AUGUSTA, daughter of Joseph J. Penny, died in Middleton, Dee. 8, in her 17th year.
she professed Christ the year before her death,
while living in New Durham, and joined the N.
D. church by baptism.” Patient in sickness and
resigned to the will of GJdy shewwas taken from
the evil to come.
J. F. Joy.

passing events and new theories. His wife
DorATHY, widow of the late Ezekiel Woodis a beautiful woman just in the prime of man, of South Hampton, died at the residence of
life. Their residence is a model of archi.” her som; A. G. Woodman, in South Malden.
Dee. 16, aged T7 years, She experienced
tectural beauty; spacious, and venerable for Mass,
religion and joined the church while a residentof
age, having been built by Mr. Smith's father South Hampton. After the death of her husband
nearly a hundred years ago. About thirty she removed to Amesbury, Mass,, and was one
acres

7

Oxr Box or ANTI

WANTED, —AGENTS, — Ladies or Gentle
‘men, evervw here to sell our popular allegorical en-

—

Mary E., daughter of Israel 8. and Eliza J.
Thompson. died in Upper Gilmanton, Dee. 23,
aged 23 years,
This young Chiistizn closed her
labors on earth easily and peacefully,
She was
usually diffident; but grace made ber bold and
triumphant.
Funeral services were attended on
the 25th by the writer, assisted by Rev. Mr,
Kidder.
Instead of a merryit was a mourning
Christmas.
A. D. SMITH.

pages.

'o) A
.

An Antidote for Tobacco.

City, N. J.

MACHINE.

GIFT.=80

No

ps

Rhis great remedy invariably removes all des

tions—DAILY,

Wig

ull corps

:

439

lists of testimonials, r
Agents wanted. Add

to be forever
G. 8. HILL.

L.-

A VALUABLE

IAyses are inadmissible.

discreet and fuithful, * It was the writer's fortune

in all

VN

Medaco,
and is entirely vegetable and hury
dg an Sxgellent appetizer. It Purif h
Dh the systein, possesses
grent nou
an
strengtheni® eben enables the stornggf
igest
the heartiest
Ml,
makes sleep
hifi, and estaba
lishies robust hed
y
ewers
Years Cured. I
per Box, post free,
!
Epfets of Tobacco, with

FITCH'S “ DOMESTIC
FaMILY
PHYSICIAN”?
dexcribes all Direares snd their Remedies
Sent by
wail, tree,
Address
Dk. 8 8. FITCH,
$v do
*
714 Broadway, N. Y.

cash

ception of one son whose early death she lived to
lament,
As a wife, mother and sister she was

The house of Gerrit
Smith is at Petersboro’, N. Y. He isnow iff the 73d yearof his

KNITTING

Thorough instruction, &c.

¢ {U J NG

has engaged George Geddes, one of the best and
7 AN i ED l= Buyers and selleve tor the BICK=
moet successful farmers in the country, and other
f FORD FAMILY
KNIT! ER, the most reable writers on ‘Agricultural subjects, to write reguliable mvention tor the household ever made.
It
knit~ 20.000 stitches a minute, runs tack and forward,
The American Institute Farlarly for its columns.
and sets up its own work.
Parties are making from lemers’ Ciub will continue to be reported in THE SEMI$ to $3. per day at their homes.
Our new Book of
No farmer who
WEEKLY and WEEKLY TRIBUNE.
KFORD
BI
explicit.
and
is plain
instuctions
KNITPING
MACHINE
CO,
2 Bromfield Steet,
desires to till the soil with protit, and to know the
Boston, Mass,
12w40
progress constantly made in the scienseof his call-

Obituaries.

children all

Home.

Co.,

\

each one who stood around her dying
some farm and live like a patriarch. But entreated
bed to prepare to meet: her in heaven.
In this
which is destined to be the lucky individual ? sad event, u widowed mother, two dear sisters
Lucky? There is no luck about it. The and many friends; together with the Sabbath
thing is almost as certain as the Rule of school of which she was an active member. deeply
Three. The young fellow who will dig- feel the loss. But we mourn not as those without hope, for she passed away with a smile on
tanee his competitors is he who masters his her
countenance leaving the assurance that she
business, who preserves his integrity, who sleeps in Jesus. Funeral sermon by Rev. A,
M.
lives clearly and purely, who never gets in Lovejoy.

which reached him through the chinks of
her timbers,
:
About twelve o'clocka heavy sea struck
the

Justice is always the

me

ze fast.”

well-turned

sentences proposed the re-election eof the
Hon. Evelyn Denison,
Then, on the oppositivn side. Mr. Walpole rose, and sol-

every

every-

want

&

Box 701 Dover, N. H,

Star building.

for
Li

fast when you wish me to run—diable take

at the table, he pointed to Sir George Gray,

sitting in

was nothing now to

as we

you

Snow

£~ This pavement js laid around the Morning

of a

Adbertisements.

keeps going, to be sure.”
You tell me to stand fast
“Mais, tenez!

Coon

COMPANION

1, 1868,

NeW YORK TRIBUNF, and will appear

“Why-—he
when

hope

F.

Ry

F. L. WILEY.

herself taken away,--we
with the Lord.

“Certainly they are.”
Eh bien! Does he eat every day?”
“Zen how can he keep fast?”

;
his seat

proceed.
The House will most likely adwas continued until a number got perfectly journ till February fof real business. -.The
mad.
Walter McFarlane, fireman, was one. government are pledged to a policy of peace
and economy
; but especially of justice to
of those who persisted in taking salt water,
and his conduct became so dangerously out- Ireland and religious equalityin the sister

_rageous that he had to-be tied to the bot-tom.
He died in this state. On Friday

life moost be fast days.”

Gutters,

Coal Sheds, &o.

H.

in-

Dea. ALBION PERKINS died in Deerfield, Nov.
ing of the British Parliament are well indi- a discusdton of the sermon—which seems
10 have embraced a consideration of the 1st, aged 78 years, In 1855, he was dismissed by
cated
in
the
following
exiract
from
a
letter
suffer
and
troubles
their
From that time
whole question of woman's rights and letter from the KF. B. church in Epsom,and became
sent by Newman Hull to the Independent : wrongs,—concluded by a vote nearly unan- connected with the church in D., when he was
ings increased rapidly. We quote: —
deacon, which office he satisfactorily filled
Great crowds gathered in Pulace Yard imousin favor of female suffrage ; one maid- chosen
until his death, He loved Zion. and his voice
Next morning one of the passengers, up
about
one
o’clock,l0
see
the
members
arrive.
en
lady
and
a
sturdy
negro
boy
alone
votwas often heard exhorting the church to faithful
Francis Rodgers, suddenly
posed to be
None of the new ministers came—as, by ac- ing in the: negative.
5
a
ness. He was highly esteemed,
und relied
upon
threw himself overboard. A wom n, supas
a man ofintegrity and principle.
His suffer
Such is the'picture of Gerrit Smith and
.posed to be his sister, pleaded hard that cepling office, they have lost their places,
ings
during
the
last
six
months
of
his
life
were
some of us should throw her into the sea and must go back to their constituences for kis surroundings, as seen by Mrs. Elizabeth, intense,but they were borne with Christian fortiafter him ; but we endeavored to soothe ker, re-election. The earliest to arrive was Mr. Cady Stanton, in a recent visit to the geni- tude and resignation. He patiently waited for,
who is nearly 80 years of age, al old man more full of good intentions and and welcomed death leaving as his dying. testiand succeeded in some degree. Rodgers Hadfield,
stauach “Puritan and uncompromising
wild and impracticable notions and opin- mony, +I have fought the fight, I have kept the
was evidently out of his senses. He had the
advocate of civil and religious freedom. He ions tham.almost any other man in the fuith,
(quarreled with us because we nailed the
Mrs. EDMUND R. BATCHELDER died in Deer‘compass to the thwarts. He wanted the was always right on the American war, United States.
fieid, Sept. 22. aged 49 years and 7 months, She
retains his seat for Sheffield; while
knees of his trousers darned, as *‘he could and
-| was converted
several
years ago, and was
not” he said, *
home with holes. in Roebuck, who was always wrong, has been
baptized by Elder Dy:r, and joined the church in
rejected.
Disraeli
was
received
by
the
Puzzled.
Raymond.
Her
death
was
very sudden; while
had
s
them.” Up to fis time provision
caring for her fumily she was stricken down, and
been given in moderate quantities, and crowd with mingled cheers and hisses. At
in a few hours she was a corpse.
But she was
o'clock there was a perfect mob of
If there is anything iniour language that not unprepared. Her faith was strong in Christ.
each person had a daily allowance of a pint two
members
in
the
House,
standing
on
the
althe
shorten
to
now
had
We
puzzles a Frenchman, itis the different sig- Religion was her solace and support. She said,
of water.
shaking hands and congratulating one nifications
of the same word. The perplexi- “the Lord’s will be done.” She raves a mourning
Jowance. We had to keep pulling both on floor,
another,
while
the
lobby
was
crowded
with.
aod eight children. She was faithful in
make
ties
of
a
persevering
Monsieur arising from husband
the fourth and fifth days, and did not
her tamily relations, one of the kindest moth| their friends. Jn the
House of Lords, Sir
mich prog ess.
our
word
fast,
are
more
numerous
than
one
ers,and a true friend to the church and her neighWood took his seat for the firsttime,
Hadi Bs calm all day. The children Page
suppose, as for instance:
bors, and the testimony of all that knew her is,
as Lord chancellor. He was now joined by would
inThe
lively.
tolerably
been
had
«Zis horse, sair, he go qeek, what you diag godly woman has gone to receive her re. hitherto
four
peers,
as
‘Lords
Commissions,”
dressward.
:
mother
its
biscuit,
say?”
:
fant was fed on mashed
ed in scarlet robes, with very queer mediJOHN MALYERN, infant son of John T. and
‘Yes, he is a fast horse.”
having no milk, and the others got biscuit mval
black cocked hats. They sat in a row
A. Cotterell, died in Epsom, Oct. 22, aged 8
“Ah! pardon, Monsier, bur your friend Clara
with a small quantity of preserved meat.
months.
‘I'he mourning parents are looking unfront of the throne, and despatched the
say he make fast his horse, and he tie him to Jesus, and-haye confidingly placed their little
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of
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Majof
picking
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owing
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be felt;
to post 80 he no go at all.”
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esty's faithful Commons.
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all in the boat and the frequent wettings,
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»
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a
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We were
“Ah, zat cannot be; he cannut go fast; aged 66 years. He was baptized by Rev, E. Tuttle. His circumstances were such that he could
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Black
Rod”
appeared
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court-dress
and
as much as possible to avoid capsizing.
“Oh, he isa good man who does not eat not
Christ in his heart, and at last died happy.
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and
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House
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Up to Monday no one had seriously comon fast days.”
CLARA, daughter of Joseph and Josephine
plained of the discomforts, and all were in where he requested the attendance of hon“But I have seen one bon vivant, who eat Young, died in Deerfield, Oct. 19, aged 13 years.
orable
members.
Thereupon
Lord
W.Rustolerable spirits.
The seamen did all in
She was an affectionate and dutiful child. She
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Ze
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in
Court
dress,
and
Sir
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Marchant.
most attentive and thoughtful scholars,
She
termaster, Blair, spun yarns to keep their
“True, that is called living a fast life.” our
confessed her love for the Lord Jesus, and after
chief clerk, in his legal costume of silk
spirits up.
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urish, but her intelligent and large-beatted |
nevolence extended to all the great moral enterprises of the day. In her departure, a devoted ie
and numerous other friends are left
to mourn
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lung fever; and so rapidly did the disease do its
work that in five days she joined that brother on
thé ‘shining shore.”; Soon
after their margave their hearts to Jesus,
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she has been in feeble health and has lived with

our Sourse to the eastward, witha favorable others opinions with the utmost freedom; to Amesbury, and appropriate services were held
the church. Dec. 13, after which they were
Jot ‘among their visitors they often have incarried
wind.
v
to South Hampton and buried beside
resbyterians, - Episcopalians, Lutherans,” those of her husband.
By Sunday evening we were beginning to
J. B.
g~t downhearted. We saw a sail—the first Baptists, Methodists, Uaiversalists. UnitaSARAH
ANN.
wife
of
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Drown,
died
in
we had seen—but she did not observe us, rians, Deists, Atheists and Romunists. -And
48 yrs, and 11 mths.
and darkness shortly afterwards closing in with all, the host and hostess appear on Sheffield, Vt., Nov. 13,

Nothing of particular note occurred till the
second

JANUARY 13,1869.

son whose residence has been in Amesbury,
thus left almost undiscriminaticg hospiwlity ; for, her
until about one year ago, when he removed to 8.
without provisions or“water. When day- though he is inclined stror.gly to materilism Malden,
In declining heaith ber
ust in God
light broke we again made sail upon the and his wile is a spiritualist—an admirer ot has been un~haken, and she has long
n wait-

to. be thrown overboard, the boat was so ‘about six o'clock we were suddenly cheered
The boat by seeing a light to the eastward, which
overloaded with passengers.
was a life-boat, twenty-two feet long, with turoed out to be from Tory island Light:
;
"six or seven feet beam, and it required two house.
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.
her afloat

eran infant six months old.
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